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1. 
A PROCESS ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTION STRATEGIES USED FOR 
PROBLEMS CONTAINED IN THE MINNESOTA PAPER FORM BOARD 
TEST. 
SUMl'iARY 
This thesis reviews progress toward an understanding of 
the processes involved in the solution of 
pt-ob 1 erns. Previous work employing factor 
information processing analysis is reviewed and the 
emphasis on variations in speed and accuracy as the major 
individual differences is noted. It is; 
argued that the strategy used by individuals 
t?;.;pl anatot-·y concept fcw 
cognitive substratum necessary for problem solving. 
Using the protocols obtained from subjects solving The 
i=-or··!T1 Bc.ard (Revised), a test commonly 
regarded as measuring skill in spatial 
number of different strategies are isolated. 
as to the task variants which undergird these strategies 
are made and tested experimentally. The results suggest 
that task variants such as the size of the stimulus and 
the shape of the pieces interact with subject variables 
to produce the operating E;k i 11 in pr-ob 1 (ern 
is in t.o st!'-uctUi ... ·f:? .i •. I., . . _ L.II !;::' 
array, to hold a structured image and to reduce the 
2. 
number- of answers requiring intensive processing. The 
interaction between task and subject variables results in 
appr-opri ate 01'- inappropriate strategies which in turn 
affect speed and accuracy. 
Results suggest that strategy formation and usage are 
the keys to explaining individual differences and an 
heuristic model is presented to explain the pE~rfonTlance 
o·f i ndi \;1 dUi:d subjects on the problems involved in the 
Minnesota Paper Form Board. The model can be used to 
predict performance on other t.es:.t!5 and a!5 aln i:\1 c! t.o 
teaching subjects experiencing difficulties. 
ThE~ modi?l incorporat.es strategy variation 
.~ .••. .• .1 
C\! It.J than pre\/i ou~:.l y 
suggested models • It. is argued that such c: omp 1 e;.; i t y 1 !5 
.J.. __ 
Ll .. l the natur€~ of a s:.ub j ec t :. !:::. 
performance and is also necessary to perform c!iagnosic: 
eV,:Oi 1 uat i CJn • 
Certain structural features of the Minnesota Paper Form 
Board are questioned and suggestions for improvement 
i j"H:::]. udf2d . The es~:;ent i al explanatory function C)+ J_ i.~ '._ 1._ i i 1:::.' 
strategy in use makes the prevalent. group administrat.ion 
approach suspect. in the prediction of future performance 
in spatial or vocational act.ivity. 
J. 
CHAF'TEF: 1: I NTF:ODUCT I ON 
The appearance of two evaluations of factor analytic 
studies of spatial (Lohman, 1979, Lohman and 
Kyllonen, 1983; McGee, 1979) marked a watershed in the 
t-'eseal'-ch on spatial ability. Both are clear in noting 
that all factol~ analytic studies have identified 
mechanical-spatial factors that are distinct from other 
and specific factors and 
Goldman, 1<:;83). both also point out that 
spatial aptitude is still a poorly defined construct 
after 70 years of investigation. 
Reworking the data, evaluating the procedures,testing 
hypotheses as to the meaning of the factors identified 
I ed i'·lci::;e€.~ to concI ude that II .::d though the detJi::it€·: over- thf? 
existence versus non-existence of ."::1 ~:;p,,~t i al f acto!'-
characterises much of the literature prior to 1930 ~I a 
plethora of factor studies since that date have provided 
strong and consistent support for the existence of two 
d:i.stinct. visualization and 
Lohman and Kyllonen, (1983), 
found that in II attempti ng to SU ITIITI cOl 1'- i se thi 5 il',ICW k, it 
quickly became apparent that there ~'Je(·f? many 
f::!nd-poi nts a~; i n\/est i gator- s, II • Re-analysis identified 
t.!···li'''ef? ~=.pati al of \<'Jhi ch i nvc.]. v(?d mentcd 
tl'" an~;+ or rnclt i. Dn~:. and trJh i ch ~:;patiC:ll 
relations, spatial orientation and visualization. 
4. 
McGee (1979) amplified the definitions of his factors 
by visualization as the ability to 
mentally rotate, manipUlate and twist two and three 
di tnf?nsi anal stimuli. Orientation is concerned with the 
comprehension of the arrangement of the elements within 
EI vi !5u'=il !5t i mul us pat tel~n and thus becomes "the apti tude 
to r-E-::mai n unccmf used by the c:jlangi ng orientations in 
\<'ih i c:h cl ~-;PElt i.="11 canf i gur" at i on may bF.: pr·esented". 
Lohman and Kyllonen noted that visualization as a 
':::.p ,3.t i ,:I 1 f i:'lctor' is involved in tests which share two 
i inportC"~nt they Undf?r 
relatively un speeded conditions i:'lncl seem to be mor<~ 
thi:.in those tests whic:h load on spatial 
1·-jO~'j("'\if?r-, thf? important question is not "What are the 
+ i,,\C: t cw' ~:;? If hut "t,.,lh'::it are the dimensions along which 
fcic:tol~S Elr'e <:il'-I'-ayed?" beC:cIUSE-? to simpl y I i. ~;t f ac:tor-s 
:i. mpl i e~; "rnol'--e c:onformi t·'!' and exactness than really 
The dimensions which 
are suggested in answer to the second question above are 
those 0+ speed-power and complexity_ To these Lohman 
I<ylloner" \.'JOul d i:'l thir-d \.'Jhic:h they tel'"iii 
"c:on!::",tr-uct i on" Dr" "synthf2si s "_ It is this additional 
eli mens:i. Dn the i der.:i o·f varying 
strategies for task solution which it will be argued in 
t.h:i ':; plays a primary role in i dt:::·nti 'fyi nq 
individual differenc:es. 
5. 
Some of these ideas are picked up by Pellegrino and 
Kail (1982) in the presentation of a process analysis of 
spatial aptitude (see Figure 1:1). Although they accept 
Lohman and Kyllonen's dimensions of speed-power and 
complexity they omit the strategy dimension and so 
conclude that the "important question is whether 
individual differences in performance on these vat- i ous 
tasks r-i-2f I ect di fferenti cd contributions of the speed 
and accuracy of e>:ecuting specific cognitive processe~,". 
It will be argued later that this omission of Pellegrino 
and Kail is one which makes their process interpretation 
of spatial abilities incomplete. 
An appreciation of the limitations of factor ani:':!J. 'i~;i ':;;:, 
nelt Thurs;tone (:1.947) factor' 
analysis should be seen only as an exploratory method 
appropriate tel an early stage in any investigation. The 
i inpOy-tance of factor analysis lies in the initial 
identification of important latent variables and what is 
pr'''Dducf2d i':; th\~? "initial ~,tr-uctur-c\l model" 
from this position requires the 
the psychological Py- DC E!~;Se~, 
Enter information processing theories i Tht?j~eby attempt~:; 
are made to understand human activity in terms of mental 
processes that contribute to cognitive task performance. 
Among the major emerge are speed of 
ac c: Ui'-' ac y :i n the uti l:i. sj, nq of 
processes in solv:i.ng various kinds of pr-obl f'2fOS!, 
FIGURE 1:1 Schematic representation of spatial 
ability. (From Pellegrino apd Kail, 1982) 
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7. 
processes are combined to handle varying forms of 
information, and whether cognitive tasks are in fact 
solved in different ways by different individuals or 
simply by the execution of common processes at different 
Sternberg (1985) argues that information processing 
t.heclri sts; must appreciate that there is more to 
processing than speed and accuracy although he sees that 
thi s emph;='Isi E· "may reflect the heavy use of cognitive 
researchers of reaction time methodologies in which case 
method may be dictating theory (at least in part) rather 
than the other Factol'- anal ysi!:,j ,,"ilnd 
information processing theory, insofar as the former is 
concerned with structure and the latter with process,may 
ultimately be complementary in the search for insight 
and in guiding performance improvement. 
SCOt-'E' f"'i:::!l Elted to factors may tell 
individual is at this moment (sometl"'ling likt.:? a still 
but unless it is known how he got there, it 
future understanding. 
yesterday's photograph may be obsolete today it still 
offers a starting point. 
On this analogy our starting point is to take one test 
and to analyse how an individual arrives at a final 
scor-(:? . Most tests assume that Ed 1 subjects presented 
with the test will solve the task in the same way. It 
is contended that different subjects often obtain 
8. 
si mi 1 al'"· test score by quite different methods, 
proposition which had been hinted at by E.S. Barratt 
( 1.953) whi 1 e Thurstcme ( 1938) had already recognized 
that routine correlational analysis might ObS5cL.lre 
:i ndi \.'i dual di fferf?nct?s in sol uti on strategy "\.'Jhen a test 
shows saturation with two or more factors we have no 
means of knowing by factorial analysis whether the 
several abilities enter into the test for every subject, 
or whether some subjects use one ability and other 
subjects use other abilities for the same performance. 
A STUDY WITH INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS COULD REVEAL THESE 
DIFFERENCES, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE SUBJECTS INDICATE HOW 
THEY ~:;OL.')E E{;CH F'RCJBL.EI'1" (roy italic!:;) .. 
As Lohman and Kyllonen note,Thurstone never pursued 
tl···I:is line o·f investigation and instead turned his 
attention to the development of factorially "pUr·t~" 
measures of ability_ Such attempts to find tests solved 
in the same way by all test takers has never really 
s;ucceedi,=!d .. French (1963) demonstrated that even simple 
tests such as the Cubes Test were sometimes solved in 
different ways by different subjects and Hunt (1974) 
analysed the Raven Progressive Matrices Test to show the 
existence of two separate algorithms for solution: a 
gestalt algorithm based on the manipulation of visual 
and an analytic algorithm based on formal 
operations applied to sets and subsets of 
featUt-f2S. 
9. 
The present attempt to substantiate the hypothesis 
that subjects solve spatial problems in different ways 
involves selection of a particular psychometric measure, 
the Revised Minnesota Paper Fcwm Board 
Quasha,1943) (hereafter referred to as the MPFB) which 
Anastasi (1976) refeF·s to as /I one of the best si ngl e 
measur-es of spat i al apt i tude II • Having established the 
place of this test within the realm of factor analytic 
theory it will be our aim to develop an understanding of 
thi !::. te!::.t inf?c;ls:·ur··e~"~" Thi!:; \.'Jill 
df2\/elopir·,C] a modf::.'l II'Jhich (;:\lJ.ow~:. thE'!! I'ur-,pac:kinq" the 
processes involved in problem solution. It \.'Ji 11 also be 
shown how the test can be used for diagnostic: purposes 
since we concur with Hunt's conclusion in relation to 
the Raven Progressive Matrices Test that "what 
require are diagnostic tests which tell us a person's 
cognitive style in intellectual operations, rather than 
,,,,n a person's location in a static Euclidean 
modE?l of ment.al !=:<ulrJer·· II (1974). 
The remainder of this introductory chapter seeks to 
intruduce the reader to the r'1PFB, put the test J.n 
historical perspective and to put forward the basic 
j···,ypClthesi s o·f this dissertation: strategy variation 
individu2ils i!:::. best E~;.(pl c;lnclti on o·f 
individual difference between individuals. 
The Revised Minnesota Paper FClrm Board arose from Furm 
Board tests included in the ThurstClne battery and from 
10. 
the Minnesota Mechanical Abilities Project of the 
1930's. The present form of the test arose from the 
desire to administer the test as a group test which 
would measure spatial ab ili"t y. In the Revi sed fOF"m 
(Likert and Quasha, 1943) the test was first reproduced 
in Australia in the early 1940s. There are two parallel 
forms of the test, DA and DB, the latter 
print. 
no longer- in 
The test consists of 64 multiple choice items. In 
item the separate component shapes are presented 
first, followed by five complete figures, one of ItJh i ch 
the separate shapes. The numbeF" of 
component shapes ranges from two to five. The main test. 
is preceded by eight practice questions lito ,,,,llow 
candidates to become familiar wit.h item t"y'pes and 
(Revised Manual, i::;CER 1981) • The five 
assembled figures presented as alt.ernatives can usually 
be seen to cc:msi !5t of two figures which are readily 
identified as impossible, and two or three figures which 
similarity although only one is the correct 
answer (Figure 1:2). 
The items presented become increasingly more difficult 
as the numbeF" of pieces increases, the nurnber of 
different pieces increases, and as more difficult shapes 
are used for both the pieces and the resulting figures. 
To solve a problem the subject may only have to join the 
pi eCF2S as they congF"\"\E~ntl Y Elncl then 
Figure 1:2 
REVISED MINNESOTA PAPER FORM BOARD TEST 
(AUSTRALIAN EDITION) 
PREPARED BY R. LIKERT AND W. H. QUASHA 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
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DA 
DO NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO 
HOW TO ANSWER THE PROBLEMS 
For each problem there are five answers given. One of 
these is right, but ALL the others are wrong. You have 
to look at the problem carefully and pick which of the 
given answers is right. You then MARK ON THE 
SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET the answer which you 
pick. The answers to some problems have been marked 
to help you. 
The parts in most of the problems are taken from the Minnesota Paper Form Board Tests which appear in 
Paterson, Donald G.; Elliott, Richard M.; Anderson, L. Dewey; Toops, Herbert A.; and Heidbreder, Edna; 
"Minnesota Mechanical Ability Tests," University of Minnesota Press, pages 94·101. Used by permission. 
Copyright 1943 by Wm. H. Quasha. 
Published by Australian Council for Educational Research, Frederick Street, Hawthorn, Victoria, 3122, by 
arrangement with Wm. H. Quasha. 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
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Look at the problems at the top of the page. There are eight of them, numbered 
from I to 8. Notice that they go across the page. 
Look at Problem I. There are two parts in the top left-hand corner. These two 
parts, when fitted together, will form one of the figures labelled A, B, C, D or E. 
When they are fitted together, they form the figure labelled E - so E is the correct 
answer. 
Look at your answer sheet. Find the part headed PRACTICE, and look at 
Problem I. E has been marked by a cross because it is the correct answer. Now 
try Problem 2. The two parts in the top left-hand corner fitted together make F, 
G, H, J or K. F is the answer. F is marked on the Answer Sheet. In Problem 3 
the answer is M. Mark M on your Answer Sheet. In Problem 4 the answer is T. 
Mark T on your Answer Sheet. 
Now do Problems 5, 6, 7 and 8. Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet. 
Some of the problems inside the booklet are more difficult than these, but the 
idea is just the same. Sometimes the parts have to be turned around, and 
sometimes they have to be turned over, in order to make them fit. 
Start with Problem I and go across the page. After you have finished the first 
line, go on to the next. Be careful not to go too fast, but do not waste time on any 
one problem. 
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Turn ovt"r and go on wjlh page 5. 
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If you finish before you are told to stop, go back and make sure that every answer is right. 
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compare the completed figure with the alternatives 
offeree! (as in the majority of practice examples) or it 
may be neCeSSc.iry to have regard to various 
transformations such as rotation or reversal in the 
process of searching. The test is timed at twenty 
minutes and the score is the number of items correct. 
The original Manual (Manual~1963) claims that the test 
is desi <;Jr"led to "measure the abi I i ty of a perscm to 
perceive spatial relationships or to visualise how a 
number of separate sections would appear when combined 
tD +ol'-m a whole dii~gr"-il1imatic figur""f.':!". 
!"!anuii:il (I'ii::inucd , 1981 ) offers the test in ordef- to 
"measurE' abilit"y' to rnenti::illy mar",i.~)uJ.ate t~'Jo dimE'j""",sionaJ. 
shapes by requiring the individual to visualise how a 
number of separate shapes will appear when combined to 
"for-m CI ~::"ingle (jeCiiil{0!tr-"ic shi:lpe"" The Manual continues 
performance depends critically thf2 
per-cept i on of proportions of a figure or 
pattern as well as the ability to re-orient shapes in 
The fact that the revised Manual can offer no further 
i;.\ppr""E'ciation of the test measures than the above 
and the following comment "fac:tc:w ~_:;tud i es:" 
<::;ummi::ii"-i ~::;ec! :i n the Ameri can rni~nucll ~:;upport th{0! F;:evi sec! 
1""1 i nnesoti::t F'apE2r"" Form BOc.ir-d i::l ~:; <'il \/ell i d ifl F-: a <::;UI'- e o"f s;pc:d: J. ell 
i::lbi 1 it y, i::inc! 
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~Jas !::;el ected. To r-ef eF' to "spatial vi sUEd i z at ion" 
without definition r-eally tells us nothing about the 
psychol ogi cEd concepts and processes involved nor- about 
the str-ategies used by subjects in it.em solution. 
Should it be found that the test items var-y item-to-item 
in solution str-ategy and that differ-ent subject.s solve 
the same item in different ways the issue ar-ises as to 
how valid this test may be in measur-ing "spatial 
apt:i.tude" and~ in fi:'lct., ~Jhat. "spat:i.al aptitude" may be. 
Ther-e :i.s also the :i.ssue of the meaning of similar- scor-es 
and sim:i.lar- er-r-or- patter-ns der:i.ved fr-om d:i.ffer-ent styles 
of coqnition. Hence there is a need a pr-ocess:i. ng 
model by which the performance of individual subjects in 
tt-',f2 ~30J.ution Df pay-ti cuI ar- items may be under-stoDd. 
Evidi?nce fOr- the r-esolution of these :i.ssues will be 
offered from introspective and r-etrospective reports and 
investigating the 
hypothesis that subjects often s~olution 
strategies and adapt these str-ategies to item demands. 
Finally unless this approach is developed and proves 
fruitful the usefulnesss of the MPFB will cDntinue to be 
defined by vague statements such "the t.E?st is, 
suitable for- use, in conjunction with other- pr-ocedures, 
for the selection of applicants for tr-aining in certain 
skillE'!d t.r-acies;, :in th~? vocat:i. Dnal 
counsellinq of clients who may be contemplating such 
trl~:i.n:i.nq" (i'1i:'lnui:,'II!, 19\:)1). 
1 9. 
The MPFB has been frequently cited in factor analytic 
studies (Murphy, 1936; Brush, Estes~ 1942; 
Barrett, 1944, Morgan, 1944; Wittenborn, 1945; Shuman, 
1945; P.E. BarF'att, 1953, E.S.Barratt 1955; Gavurin 
1967) and has been reported to load on a variety of 
factors;. Because of this lengthy history a brief review 
will be provided of how the test has been perceived by 
To establish a context we begin with the work o·f 
( 1953) who put forward the general thesis 
that one of the first steps in predicting "what" is 
being measured by tests of ability "should be cln 
the problem solving process [.!sed 
especially when these tests are used as a 
For twenty years prior to Barratt"s statement t.his 
of spatial tests had been loosely referred to as 
set of charact.eristics which tend to make for success in 
mechanical work. Murphy (1936) was one of the first t.o 
complain that the tes:.ts.:; then in use as tests of 
intelligence and mechanical ability were not built on a 
sCIentific basis due to the lack of information as to 
what constitutes a test of mechanical ability or a 
of example Murphy refers to the 
MPFB being called by its clut.hDr!5 meaSUt-f2 
mf:?chc~n i C ,":I 1 o.iptitudE'1" ,"'hile the F:evised BE-?t.a E:';C:'Iminai:iDn 
20. 
FIGURE 1:3 The plot of eighteen tes~ vectors 
as points on a spherical tJ;iangle. (From Hurphy, 1936) 
B 
A 
c 
FIGURE 1 
THE LOCATION OF THE TER~IINI O~' Till! TUT VECTOR~ AS POINTS ON A 
. S.'1I2R1CAL TllI.\NGLE 
P = Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board 
B4 = Revised Betg Examination.Paper Form Board. 
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had its fourth sub-test (a paper form board test) called 
"<-1 non-verbal test of i ntell i gence". Murphy set out to 
investigate the relationship between tests of mechanical 
aptitude and verbal and non-verbal intelligence. 
From her correlation analysis Murphy was able to 
conclude that "the non-ver-bal tests:- are rneasuri ng the 
trait measured by mechanical aptitude tests to a greater 
than they are measuring whatever is 
measurt?d by ver-bal i ntell i gence". factor anal ys-i s 
went on to identify three primary abilities indicated by 
points on a spherical triangle (Figure around A 
are grouped tests which seem to depend on the mental 
manipulation e)f relationships expressed !5ymbol i cc":;l.11 y, 
point B groups tests of speed of 
co-ordination while point C seem!:; 
cal ling for mental man i puJ. at i on of spat i al r-el at i ems" • 
The two form board tests P (Revi !5E!d MPFB) and B4 
(Revised Beta Examination Paper Form Board) are grouped 
<:\t po:i_ nt C:. From her analysis Murphy concludes that the 
i'"IPFB d€'-?pends on the "manipulation of sp<::\tial jrelations 
to a great extent, but also, to a lesser extent, 
speed of r-Iand and eye' co-ordination"" 
During the 1940s attention turned to the nature of 
spatial aptitude with the emergence of a factor called 
"spatial visualizi:'-ition" I-Jhich was:- seen as the "ability 
to judge the relations of objects in space, to judge 
shapes and sizes, to manipUlate them mentally, tD 
22. 
visualize the effects of putting them together or of 
turning them over all round" (Super and Crites~ 1962). 
The work reviewed by Super and Crites found that 
mechanical aptitude is best seen as a composite of 
spat.ial visualization~ perceptual speed and mechanical 
i nf ot-mat ion. 
Like Murphy these authors were also interested in the 
t-el at:i on of rnechan i cal apt i tud~? ,:\nd i nte!ll i genee 
concluding that "i n homogeneous gr-oups there are 
\/ariations in ability to visualize spatial relations 
that are quite independent of general mental ability and 
that!1 in heterogeneous groups the relationship between 
the two is positive but not high enough to make one 
bi itself ;;:i~:; a pr(?d i ctor- of the oth(?lrO II • (,iJhen 
wide ranges of ability are in question, it is possible 
to clc\~3sify !::oubject~3 2Kcot-oding to "qenf?Fo",d." ability but 
with fairly similar populations scores fail to predict 
success in certain types of activity. A situation which 
has continued until now! We shall return to this point 
Super and Crites' assessment of the work done on the 
MPFB in the years 1930 to 1960 concludes that the test 
inductive reasoning, in that. 
measures spat.ial judgment by means of 
abilities and 
and ;:..1 though it 
two dimensional 
medi i:l, to hi!:; c\b i ]. i t. y is the same as that measured by 
Thf2 latter COilC 3. usi orOOj he,d ~ 
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also:. been reached by Estes (1942). In summar-y, the 
1'1PFB \foJC\S seen as a valuable partial 
" structLw"al 
mechanical 
visualizat.icm" 
aptit.ude and 
1944) 
in engineering 
measur-e of 
involved in 
aptitude. 
Interest.ingly Brush found that the test yielded better 
result.s when used as an individual test than when 
administered in group form. 
During this time three important ideas as to t.he use 
of the MPFB were emerging. The first of these has 
already been commented upon in the work of E. S. Ban-att. 
In seeking to explain the nature of the fact.ors with 
which he was working he sought protocols from each 
subject regarding t.he method of problem solving. Fl'""om 
these protocols he was able to adjust 
previously offered the factors and to report that 
strategies were being used 
pr"Dbli?ms ~·J:ithin a test loading on a particular fact.Dr 
depending on the difficulty Df the By 
identifying strategies which \1 a 1"-" i ed 
(global) t.o part by part, by seeing that 
not a necessary process but could be by-passed if Dther 
cues were used, and by noting the way in which pl'""C)blt~i"ii 
demands influenced Barratt was able to 
enrich the statistical definitions with an understanding 
of psychological processes. 
A second idea was developed by P.E.Barrc":ttt 
on the work of Thurstone and Dthers who suggested 
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an interpretation of the spatial group factor in terms 
of ment.al manipulation of visual imagery. His aim was 
to obtain more information on the role of imagery in the 
solution of probl ems o·f various kinds presented in a 
spatial medium. 
Barratt. identified three factors which he t.ermed 
"Spati .:\1 Manipulation", as all the test.s (including the 
MPFB) "appear to involve a capacity to manipUlate visual 
i magi ned processes", "F:E'!asoni ng II as i:"l second factor, and 
conf i gL.W at ion is 
held i ina(.:;}i n,:tll y against. competing U~::.i ng 
questionaire methods Barratt sought an "ifi1c:tgery" 
each he was able to conclude that 
II·faci 1 i ty i mpor-ta.nt. in ~::;patial 
manipulElt.ion, is .l f2SS important. in shape recognition 
tasks and is un i mpc:wtant in spat i al anal yt i c I'-easc:mi ng" " 
TlrJO t ypf?S. o·f image processing emerge from this 
appr·oach. In manipulation a high order of cont.rol is 
called for, working wit.h clear and well defined 
and a strategy which 
image in different "juqgJ. i n(;J" it :i.nto 
On the other hand, shape recognition 
order, jUst. 
sufficient t.o allow a direct comparison of shape to be 
"m':ini pulelti on" so that 
the deql"'ee of i~-; miniillal". 
j.mplicat.ions Cif t.h is. dist.inction 
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strategies will become apparent. 
In this setting the MPF8 was found to load on Factor 
I (Manipulation) and F actor- III (Shape Recognition) 
which is understandable if we postulate that the imagery 
demands of the two factors are different because 
subjects are using two different strategies. For some 
strategies shape recognition is sufficient before moving 
to comparison between tot.:d images while for other 
problems and with other strategies manipulation of 
individually identified is nf?CeSsary foro 
C Oiilp ar- i seln " Unfortunately the author failed to develop 
these ideas beyond saying that "what sE~ems to be 
between the two spatial factors is what the 
~~ubject. is requii,ooE·d t.o do IrJit.h his imi:ige!:;". In 
hi ndsoi ght. it would seem that adoption of an analysis of 
processes approach i<'JClul d have been th{? 1 o(oJi cal 
progression from this tentative conclusion. 
Imagery control, imagery vividness and the breadth of 
the image in restructuring were concepts which were 
returning as tentative explanations during this period 
(Di 'v'e~:ot a, and Sunshine, l'.:n1 ; 
1972; Paivio, 1978) and more and more were seen as major 
consi dero at i ems in distinguishing between individual 
performances on spat.ial test.s. b(? the 
clue to the use of various strategies in l:5pat:]. a1 
relations and spatial visualization tests. 
A third idea was also emerging. This concerned the 
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dimensions along which differences in factors might lie. 
Michael, Zimmerman and Guilford (1954) argued that the 
difference between the two factors which they 
identified, Spatial Relations and Visualization, lay in 
the speed of response. The former demanded fairly rapid 
decisions, the latter a more deliberate and less 
automatic approach. These authors were also able to 
identify the presence of visual-motor reasoning in the 
responses of boy~ and a tendency by girls to verbalise 
their performance. Although they failed to come to 
definite conclusions about the involvement of these 
psychological processes in the solution of spatial 
problems the need for explanations which reached beyond 
factor analysis was becoming apparent. 
The great difficulty for factor analysts was to bring 
the identified factors and the tests which they were 
using into some sort of exclusive relation since tests 
were found to load on both factors. The conclusion was 
that the factors were very similar in psychological 
terms and could not be as neatly distinguished as they 
were by statistical methods. 
The approach which will be followed in this study is 
not to seek to establish the MPFB in relationship with 
some latent ability which is then claimed to be 
responsible for the observed variations among 
individuals on the test. Rather it is to seek to 
understand the test as a cognitive task which leads to 
27. 
responses from individuals using different approaches. 
It is argued that the nature of these approaches will 
tell us more about "spatial aptitude" 
based on carrel ati onal analysis. 
understanding it should be possible 
than approaches 
By 
to 
such an 
ascertain 
cognitive weaknesses and strength~ and 
possibilities for improvement. 
thereby open 
The methods for drawing inferences about the ways in 
\-'Jhi ch 
content. 
individual~ approach this test will 
ancil ysi s of vw-i tten and 
involve 
modelling of tJ-H? materi al and testing of t.he model 
against other models proposed. 
This historical review of the use of 
past fifty years has been selective and has 
concentrated on three areas which seem to offer scope 
for development~ the use o-f introspection to gain 
insight into the individual's activity, the role which 
imagery represent.at.ion plays in the development of 
strategies and finally the dimensions along which all 
spatii:"d factors and the tests which load on them may be 
Ei:\ch t.hese areas will our 
understanding of how the test is processed and, in turn, 
generat.e new ideas for 
spatial context. 
devt?lopmt?nt If?arning in a 
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CHAPTER 2: A MODEL FOR PROCESS ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL 
VISUALI b':1TION. 
As indicated above, factor analysis is limited to the 
identification of the major categories of mentation and 
groups of tests which seem to require the same skills. 
We have also suggested that a major source of inter-item 
and inter-test variance lies in the dynamic processes 
which individuals bring to bear on problems presented in 
tests;. As Thurstone said nearly forty years ago "the 
fi;,ictcn-ic:;\l methods were developed fDr thE' s;t.udy of 
individual differences but these individual di·f·fer-ences 
may be regarded avenue to the study of the 
processes which underlie these differences" (1947). 
An information processing analysis aims to elucidate 
the basic processes and the process co-ordination 
involved in solving a specific problem. The cippr-oach 
involves specifying, as completely as possible, what 
input i:Oi.ftE?r· it enters the cognitive 
By decomposing item soluticm 
composite mental t . . t op f?t·- i:Oi. .. 1 on!:s 1': ct 
conceptual infrastructure for a formal theory. 
By identifying psychological indices within a 
task it is possible to argue that individual differences 
result from the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
at tht? ti me~. from the use of 
different processes, or from the ability to change these 
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processes. 
An analysis of spatial ability requires 
identification of tasks which serve to define spatial 
ability, a model defining the relation of these tasks 
and the strategies which control process integration and 
sequencing. Finally, a method by which the model can be 
used as a basis for the analysis of individual 
differences is necessary. 
Such an analysis has been conducted by Pellegrino and 
(Pellegrino and Kail 1982, Mum a \.'J and 
Pellegrino 1984, Pellegrino,Mumaw and Shute 
Pellegrino,Alderton Shute 1 <;'84) • 
highlight a number of issues which their work does not 
appear to have considered and which have arisen in our 
own investigation of the MPFB. \.<Je I~Ji 11 r-eport the 
I~e~::"ul t!:; of replicating their experiments and then 
compare their models with an alternative. 
The work of Pellegrino and his associates takes the 
MPFB test as the bas1s for their investigaticlr1 of 
spatial visualization which they accept as a factor 
di~:;;tinct fr-olTI the factol r " tel'-med "!!spatial I·-elatior"l~;;:"". 
The model which they propose arises from a task analysis 
of the types of problem presented in the test and the 
! " " C 3. men ';;:"1 DriS \l>Jhi ch Set2m to Linde!'"" I :i. e ti:iSk d:i.-Hiculty and 
appr-oach, based on this factor:i.al 
dis;;tinctiDn!, postUlates that differences in "::;i mpl e 
spati al relat:i.ons tasks are primarily associated with 
FIGURE 2:1 
e 
ENCODE 
Piece I 
A process model f~r the solution of MPFB problems (From Pellegrino & Kail, 1,82) 
rn ~o 
laboratory Form Board Item 
s r 
-SE. FlRC'1 fOr ROTATE 
POSSIBLE 
MATCH 
(optional) (optional) 
None 
n = lolal number 01 pieces 
n I:: number of spatially displaced pieces 
n I = number of rolaled pieces 
RT = nee t c) + n 1St n I r. x 
c 
COMPARE 
Mlsmalch 
)( 
RESPOND 
SAME 
RESPOND 
DIFFERENT ' 
\.JJ 
o 
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measures of processing speed. Differences in task 
perfonrlanc!? on visualization tasks reflect a larger 
number of component processes and/or more executions of 
individual processes. 
Their task analysis of the MPFB identified the 
following points of variation:- the number of individual 
stimulus elements which must be processed, the 
si mi I cu""i ty the element.s, and the number of 
mismatching pieces in the i ncor-rect. sol LIt ions. The 
approach hypothesises t.hat the element.ary processes 
include encoding, and 
decision processes which are combined as shown in Figure 
2~ 1." 
The process model (shown in Figure 2:2) assUfiies an 
initii::!1 encod:i ng (Jf one of t.he pieces followed by a 
search for a potentially corresponding piece. (,LJhen this 
possible match is identified, there is rotation to bring 
the t.wo stimuli into congruence so that a compat- i sor"1 
pt-oces,=; can b(::!} e)-~ ecutF.:!d. If the two pieces correspond 
and all the pieces have been examined and have given 
CDlr"r"F.!!:;pondi nq a positive response IS executed. 
If all the pieces have not. been examined then the entire 
process recycles for examination of another stimulus 
element until all al'-e CCjlTlpleted Df 
correspondence has been found. 
The mat.erial designed to t.est this model 
from the MPFB toget.her with other specifically designed 
1. 
2. 
5. 
6. 
Yes 
7. 
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FIGURE 2:2 Example laboratory form board item 
and a process model for item solution. (From Mumaw and 
Pellegrino, 198~) 
. Encode 
Element i 
Find 
Corresponding 
Element 
Compare 
Elements 
Respond 
Same 
4. 
No Rotate 
8. 
No 
Element 
Reset 
Truth 
Index 
9. 
Respond 
Different 
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items in the same format. Items from the MPFB which 
based on size differences were deliberately 
excluded on the argument that in a simple same-different 
comparison test (that is without the aid of a number of 
opt.ions) such items are too difficult. In the 
Pellegrino experiment mismatches are characterised by 
changes in angles, in the number of 
relative proportions of t.he sides. 
sides and the 
I t can be <::"lrgued 
that in fact this approach negates a basic demand of the 
11PFB pl"obl ems, namely, the ability to distinguish size 
differences. 
In discussion, Pellegrino, Alderton and Shute, (1984) 
hypothesi Sf2 t.hat. i ndi vi dUial 
visualization tasks will be a function of accuY-acy in 
e}(ecut.ing mental than in sipeed of 
functioning. {.~ reI ated hypot.hesis is that th0?se 
"r-equi rf? the e}u?cuti on and co-ordinat.ion of 
several processes with more information stor-ed in the 
bufft?I''' thus greater cognitive complexity may 
lead to strategy differences in problem solution as well 
ia~3 pc,t.f;?nt:i. <::'11 solution 
increasf.:::d pr-oblf2fi'l cOl'ftple}(ity"" While the first of these 
hypotheses is developed, "the import.ant. question is 
whet.her individual differences in performance on these 
various tasks reflect. differential contributions of the 
speed and accuracy of 0:~::'( ecut i ng specific cognit.ive 
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in relation to the second hypothesis. 
Subjects were presented with a same-different task in 
which the completed figure was presented on the left 
hand side and a number of pieces on the right hand side. 
The requirement was to identify the presentation as same 
or different. The pieces on the right hand side were 
presented in a variety of formats reflecting the 
hypothesised processes wholistic, separated, 
displaced, rotated and rotated and displaced (Figure 
The discriminability of the pieces was maximised 
in order to prevent confusion during the search stage of 
processing on the grounds that, if search as a process 
is based on gross characteristics of an element, the 
presence of similar elements will increase the chances 
of manipulating the wrong element. The fact that this 
could be a significant cause of error in the MPFB test 
seems to have been deliberately avoided by the authors. 
The experimental results indicated that the simple 
additive structure ImplIed in the model was confirmed 
with displacement items taking longer than wholistic 
which in turn were faster than separated. Rotated and 
rotated and dIsplaced are taken together as it is 
claimed they did not differ although they were slower 
than the other processes. From the data the authors 
derive confirmation that the main processes are 
encoding, search, rotation, comparison and response. 
The faster items are explained as requiring fewer 
FIGURE 2:3 Examples of the five positive 
trial item types. (From Mumaw and Pellegrino, 
1984) • 
Rotated & Displaced 
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Encoding, Search. Rotation. Comparison. Response 
Rotated 
Encoding. (Search), Rotation, Comparison, Response 
Dispiac ad 
Encoding, Search. Comparison. Response 
Separated 
Encoding. Comparison. Response 
Wholistic 
Encoding, Comparison, Response 
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processes thereby contributing to an additive latency 
model (Fi gure 2: 4) • 
From the error data it is argued that there are 
various sources of processing failure. Failure to 
detect a match is influenced by the presence of a 
rotation component since the stimulus representation is 
distorted following rotation and comparison fai Is. 
Errors in the detection of a mismatch between similar 
but non-identical shapes usually occur in the presence 
of a large number of matching pieces suggesting that 
subjects resort to a global comparison under these 
ci r·cumstances. The likelihood of detecting a mismatch 
therefore decreases as the number of matching stimuli 
increase (Figure 2:5). 
The latency data show a linear increase in RT as a 
function of the number of stimulus elements across all 
conditions. It is argued that the data are consistent 
with the assumption that processing is exhaustive for 
positive items and self-terminating for negative items. 
The exception found by Mumaw and Pellegrino was in 
pet-formance on negati ve separated items "whi ch suggest!:; 
e~·:hausti ve processing of all elements before item 
rejection". The explanation for this is difficult to 
find especially as another paper by the same authors 
(Pellegrino, Mumaw and Shute, 1984) expressly notes that 
"on negative separated tt-ials, the fusion process may 
result in forcing all the pieces into a whole even 
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FIGURE 2:5 Mean errors as a function of trial-type, 
item type, and number of stimulus elements. (From 
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though one of the elements is incorrect with respect to 
specific features such as size or angle. The r-esult 
would be a higher error r-ate on such items /I • The 
explanation is more likely to lie in the fact that the 
close similarity between the array and the separated one 
item different situation demands exhaustive processing. 
The method of presentation used in these experiments 
with the pr-obe presented on the left hand side, is also 
likely to lead to decomposing the figure in this 
;::;.i tuati on. In ac:ldit.icm~ when mismatch detection 
relatively inaccur-ate or i ne·ff i ci ent tht~ number- o·f 
pr-ocessing cycles before cor-r-ect r-ejection is a function 
the number- of stimulus elements and the failur-e to 
d('?tect. C:i match. From this it would be pr-edicted that 
low ability subjects may take 
negative item than a positive item thus clOUding the 
clarity of the argument that negativ8 item processing is 
self-terminating. 
The auth9rs develop the following conclusions about 
the differencGs between high and low ability subjects 
but make no comment on the possibility that subjects of 
the same ability may operate In different ways. 
comments in br-ackets will be :I. ooki!."!d 
bases of alter-native hypotheses). 
SkillE)d indi\/idual~~ _ • ... ! ... ~ IIi<::H'.t7 
stlmulus r-otation or- transfor-mation. 
assumes that skilled individuals do in fact rotate and 
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transform as often as others). 
(b) Skilled individuals are more accurate in detecting 
mismatches between similar stimuli independent of the 
occurrence of rotation. 
(c) Skilled individuals are faster at searching through 
an array to find corresponding stimulus elements. (This 
ignores the possibility of the nature of the search 
process being different rather than just more 
efficient). 
Cd) Skilled individuals are faster in encoding and 
comparison processes. (Alternatively they may execute 
these processes in different ways). 
From their results the authors claim that skill in 
visualizing tasks is related to a number of features. 
(a) The quality of the stimulus representation is one 
such feature since a more precise representation permits 
more rapid search and faster and more accurate decision 
making. It also allows the retention of enough 
information following manipulation to make an accurate 
comparison. 
(b) The greater search speed of high ability subjects is 
best seen as a speed difference in locating a match 
piece and this, rather than speed of encoding, 
index of spatial ability. 
is the 
ec) The choice of strategy plays a part since skilled 
subjects use a precise analytic mode of processing 
rather than a less analytic and partly wholistic or 
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global processing mode which generates errors on certain 
items. 
(d) High ability subjects either have a perceptual or 
memory sy!:.tem ~"Jhi ch elllOlo'J!S constrLlcti on of 
containing pr-eservi ng more 
information over t.ime or possess more 
efficient. and better strategies for extracting important 
information when encoding s:.t. i mul i for a particular 
cognitive t.ask as a result of knowl f.?dge or attention 
Mumaw and Pellegrino .: 19\34) fUt'''thei''' <OIt-gue that 
skilled performance on the MPFB is related to speed of 
alternatives which are toted 1 Y 
and that this is the greatest contributor to 
speed differences. Thei r iHodel, fails tel 
explain why this is so. 
In conclusion, Pellegrino and his associates suggest 
that spatial aptitude is associated with the ability to 
sufficiently precise and so.tabl e 
representations of unfamiliar visual stimuli that can be 
subsequently transformed or operated upon ~\!i th fn i n i fiH .. tffl 
loss ... y"{?I':Ii::i ons· and 
visualization respectively reflect £?mpha~;es on codinq 
versus transformation processes within the system and 
single versus multiple/sequential transformations with 
the ability to co-ordinate and monitor the latter .. \.lJh':l t. 
appears to be lacking i ~:;. cOforoi:o-nt 
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I-'ihi ch can tr-igger- knowledge of when a par-ticular-
emphasis is appr-opr-iate. 
This shor-tcoming is r-elated to an issue which is not 
tackled adequately, namely, the natur-e of the str-ategies 
or- algor-ithms which enable individuals to solve these 
par-ti (:ul clY- pr-oblems. The issue r-aises a ser-ies of 
linked questions. Do individuals solve problems using 
the same strategy but var-y in thei r· and/or· 
accuracy of execution? Do individuals differ in the 
emphasis which they place on executing the differ-ent 
components of the same algor-ithms or, alternatively, do 
d iff eF"i~~nt algorithms to solve specific 
sh oj'- t c om in g s. In fact Pel I egl'- i no 
Pellegrino and Glaser (1977) presented a paper in .1977 
on the infor-mation processing components necessary for 
solution of qeometl'·i c: :i n IAlhi ch 
. _. 1 ] specltlca .y to They 
processing resour-ces and working memory capacity of an 
ind:i\tidual n ab iii t. Y 
pr·ocf.'2ssi ng strategies in or-der to circumvent 
some of the memory problems that al"- i s,·e wh en 
stt-·cd:egy th.::d: is optimc:~l ·fOi~ less difficult items. 
These adaptive characteristics of performance r-emain to 
bf? Co1.!::'Si:?;.'ss::.ed I'll In the next chapter these questions will 
be explored in a series of exper-iments. 
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF SUBJECTS' PROTOCOLS ON MPFB. 
It will be recalled that E.S.Barratt as a 
follow up to factor analysis, sought to identify the 
problem solving processes involved in spatial tests by 
interviewing his subjects to discover their problem 
solving processes on problems typical of 
some of the mental processes used to solve.the problems 
and that they were able to communicate these thoughts to 
By using the protocols Barratt was able to formulate 
definitions for the factors which he identified. 
the present discussion his most interesting discovery 
subjects used different approaches, which he 
cc:dlf.·?d "part" ,,;;nd 1Ii,-',lhole", and \;al'··ied strategies which 
worked with abstract symbolism or related figures to 
familiar and concrete images. 
Further investigations showed that t.hose u::si ng t.he 
part approach combined with abstract symbolism performed 
on tests. on t.he f C:lctor·· 
hypot.hesised to represent the ability to turn or rot.ate 
a given figure to correspond with anot.her figure. On 
clef i nE"!d as th£~" mental ab iii t·i to Sf2E' 
spatial relationships of objects involved in dyn"'lmi c 
in 
i::ippt-·Dach to "easy" and "difficult" pr··oblem!::., C!iffF;:!I~f?nc;::~!::. 
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in the intial moves make by subjects, and a variation in 
the number of cues looked for and used. He also found 
some subjects who seemed to lack any consistent approach 
and gave up confused. 
Barratt concluded that subjects" problem solving 
techniques might be a means of gaining insight into 
their scores, that teaching different problem solving 
techniques might be more effective with some subjects 
than with others and queried how generalizable these 
t.f?c:hni qUE'!::. or st.rategies might be for particular 
indi\/idUEIls .. 
The development . r ClT this appy"{:Jach t.o g<'iining 
th(? cour··s·e cognitive processes 
through obtaining protocols is analysed by Ericsson and 
S i meW! (1. 984) • They identify two important dimensions of 
in t.h€:! t.ime C)·t~ 
reporting since t.his determines from which memory the 
infor-mation bl:.-:::i nC:j This 
ti:~sk :i.~; bei nq performed and retrospective reporting 
the task directed processes. 
The second dimension dist.inguishes between 
i nvol vi nl] intermediate inference and those which are a 
direct articulation of stored programs of a more general 
n,,,,t LW·E"! n 
Asking for reports which are retrospective runs the 
t-·:i <:; k that any retrieval operation is fallible and that 
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retrieved information will be corrupted by information 
previously acquired. To ask "How did you do this task?" 
is likely to receive a general rather than specific 
i nt.erpl~et.ati em. Subject.s are more likely t.o recall 
genef-al programs applicable to all and to 
geneF"al i ze specific information derived from some 
trials. Retrospective review will regenerate processes 
used and this can be generalised to what they might have 
done or, in the light of present knowledge, IfJhat they 
should have done. 
To ask a subject what he has been doing after a 
series of trials can be expect.ed t.o produce a response 
containing general processes from retrieved selected 
episodes or a rationalisation based on what. the subject 
now considers should have been done. 
Alt.hough retrospective reporting may obscure changes 
in strategy or call forth only one particular type of 
approach, it does have the advantage of giving fairly 
generalised descriptions of the main strategies in use. 
Because retrospective reporting involves the retrieval 
of traces of connected episodic memory in long term 
memory (LTM) the reports can be combined into a single 
structure thought out after the event, or the reflection 
of a description of the subject's cognitive processes 
already generated while working and reflecting the 
changes demanded by the task or by the individual 
conscious of his own limitations. 
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The aim of this chapter is to use the retrospective 
reports gathered in a number of experiments to propose a 
model. The reports contain both basic processes which 
operate without alternatives and strategies which are 
under the control of the subject and which allow aspects 
of the problems to be approached in different ways. The 
solution of a problem may necessarily demand encoding of 
the information, the way in which this encoding is 
accomplished and the time taken is likely to be an 
i ndi \/i dual variant. From the eXFectat~on that subjects 
\.'Jill conceive of the MPFB problems as "open" it is 
hypothesised that individuals will retY-ospecti vel y 
Y-epClrt geneF' ,-;11 
e;.:ecution. 
plans which differ in fClrmat and 
It is also hypothesised that particular plans of 
action are chosen because of past e;.:perience, how 
"comfot-table" a particular approach feels, the influence 
of previous examples and practice, and the way in which 
particuliilf- pt-oblems tl~igger "warnings" aged nst certai n 
appr-oaches. It i= pClssible that some plans, derived 
from past e;.:perience may have become virtually 
"autClmatic" and unavailable to introspection while 
unfamiliar problems will demand new approaches which are 
more easily recalled to consciousness. It is likely 
that retrospective reporting, OCCLlrY- i ng af t~?r- the 
performance of a number of problems, reflects the most 
common "set" which a subject e:':peY-iences while cut-rent 
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reporting during processing indicates how the unfamiliar 
is being tackled. If these two approaches yield 
complementary and compatible data then our confidence in 
what is happening will be increased. 
A particular strategy may be chosen because of the 
nature of the processes being used and reflect the way 
in which these processes ipterac~. Alternatively, 
strategy selection may be determined by representations 
employed in problem solving. Cooper (1982) ,for example, 
suggests that an analytic strategy may result from a 
memory n;?prl:s;entati em II'Jh i c:h is composed of 
sub-units,parts or features while a wholistic strategy 
may be attributable to a memory representation including 
all of the information in a visual pattern. The former 
strategy will result in a sequential comparison, the 
latter a comparison performed in parallel and globally. 
Selection of strategy or strategy change may also 
reflect an individual's perception of the relative 
difficulty of a problem. For e>( arnp 1 e, II'lhen ':1 subject 
experiences difficulty in labelling a piece this may 
creiate confusi on or resul tin a change of' strategy. 
Alternatively, selective attention by subjects to 
specific aspects of the stimulus may result in the 
adoption of different approaches. 
Given the Pellegrino and Kail model (1982) outlined 
in Chapter 2, it would be expected that a study of the 
protocols of subjects performing the MPFB would reflect 
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a strategy which was analytic and exhaustive. This 
hypothesis is modified by Pellegrino, Mumaw and Shute 
(1984) who argue that "skill differences are also 
associated with differences in processing strategy. The 
major strategy differences may involve a precise 
analytic mode of processing versus a less analytic and 
partly wholistic or global processing for certain item 
types" t.he lat.ter being typical of "lolo'Jer skill 
i ndi vi dLlal s". 
Five pilot studies were conducted to set the 
par<:\meters for an investigation of the strategies 
available to individual subjects and the development of 
a model which would explain strategy use and strategy 
change in the performance of items from the MPFB. 
PILOT STUDY ONE 
Subjects and Method: The first attempt at investigation 
of the MPFB using retrospective protocol analysis 
involved asking 116 applicants for a certificate course 
in architectural drafting at a T.A.F.E.College, after 
completion of the test, to write down how they thought 
they had tackled the problems or to draw a flow-chart of 
their method of operation. This procedure was carried 
out at the conclusion of a standard test administration 
and the subjects were permitted to refer back to the 
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qLlesti em sheet. The mean age of the applicants was 17.7 
years and they were drawn from all parts of Melbourne 
since the college is one of only three offering this 
course in the metropolitan area. All had completed Year 
11 of secondary schooling. 
The selection tests included the MPFB, the Standard 
Progressive Matrices 1938 (1938), the Paper Folding Test 
from the French Battery (French et.al.1963) and the 
Surface Develop~ent Test from the French Battery (French 
eta aJ. .1963). 
Results and Discussion. 
Some subjects simply listed the way in which the 
pieces were put together in an answer. The 85 protocols 
which were usable as retrospective reports can be 
grouped into three categories. 
The first category is defined by a strategy 
presented in the flow chart in Figure 3:1. The subject 
took one of the stimulus shapes, labelled in many cases 
as "the most unusual shape" or thE-~ "b i gges·t shape" or 
"the easi est to recogni z+.'" shape" "a ge'c)metrically 
describable shape", and compared it with the first 
alternative answer asking "Is this shape present in the 
answer'?" • If the anSIo'Jer is "Yes" then the subject 
proceeds to compare other pieces of the stimulus array 
Io'Jith t.hat alternative until (a) all pieces are fitted, 
(b) a certain number are fitted, or (c) one of the 
pieces is found not to fit. When ec) occurs the subject 
TAKE 
ANOTHER 
PIECE 
Figure 3: 1 Flow chert of first streteghl identified 
in Pi 1 at Study One. 
NO 
ENCODE 
STIMULUS 
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repeats the whole operation with the next alternative 
answer and so on until a fit is found and chosen as the 
correct answer. 
A variation of this strategy involved the subject 
first eliminating impossible answers before proceeding 
with the sequential comparisons. When (b) occLlrs the 
subject decides upon an acceptable threshold beyond 
which comparison is not necessary (self-terminating). 
(2) The second strategy is presented in the flow chart 
in Figur-e 3:2. Like the first, it involves selecting 
one piece from the stimulus array characterised by the 
same descriptions or labels as Strategy 1. In this 
case, however, the subject applies the piece to each 
answer offered thereby eliminating some options. The 
strategy then requires the subject to take a second 
piece and apply that to those options which remain 
"live", or to all options. This is repeated with the 
remaining pieces until only one alternative remains. 
This is chosen as the correct answer. Some subjects 
indicated that on some occasions they used more than one 
piece at a time but always treated the information as if 
it were one unit. A few subjects reported making only a 
single pass and then deciding, on the basis of the 
presence of that piece in only one alternative, that 
that option was the answer. 
(3) The third strategy may be loosely termed "global". 
Each example of this strategy involves an initial 
Fi gure 3:2 Flow chart of second strategy i denti fi ed in 
Pi 1 ot Study One 
ENCODE 
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attempt to determine the answer by looking at the total 
array in the stimulus and all of the alternatives. The 
arrangement of the stimulus array is considered either 
as a single figure or as a relational structure and 
compared with the alternatives thereby eliminating wrong 
ansv~ers • It seems that subjects develop a structure 
which is distinguished by the fact that the relations 
among the elements are inseparable from the structure as 
such. Mandler ( 1982) refers to such structures as 
in the Gestalt sense in that the whole is different from 
the sum of its parts". In some cases where it was not 
possible to eliminate all but one alternative by this 
approach the subject switched to an analytic strategy 
and processed the remaining alternatives by means of 
str-ategy 1 or- 2. 
The results obtained by subjects using these varied 
strategies are presented in Table 3:1. Strategies :l and 
2 differ significantly from Strategy 3. 
Table 3:1 
Mean performance on the MPFB of 85 architectural 
drafting applicants grouped by strategy. 
Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 
Number of Ss 39 
Mean score 46.7 
Mean items complete 56.2 
29 
49.0 
54.2 
17 
42.9 
55.8 
------------------------------------------------------Str"i:iteg"y 1 and .-, t=1.63 n.,s • .,:;.. 
Strategy 1 and ~:. t=1.78 p<"" "" . 10 df 54 
Strategy 2 and 3. t=3.75 p<.OOl df 44 
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Grouping the subjects by MPFB strategy and 
correlating the scores with scores on the other tests 
administered gave the results set out in Table 3:2. 
Table 3:2 
Correlations between scores of subjects on MPFB grouped 
by strategy and other reference tests. (n=78) 
R;f;;;~~;-T;~t------St;~t;gy-l--St;~t;gy-2--St;~t;gy-3-
P;;g;;~~~M~t;i~;'~------~381--------~425*-------~354----
Paper Folding Test .545*** .297 .529* 
Surface Devel.Test .434** .476** .487* 
MPFB Items complete .741*** .775*** .275 
* p<.05 ** p<.01 *** p(.OOl 
The strategies which are based on piece by piece 
comparison (Strategies 1 and 2) are significantly 
related to the number of problems completed within the 
time and to other tests generally defined as measures of 
spatial apptitude. The lack of correlation between the 
global strategy (Strategy 3) and the other tests 
suggests the possibility of processing which is 
different from the spatial processing demanded by the 
other reference tests. 
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PILOT STUDY TWO 
Subjects and Method: The experiment was repeated with 51 
applicants for a certificate of art course at a T.A.F.E. 
College in Melbourne. The subjects had a mean age of 
19.8 years and most had completed Year 12 of secondary 
education with special studies in art. The subjects 
were given clear instructions to set out the way in 
which the problems had been tackled by either recounting 
the steps followed, or drawing a .flow chart or imagining 
that they were instructing someone in the best method to 
be followed in order to solve the problems. Strategies 
1 and ~ appeared as described above but two variants of ~ 
the global strategy were identified. 
Ten subjects did not give sufficient information in 
their response to be able to identify the strategy in 
use. This group had a mean score of 38.8/64 and the 
mean number of problems completed was 46.5. Compared 
with the means of identified strategy groups (Table 3:3) 
these were low suggesting difficulty in exercising a 
consistent strategy or confusion in operation. 
Strategy 2 appears to produce marginally more 
accurate results than Strategy 1 (t=1.54, df22, p<.20) 
probably because the latter strategy involves the danger 
of accepting a closely similar answer without checking 
through all alternatives whereas Strategy 2 requires 
working through all alternatives. There are also some 
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lower accuracy of the global strateqy. 
Table 3:3 
Mean performance of art course applicants on MPFB. 
Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 
Number of Ss 
Mean score 
Mean items complete 
11 
46.3 
53.9 
Differences not significant. 
13 
50.8 
54.6 
The variations of Strategy 3 are marked 
following: 
17 
46.6 
54.4 
by the 
(3A) The first variation involves structuring the pieces 
into a total representation and then comparing this with 
The sequence of steps is indicated in the 
flow chart in Figure 3:3. 
(3B) The second variation involves looking for an 
alternative in which the answer II jumps out II • The 
processing sequence is presented in Figure 3:4. 
The relative frequency of adoption of strategy types 
to be consistent in the two studies. 
Approximately two thirds of the subjects employed piece 
by piece strategies. The remainder used some form of 
strategy requiring a global representation of a total 
figure or structure. There is some suggestion that the 
piece by piece strategy is more accurate for the 
architectural drafting applicants but there is no 
evidence of one strategy being quicker than another as 
the results are reported in mean scores and mean number 
of problems completed. 
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figure 3:3 Flow chart of strategy 3A identified in Pilot Study Two 
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Figure 3:4 Flow chert of stretegy 3B identified in Pilot Study Two. 
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Variations in speed and accuracy occurred within 
strategy groups. The protocols suggest, however, that 
subjects who are unable to articulate their processing 
tend to perform more poorly in speed and accuracy. 
PILOT STUDY 3 
Pilot studies 1 and 2 sought to itemise the 
operations which were involved in the solution of MPFB 
problems. As such, these sfudies set out the 
internalized,organized and co-ordinated sets of actions 
which lead to the solution of the problems. Operational 
thinking is, however, 
fundamental processes. 
presumably dependent upon more 
The approach adopted in Pilot 
Study 3 is aimed at exploring to what extent it is 
possible to identify these more fundamental processes 
from the protocols. It is hypothesised that any mental 
task may be conceptualised as comprising an input, 
elaboration and output phase. The strengths and 
limitations of individuals within these phases will 
directly affect the availability of particular 
strategies for problem solving. 
Subjects and Method: 72 applicants for a certificate 
course in computer operating were asked to detail their 
method of approach to the problems presented in a 
previously administered MPFB. The subjects ranged in 
age from 16 to 45 with a mean age of 19.3 years. The 
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small number of mature age students were seeking entry 
to part-time study. The subjects 0ad all passed Year 11 
of secondary education. 
Results and discussion. 
All of the retrospective reports mentioned 
orienting stage with emphasis on expressions such as 
"look at", "look carefully", "ql.lickly look". P, number 
of subjects amplified these "looking" e>:pressions with 
references to particular referents such as shapes, 
pieces, s;izes, "samenesses" or the c:l\/erall problem. 
r-H t€:~r' thi s or'i enti ng phase the "I oc)k i ng" tclkes on cl 
s:,pecific purpose which was probably best summed up by 
the subject who described this stage as one in which the 
individual must " cons ide,'" the problem - ask questions". 
This questioning was exemplified in various types of 
activity which can be summarised as follows: 
Ca) Mental activity involving processing described as 
"\lisualizing", "·taking tt"H:? pieces into memor·y", "fonrd.ng 
a mE::-nt.aJ. i mage ", II f:i. tt i ng the pieces together· in on!?' so. 
mind", "placing the sj'1ape in my mind", "memorising sh':'ipe 
the shi:tpes put t.ogether·" , 
"rearranging thf:? shapes in one's mind", "puttinq 
t.ogether all the pi eces; in my mi nd", and "mat.ching up 
physically in my mind to get the answer". 
(b) I denti·f i cati on of cme piece \l'Ji th 
characteristics described as "the 
piece", "largest/smallest piece", "strangest", 
special 
main 
"unique" 
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or some other characteristic of shape and size fitting 
the reqLlirements of "a shape I could recognize straight 
away" • 
(c) Exploration of a relationship between pieces such as 
identity, similarity, symmetry, or other characteristics 
sLlch as "meeting at a point". 
Discussion with individuals of their performance on 
the MPFB revealed that those who performed well were 
conscioLls of careful prepar-ati on during this 
input/encoding phase and subsequent difficulties can 
often be traced back to it. Some individuals who 
progressed to a later phase without first establishing 
adequate I:ontrol the stimulus e;.:pE:r-oi ~?nced 
difficulty distinguishing pieces, became unsure of what 
to do next and began to engage in trial 
oper- at i ng. The subjects who seem to have the greatest 
range of options are those who organize the data 
according to some scheme, place it in context, and having 
anticipated difficulties which might arise are prepared 
to adjust to them. 
Tentative attempts made to tr-ain subjects in 
consistency of encoding produced an intial slowing of 
processing but an increase in accuracy. An E-~)-: amp I e of 
this was subject PuC. whose initial trial on the MPFB 
resulted in 34 errors in the 64 problems although he 
completed the test in 22 minutes, 
working time. After a further three unguided attempts 
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at the MPFB the subject's error score was still 29 and 
there was no reduction in completion time. The subject 
was then instructed in a strategy which involved looking 
for one piece in the stimulus array, concentrating on 
get.ting it "under control" and then asking such 
questi ons as "Hol-'I does thi s pi ece compar-e I-'Ii th others in 
the array? Can it be given an identification label? 
How is it going to be found in the alternatives offered? 
How dCles thi s prctbl (=:m compare wi th pl~evi OLIS probl ems'?" 
After two forty five minute training sessions the MPFB 
wa!s n=:peated. Performance time increased to 35 minutes, 
80% of which was working time but errors dropped to 11. 
Further training results similar to these will be 
reported in Chapter B. 
The protocols suggest that this stage is followed by 
an elaboration or solution phase. A number of features 
appear to be crucial components of this second phase: 
(a) The first is skill in establishing a relationship 
betltleen stimulus and an 5 Io'Jer- ~'Jhich can identify "same", 
"s:iomile\r-", Di~ "differoent". It appears that this can 
either be a visual skill in seeing a relationship 
between two items which can be rapidly carried out 
within a particular context, or it can be a judgmental 
and inferential skill "that leads to propositioned, 
abstract and logical thinking" (FeLlerste:'in, 1979). 
(b) Another crucial skill seems to be the ability to put 
pieces together in a meaningful way having regard to the 
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final shape desired. This process seems to require a 
wholist.ic Ltnderstandi ng since subjects typically 
describe it by such e:-:pressions as "picture in your mind 
pieces on top of answer·s", "rearrange the pi EKes:, in your 
mi nd", "group shapes". 
(c) Another highly relevant visual skill appears to be 
the ability to visually transport one piece onto an 
ans\.o'Jer, "jigsawing", in an almost physical way so that 
the piece covers the corresponding piece in the answer. 
This is then held, often by finger point.ing, while the 
proct?SS is repeated until of the 1· <::: . ~ 
covered to be confident that a match or a mismatch has 
been di ~:;;covered. 
Cd) Finally. the ability to select a relevant cue to 
define the problem also seems to make for a mor·e 
adequate solution since some cues allow more rapid 
elimination of answers than others. Choc)si ng a shape 
which is common to all answers adds nothing to the 
solution process and wastes time. 
The protocols suggest that the major difficulties 
encountered in this second phase include inappropriate 
piece choice, failure to hold images in a tt-ansforrned 
posi ti em, inability to see reasons for eliminating a 
possi bl e answt~r- on grounds of visual compari son Ot-
n?laticmal qualities and limitations in "buildinq up" Ol~ 
constructing pieces into a shape. 
A number of subjects concluded their processinq with 
a final check befor-e indicating a r-esponse. They 
descr-ibed this last phase in such phr-ases as "ensur-e 
identical", "tr-y the whole thing", "assume this to be 
the only possible anst.'Jer-", 
obvi CJLIsl y cor-F'ect". 
and "chc.\ose what become!:; 
Finally it was found that the ten best per-for-mer-s 
used about half the pr-opositional expr-essions compar-ed 
with the ten poor-estper-for-mers. This may r-eflect fewer-
pr-oct.'?sses being used r-esulting fr-om mor-e skilled 
oper-ation and lends some support ,to the contention of 
Simon ( 1984) 
ver-balizations of highly skilled individuals to be less 
c:ompleb,,~ than those of less skilled ones". Er'i c!:;son and 
Simon accept the suggestion of Schneider" and Shiffr-in 
( 1977) the gr-owth of skill can be viewed as the 
deveJ. oprnent o'f succe~5si vel y "higher- level codes and 
or-ganizations of level 
tur-n r"esul t in of pt'''oces~~i ng or-
"automatizat.ion" ther-eby accounting for- subjects being 
unaware of wor-king mismatch st.r-ategies or of the r-easons 
why they ar-e operating 
fashion. 
in a less than exhaustive 
These explor-ator-y studies, based on acquisition and 
gave F'i se to a anal ';lsi s of r-etr-ospective protocols, 
number of hypotheses. 
(a) Sub j €'1ct s' retl~ospect i ',Ie r"epor-ts 
discrimination of those who wor-k with pieces and those 
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who work in a more global fashion using relationships to 
"see" a total unit which is used to reject mismatches 
very rapidly. There appears to be a relatively stable 
relationship between the two approaches in that the 
former can follow the latter but rarely the reverse. 
(b) The classification of strategies in this way does 
not imply that all individuals using one strategy are 
faster or more accurate than those using ot.her 
strategies but within strategies there are 
individual differences. 
A relationship exists between the level of 
performance and the ability to introspect on processing. 
Slower and less accurate responses to 
associated with confused verbal protocols. 
items 
Cd) Subjects seem to change processing strategies under 
the influence of the specific context or because the 
strategy in use does not generate a confidence level 
sufficient for the individual's satisfaction. 
(e) Abilit.y to add information to the basic encoding 
either in terms of past experience or information~ or by 
the organization of the informat.ion gained from the 
stimulus seems to determine the choice and subsequent 
control of a strategy and give flexibility of operation. 
(f) Protocols can be used to indicate the underlying 
cognitive prerequisites necessary for the operation of 
particular strategies. Failure to perform may be due to 
deficits in these underlying prerequisites which either 
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preclude certain strategies or limit the strategy in 
use. 
These 
protocol 
introductory 
analysis is 
pilot studies 
a useful and 
suggest 
valid tool 
that 
for 
investigating the strategies in use in solvinq MPFB 
problems and identifying the cognitive substratum 
necessary for such problem solving. The collection of a 
large amount of group data should give a base for 
developing a model which can be tested on individual 
subjE~cts. 
PILOT STUDY 4 
The inter-relation between the cognitive substratum 
and the demands of the problem may be defined as the 
"comple)-:ity" o-f the problem. Variation in complexity is 
hypothesised to be directly related to the errors made 
by individual subjects and the time to complete the 
py"obJ.em. This proposition was tested in the following 
e;.( per- i ment. 
Subjects and Method: Two groups of subjects were chosen 
fF-om Year-
f.~;'( per i ment. 
12 students who had volunteered for the 
All subjects were aged between 16 and 2(> 
and were randomly assigned to two groups. 
The first group (n=20) were shown a sheet containing 
all the pieces from the problems 25 to 40 of the MPFB 
CDA) (Figure 3:5). The subjects were asked to identify 
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the 5 simplest figures and rate them 1 to 5 and then to 
identify the 5 most complex shapes and rate them 20 to 
24. The subjects were then asked to rate the remaining 
pieces in order of complexity (simple to complex) from 6 
to 19. 
The second group (n=14) followed the method of Vitz 
". 
and Todd (1971) for determining the complexity of simple 
geometric figures"_ Figures were enlarged and presented 
on cards randomly. After viewing the 24 cards the 
subject was asked to divide the iards into two piles: 
the 12 figures judged to be simplest, the 12 judged to 
be most compl e)-:. As with the first group the subjects 
wen? c\llo\o'Jed t.o Lise any definition of "simple" c)r 
"comple>:" which they wished. The subject then ranked the 
12 simplest from 1 (simplest.) to 12. The first 8 were 
recorded and the rest mixed with the remaining 12. From 
these 16 the subject was asked to put. aside the 4 most 
compl~~}:. The remaining 12 were ranked simplest to most 
complex and ranking 9 to 16 recorded. The remaining 4 
plus the 4 previously put aside were then ranked 17 to 
24 .. 
Results and discussion. 
The rankings achieved by the two groups correlated 
.921 (p<.001) and the pieces were assigned a complexity 
r"anking. It appears that figures classed as simple are 
all easily labelled geometric figures while the most 
complex are figures which are geometrically complex and 
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unfamiliar and thus have no easily applied label. The 
major variations in individual rankings were in the 
middle range with little variation at the simple and 
complex ends of the spectrum. 
From this ranking, values were assigned to each 
problem. Ranking 1-5 was assigned a value of 1, 6-10 a 
~ , 
value of 2, 11-14 a value of 3, 15-1q a value of 4 and 
20-24 a value of 5. Applyi~g. these values to the total 
correct configuration in each problem 25-40 a complexity 
value for the total problem was ~chieved. 
The complexity values for the problems were compared 
with the percentage errors resulting in problems 25 to 
40 from 741 subjects who completed the MPFB CDA). These 
subjects came from Year 11, Year 12 and apprentice 
subjects (mean age 16.9). These data were collected in 
1979. A second comparison was made with the errors in 
problems 25 to 40 made by 633 subjects who were 
applicants for certificate courses in 1984 and who 
completed the MPFB (DA). The results are set out in 
Table 3:4. 
The first group of subjects was younger and less able 
and it could be argued that they were more likely to be 
following a piece by piece strategy while the more 
skilled certificate applicants would be likely to follow 
a strategy which was not dependent upon the total 
complexity arrived at by taking all pieces into 
consideration. 
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Table 3:4 
Comparison of complexity value of total problem and the 
percentage of errors made on that problem by two groups 
of sUbjects. 
MPFB Problem Complexity 
Value 
~~ kW 4 
~. ~O 14 
27 6 
28 6 
29 ~ w 
30 ~ w 
31 • 1 ~ 
7~ 
~~ ~ w 
33 3 
34 ~ I 
7~ 
~lW 8 
36 16 
37 6 
38 6 
7n ~7 1~ 
40 ~~ kL 
Percent 
Errors 
741 Ss 
(1979) 
3. 4 
23. 6 
1 1 
· 
2 
20. 9-
1 1 7 
· 
0 
13. ~ ~ 
20. 1 
15. 8 
1 1 
· 
2 
10. ~ W 
20. 1 
29. 6 
24. 4 
~~ 4kG 8 
~~ 
L~. 4 
0~ 
4~. 8 
Percent 
Errors 
633 Ss 
(1984) 
~ L. 0 
17. 6 
~ w. 1 
~~ 
k4. 5 
8. 7 
8. 9 
1 1 
· 
6 
1~ ~. 0 
8. 4 
10. ~ ~ 
13. 4 
21 
· 
6 
21 
· 
7 
19. ~ ~ 
16. 0 
19. 6 
Correlation between complexity value and the percentage 
errors for the 741 subjects was .662 (p<.Ol) and for 
the 633 subjects .524 (p<.05). 
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There is one striking anomaly in the results reported 
in Table 3:4. Problem 28 (see Figure 1:2) shows a low 
value of complexity and a high error rate in both 
groups. It could be argued that while the problem is 
composed of two simple geometric figures there are two 
alternative answers which are very close to correct 
although only one is identical. 
It is therefore concluded that complexity of the 
individual pieces and the resultant figures composed of 
these figures is closely related ~o the errors made by 
subjects in completing the MPFB. 
To test the relation of complexity and the time taken 
to complete the problem, the subjects who completed the 
ranking of pieces for complexity were also timed 
individually on 25--40 and their times 
correlated with the complexity values shown in Table 
3:4 .. The correlation between time taken and the 
complexity value was .8686 (p<.OOI). 
In general, the results suggest that the perceived 
complexity of the pieces involved in the problems 
affects both time to complete and the errors made in the 
solution of these problems and is a crucial element in 
task ~:;olution. 
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PILOT STUDY FIVE 
It remains to consider the factors which may cause a 
change in strategy. 
Cooper (1980) argued for a programme of research to 
identify the qualitative differences which emerge in 
simple visual information processing tasks. The first 
objective of such a programme is to identify patterns of 
performance and to sketch the type of processes and 
process conbinations which prod~ce them. This would be 
followed by a more detailed analysis of the underlying 
strategies. 
The pilot work reported above has identified three 
strategies. They might be labelled in accordance with 
Sternberg"s (1977) terminology. 
Strategy 1 - Sequential option scanning. Thi s i nvol \/es 
taking one piece and checking in the first answer "Is it 
there?" • If ""y'es" proceed to check c)th(~!r pi t?ces in that 
answer until complete or until one piece does not fit. 
Strategy 2 - Alternating option scanning. One piec:e is 
taken and checked against each answer, eliminating those 
without this piece. The process is repeated on the 
remaining answers with the next piece and so on until 
only one answer remains. 
Strategy 3: Global. The subject attempts to determine 
the answer by using the total figure or relationships 
between the pieces. 
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It could be hypothesised that Strategy 1, being self 
terminating and aided by the structure of the test, 
could be expected to be marginally faster than Strategy 
2. Strategy 2 however, should be more accurate since it 
involves consideration of all the alternatives. 
Strategy 3 could be less accurate than the other two 
approaches due to the 
construction. 
inaccuracy of the total 
Cooper sLlggest s ( 1982) that one way of gaining 
insights into the various strategies is to identify the 
strategy being used by particular subjects and then 
change the nature of the task in a way that will affect 
the operation of one strategy type. If the change 
affects performance in only one type of subject then (a) 
the modi f i ed task demands "ref I ect cer-tai n featLtt-es of 
the natural comparison strategy of the subjects whose 
performance remains the same" and (b) the processing 
strategy adopted by the subjects whose performance does 
change will show how effectively they can adapt to new 
demi:"lnds. This methodological suggestion provided the 
basis for the final pilot study in the preliminary 
series of experiments. 
E X PER I t1ENT 
To test these propositions it was decided to change 
the nature of the task so that subjects employing 
Strategy 2 were no longer able to use this approach. 
This could be done simply by reducing the number of 
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alternatives to one. Since, however, it would be 
expected that this would not distinguish Stratgies 1 and 
2 it was also decided to change the nature of the task 
to require the subject to remember the problem piece 
rather than being able to return to it to refresh memory 
again for a further comparison. 
It was hypothesised that subjects who have difficulty 
in remembering the piece with which they are working 
will tend to use Strategy 1 as it does not require the 
pi ece to be r"etai ned in memory as long. Subjects 
employing Strategy 2, being able to hold a piece for a 
longer time to complete five comparisons would be more 
likely to move in the direction of than 
revert to Strategy 1. Realization that they only have 
to retain a piece in memory for a short time would tend 
to give them confidence to try remembering a number of 
pieces at the same time and to attempt a global 
comparison. Since a global comparison (Strategy 3) 
requires an understanding of relations as well as 
retaining images of a number of pieces it would be 
expected that it would result in an increase in the 
Subjects already employing the Strategy 3 
approach should not be affected since they should be 
able to employ the same approach as when working with 
the stimulus array present. 
Subjects and method: Eight subjects whose strategy could 
be clearly identified on the MPFB administration were 
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selected. Each subject was shown a card which consisted 
of the normal stimulus array of a problem taken from the 
MPFB. The subject was instructed to study the pieces of 
the stimulus array for as long as they wished. When the 
subject indicated that he/she was ready the card was 
removed and replaced by another card on which appeared 
one of the five alternatives given in the test for that 
probl E'm. This step was repeated with two other 
alternatives. The three chosen for p~esentation were 
the cOf-rect clnst.'Jer, t.he ITlDSt. ne'arl y correct. '::inst.'Jer and 
in each trial t.he answer least likely to be correct. In 
each case the subject was asked t.D indicate whet.her t.he 
answer offered was correct or not. 
Ten problems were used and t.he alternat.ives were 
presented in random order. The sequence cDmprised 
thirty trials in all. The time taken to study each of 
the pieces was recorded, and the answer nDted. 
Results and Discussion. 
The subjects were frDm gr'oup of 
drafting applicants discussed in Pilot 
Study 1 and were selected on the basis that their 
!strategy could i denti f i f2d and 
distinguished from the other strategies. The subjects 
obt.ained t.he accuracy result.s Dn the MPFB shown in Table 
The results obtained on the thirty trials with the 
experimental procedure are presented in Table 3:6. 
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Table 3.5 
MPFB results of eight subjects used in Pilot Study 5. 
Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 
n=2 n=3 - n=3 
Mean score 48.0 50.0 41.5 
Mean completed 57.5 58.7 61.5 
Per cent correct 83.5 85.2 67.5 
(Percent correct 
total sample n=85) 83.1 90.3 76.9 
Table 3:6 
Results on experiment for Ss grouped by strategy. 
-------------------~~~;~;~;-i--~~;;~;~;-~--~~;;~;~;-~ 
~;;~-;~~;~~~~-f~;;---i~~-~;~;----i~~-;;~~----i~~-;;~~ 
Mean correct 25.5 (85%) 20.7 (69%) 18.5 (62%) 
Mean frequency 
failure to select 
correct answer 0 1.3 ~ ~ ~.~ 
Mean frequency select 
similar answer 4 6.3 6.5 
Mean frequency select 
least likely answer 0.5 1.7 2.5 
-------------------------------------------------------
Strategy 1 subjects appear to have maintained their 
strategy and continue to perform at about the same level 
of accuracy. The errors which those employing this 
strategy make appear to involve failure to identify 
close alternatives. A possible explanation is that the 
image which they form of the piece for comparison blurs 
quite quickly and prevents accurate comparison with 
minor differences. It is also apparent that Strategy 1 
subjects take considerably longer to encode the 
material. 
Strategy 3 subjects appear to maintain their strategy 
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and the major cause of errors is attributable to failure 
to have a clear enough figure in memory to compare to 
the offered answer so that they reject correct answers~ 
and fail to distinguish close answers. At times they 
may even lose the global figure entirely and simply 
guess. 
Strategy 2 subjects seem to be pushed by the task 
requirements and, perhaps, their estimate of their own 
ability, in the direction of Strategy 3 rather than 
St('at.egy :l.. They show an error patt.ern consistent with 
the employment of Strategy 3. 
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PILOT STUDIES. 
The pilot studies have identified basic 
strat.egies which are used by subject.s and t.he influence 
which strategy choice exercises on performance on the 
1"1PFB. The investigation of the influence of complexity 
and strategy choice have also cont.ributed insights into 
performance. 
In addition to the hypotheses developed at the 
conclusion of Pilot Study 3 it can also be argued t.hat. 
strategies seem t.o be affected by the ability of the 
subject to ret.ain an image of the piece or construct.ed 
Although results obtained by Strategy 2 on the 
MPFB administration differ lit.tle from those of Strategy 
1 subjects, the process which they employ probably 
entails a great deal of backwards and forwards checking 
of individual pieces. If, for e)o: amp Ie, a piece is 
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compared to all five alternatives in order it is likely 
that the image is "refreshed" several times. This 
hypothesis could be tested by eye-movement experiments. 
It is also likely that the time taken by the 
back\o'Jards and forwards scanning of subjects using 
Strategy 2 is offset by the greater time taken by 
Strategy 1 subjects to encode. As a consequence the two 
strategies produce similar results but are quite 
different in their execution. Obviously the number of 
subjects is insufficient for firm conclusion but the 
results are suggestive and are given as an example of 
hO\o'J str ateg i es which produce apparently similar 
performance do so in different ways. 
These introductory pilot studies suggest that 
investigation of strategy usage is a valid dimension in 
exploring performance on the MPFB and that complexity of 
the material presented within the problem will have the 
effect of producing variation in strategy usage. 
The pilot studies have fulfilled the function of 
clearing the ground and identifying the major issues 
which will now be explored by the use of larger numbers 
of subjects investiqatinq their protocols. 
Confirmation of the task analysis will allow the 
development of a model 
tested. 
which will be experimentally 
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PROTOCOL INVESTIGATION 
Subjects and Method: 709 applicants for certificate 
courses at a Melbourne T.A.F.E. College who had been 
given the MPFB as part of the selection battery 
participated in this experiment. The subjects, aged 
betlfJeen 16 and were required to have completed year-
11 and were applying for courses in electronics, 
computer operati nl], architectural drafting and 
engineering. 
Each subject was given a sheet containing three of 
the test problems (Figure 3:6) chosen as representing 
varying levels of difficulty. The percentage error 
rates for these problems obtained by the 666 subjects 
regar-ded as "live" (4~:;' subjects did not complete half 
the test and were excluded from the error analysis) were 
8. LI·%, 16.0% and 19.6%. 
The subjects were asked to explain to an imaginary 
naive subject how the test should be tackled being 
provided with the three problems as reminders of the 
range of items and assistance in considering whether the 
problems should be tackled in different ways. The 
subjects were also given several statements which could 
serve as guides to recall and were asked to indicate the 
features which determine the relative difficulty of 
problems. 
The procedure was aimed at eliciting protocols which 
would reflect the material already systematised and 
Figure 3:6 Instrument used to gather protocol data. 
Below are three problems from the test you have just completed. 
Please describe the steps you followed to solve these problems. 
(Imagine you are explaining the steps to follow to someone who 
has never tried them before). 
(Some of the statements you might add answers to: 
ItI started by 
-------------------------------------------------------ItI worked with this shape because 
--~----~------------------------
"I found some problems easier than others because 
-----------------
"I feel the hardest part of the test was 
ItI assume doing this test helps the examiners know 
----------------
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stored in long term memory (LTM). Alternatively, if the 
subjects reworked the problems the protocols would 
provide material from short term memory (8TM) 
repr"esenti ng a verbal encoding of their current 
clcti vi ty. This verbal encoding should reflect the order 
in which thoughts were generated. Confusion in the 
protocol would reflect confused thinking at the time of 
processing. 
It was also assumed that by asking the question "How 
did you do these pn:lblems?" 't.he subjects" IfJOuid be 
prompted to work through the examples asking themselves 
"\,IJhi:lt am I dccing?". This would discourage omission of 
information about processes which may have 
"autc)melt i c" • 
become 
Despite the inherent limitations of the procedure it 
was anticipated that the dat.a obtained would provide an 
indication of the subjects· general It was 
accepted that the protocols may be a reflection of how 
the subjects tackled the three problems presented rather 
than the whole test but this was accepted since the 
problems are reasonably representative of the total set 
of problems. The problems were also sufficiently 
different to identify the subjects who realise that they 
have to tackle the problems differently. As yJe have 
already noted, protocols gathered in this manner risk 
r-eflt?cting "\o'Jhat I so.hould helve done" relther than "~·Jh.:\t I 
did". 
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Results and Discussion. 
Since the protocols were gathered as part of a 
selection process administered to different groups at 
different times Table 3:7 sets out the mean scores on 
the MPFB for each group. 
Table 3:7 
.... 
Mean scores and standard deviations of" subject groups. 
------------------------------------------------------Applicant Mean Mean items Error Percent 
Grotip score completed rate complete 
------------------------------------------------------Electronics 
(281) 44.6 (8. ::;;;) 51.7 (8.8) 1::.71. 11.71. 
Building 
(43) 45.0 (9. 1 ) 51.1 (8.7) 12.01. 9.31. 
I"tech Engin. 
(35) 4 0::- I:" 
...J • ...J (9.9) 53.4 (9.9) 14.81. 25.71. 
Computer Gp. 
(150) 41.9 (8.8) 52.3 (9.4) 19.91. 18.71. 
Arch.Draft. 
(200) 47.9 (8.2) 56.4 (7.7) 15.01. 31.0% 
Total (709) 45.0 (8.5) 53.2 (8.4) 15.31. 19.21. 
B;t~;;;.-;.;~;.~-f~;-;1;~t;~;.i~;-~;.d-d;~fti;.g-t;4:4;-----
p<.OOl. Between computer operators and architectural 
drafting t=6.6, p<.0005. Between computer operators and 
electronics t=3.1, p<.0005. 
Because of this difference between the three major 
groups a three part analysis of the protocols was 
carr- i ed out. Part one consisted of 281 applicants for 
post-Year 11 courses in electronics, the second part 
consisted of 200 applicants for courses in architectural 
drafting, and the third part considers the computer 
operator applicants. 
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The categorizing of the protocols in each major group 
flows from an attempt to understand the approach taken by 
each subject. Consequently the initial groupings reflect 
the approaches rather than the· strategies reported by 
individuals. These approaches hav~ been grouped in ways 
which offer the greatest insight into the data and only 
then are these groupings compared with the hypothesised 
.,. 
strategies, and the different approaches reconciled into 
strategy categories. 
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PART 1. ELECTRONIC APPLICANT PROTOCOLS. 
Nine approaches to problem solution were identified 
in the first group of protocols. They will be 
illustrated with extracts from statements by the 
subjects to provide a direct "feel" for the type of 
performance. With each extract the number of items 
correct and number completed by the subject are given in 
brackets. After presenting the approaches, they will be 
related to the previously identified strategies. 
APPROACH 1: Working with pieces and all alternatives. 
A typi cal PF-otocc,l -for thi s appn:::sac:h \.',lc\S "started by 
finding a piece, trying to use one which was easy to 
tried to find it in the answers - I then used 
a second shape to identify the correct answer'! (53/53) 
or "I started by looking at the main shape, the largest 
piece. Then seeing which one it will fit into, then the 
other shapes by comparing sizes and trying the different 
combinations until you can picture in your mind all the 
pieces put togE:ther" (35/:::;;6) n 
The number of subjects following this approach was 
131 and, in general terms, they followed the pattern of 
Strategy 2 previously discussed (See Figure 3:2). 
APPROACH 2: Working with pieces and one alternative in 
turn. 
This approach reflected the previously identified 
Strategy 1. (Fi gure :3: 1 ) which is to take a piece and 
when found in an answer, add the remaining pieces to see 
if it is correct. In practice, it is not always easy to 
1 and 2 in subjects" discriminate 
performance. 
Strategies 
A protocol clearly exemplifying this 
approach was "pick one shape and match with the shape in 
one of the boxes. Then put the other shapes into the 
same diagram and see if they are the same size" (42/45). 
Approach 2 appears to be followed by 12 sUbjects. 
APPROACH 3: Working with pieces. 
A number of subject.s used pieces in a "jigsalo'Jing" 
met.hod which involved overlaying pieces or using space 
as recount.ed in t.he following ext.ract. "Start by 
placing the largest blocks side by side or whatever and 
having a look at t.he space left. This space may have 
been in t.he middle of the two blocks or joins at the 
The shape of the space left will match either 
the piece left or the last pieces combined" (33/39). 
This type of approach was common to some 13 SUbjects. 
APPROACH 4~ Right to left, whole figure to piece 
compat- i son. 
In view of the approach taken by Mumaw and Pellegrino 
(1984) in their experiments subjects were identified who 
appeared to work from the completed whole by breaking it 
up and then comparing the pieces. Four of these were 
identified. There was, however, some indication that 
the choice of the answer from which to work backwards 
may have been conditioned by a rapid scan resulting in 
elimination of some answers and selection of one as the 
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most appropriate with which to work. An example of this 
approach is provided by the following protocol: "I 
looked at the answers to get an idea of what the shape 
would look like when put together. Step two was to pick 
one answer and compare its shapes with the one you are 
given. Step three, if the shapes are the same, that's 
the answer, if not then repeat step two with another 
alternative until answer found" (55/57). 
APPROACH 5: Identifying relationships. 
This approach appeared to be based on identifying 
some particular relationship within the pieces given and 
then using this relationship to eliminate answers. This 
approach was reported by 4 sUbjects. An example was the 
fed I ovJi ng: "I looked for a figure containing no 
rectangles and no symmetry I then used the largest 
shape - I selected answer by comparing sizes of shapes 
n'21ative to each other II (43.147). From this it can be 
seen that it was an approach which was useful in 
eliminating unsatisfactory answers but which required 
checking by matching pieces to be finally successful. 
APPROACH 6: Approaches which specifically mentioned a 
change in approach depending on the nature of the 
problem. 
This seems to be a more general approach than that 
reported in Approach 5 and is dependent on the demands 
of the problem. Examples of this type of approach are: 
"For the easier ones it is quickest to identify the 
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correct choice by looking to see which contains the same 
given pieces. For the harder ones it is best to 
eliminate the options which have the wrong pieces. 
Sometimes choices can be eliminated easily and in others 
the correct choice is obvious" (45/48). 
Another subject suggested: "step one,go through each 
answer and find the ones with shapes identical to those 
in the question. Step two,if this does not work, try to 
put the object together without looking at the answers 
and trH?n find tht? clnSlo'Jer lo'Jhich "fit:; YOUt-" answer" II 
(50/54) • 
On the easier questions one subject "picked out 
lo'Ji thout el i mi nclti ng" bLlt f or harder pl~clb I ems "lo'Jorked by 
elimination" (46/64). 
The most enlightening protocol reflecting this change 
in approach gives insight into why and when change in 
approach takes pI ace (wr iter's emphasi ~-; added): "Look at 
the basic shapes and MEMORISE them. Try and get a basic 
picture IN MIND to match with the answer. On the hard 
questions WHERE YOU CAN'T IMAGINE THE SHAPE, it is 
necessary to get the pieces and fit them into each 
squar"f:! unti 1 you find the shape all the pi eces fit into" 
(47 /5~5) • Ability to memorise, hold images and work with 
such images are crucial factors in performance. 
Two other approaches hint at a more global 
to the problems presented in the MPFB. 
APPROf-1CH 7 : Construction of the pieces followed by 
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comparison. 
This approach was used (a) only with the easier 
problems or (b) with all problems as a general approach. 
The goal of this approach is to build up a picture of 
the total figure constructed from the stimulus array and 
then to compare this constructed figure with the answers 
which are offered. An example of this strategy applied 
to the simpler problems "first put two triangles 
together to form a square, next place this square which 
you have formed under the other square and line these 
edge to edge along the rectangle. Rotate it to get the 
answer" (32/39). 
The second group reported in more general terms such 
as "stay-t vJi th the bi (;Jgest shape, then in my head I put 
the pieces together and see if it makes the same shape 
as the answers. If it doesn't then you note how the 
lines are and see if you can see one the same. If not I 
turn it upside down or left to right inside out until 
you see the same shape as the one in the anSv-Jers Ii 
OF' Ii I at ternpt,ed to pi cture j-',ovJ the pi eees fit 
together in my mind. I then searched for a combination 
that mc\tched thi s pi cture" (52/59). The role of imaging 
is reflected in the protocol of the subject who reported 
Ii I started by dravJi ng r.:'t pi ctuY"e (Jf the shape in my mi nd 
then by looking at the other shapes 
the eme I thought sui t.ed t.he most II (43/48). 
APPROACH 8: Study-eliminate-match. 
I chose 
This approach was reported by 26 sUbjects. 
from the protocols of these subjects were 
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E>(amples 
"I started 
off by looking at the given shapes - looked at shape and 
size then looked through the answers - narrowed them 
down to one or two and then went through these 
cat-efully" (48/59) or "I eHamined the shapes to be aware 
of comparative size. vJhen I had quickly eliminated 
those bOHes which were not feasible, I looked at those 
left and imagined the shapes in that position to see if 
it was the answer. This method was used with harder 
questions as they were more complicated. Often in 
easier questions the answer could be seen at a glance 
\<"titrH)ut \<'Jasting time em eliminf.:ition of ot.ht?r 2u°"tsWet·os" 
(43/44). One clear protocol roeported "I started to 
piece t.oget.her looked for peculiar shape easy to 
r-ecogniZt? Step 2 was to have a quick look aver the 
answers and either count them for a second look or 
discard them. I then had a careful look at the twa or 
three obvious ones and picked one which fitted t.he 
descript.ion" (45.147) • This approach was summed up by 
c,ne subject. I<'~ho I<'Jrot.l? "observe basic shcl!jes and make a 
quick comparison wit.h the answer. If a shape does nat 
appear or there is an extra shape in the answer, then 
dismiss as an impassibility_ Step two take any 
particular shape and try in all the possible positions 
and see if it matches. Again dismiss any answer where 
there is no possible way the shape could fit. !<eep 
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repeating step two until there is only one possible 
answer left" (47152). 
APPROACH 9: Basis of performance unclear. 
There was a group of 27 protocols which did not lend 
themselves to identification of underlying processes. 
The protocols were confused or did not offer enough 
information on which to classify them according to the 
approaches already noted. 
The results obtained by the subjects identified as 
following particular approaches were compared in Table 
3:8. 
Tabl e :::::: 8 
Means and SDs for MPFB performance by approach. 
Plpproach Number t'lean correct Mean completed 
--------------------------------------------------------1. Par-t approach 
(Strategy 2) 131 47.1 (7.9) 53.1 (8,,3) 
2.Part approach 
(Str-ategy 1) 12 44.5 (11.2) 5.1+.2 (10~O) 
:::::. Part approach 
(J i gsc.wJi ng) 13 3'=1. 7 (11.3) 48.9 (8.8) 
4. "Bac~::\fJ.:ll~d!;; 
compar i son" • 4 48.0 (8.~5) 50.5 (8.5) 
c:-
...I. Relationship!:', 
identified. 4 40:::- c::-...1 • ...1 (4.8) 52.0 (8. 1 ) 
6.Strat.egy change 
identified. 11 46.4 (2.4) c:-.-, ..., w",:.. n I (6.3) 
7a. Easy Pr-obl em 
construction. 36 41. 1 (8.8) 50.5 (9.3) 
7b. Systematic 
constr-ucti on. 18 41.8 <7. 1 ) 50.9 (8.0) 
8. Study-eliminate 
match. 26 44.9 (5.6) 51. '7 (7.6) 
9. Unidentifiable 
-confused. r,7 ..:..1 41.3 (7.4) 47.8 <7.4) 
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The main point of interest in these results is that 
the lowest results in number correct and number 
completed are the two groups who experienced difficulty 
in stating what they were doing (Approaches 3 and 9). 
This is consistent with the previous suggestion that the 
ability to generate verbal descriptions of process when 
faced with a probl.mis crucial for the solution of 
problems and the ability t6 monitor progress. This 
inability to generate descriptions should not be 
confused with the previous point that highly skilled 
individuals often report in shortened forms. Thes.e 
latter exhibit curtailment of expression but are always 
able to return to a fully consistent reporting when 
queried. 
It is also apparent from the results that a Part 
apprctach (Strategy 2) which begins with an identified 
piece and then searches for this piece in all 
alternatives thereby eliminating some answers, and which 
repeats this process with other pieces until an answet-
is chosen, is, by far, the most common approach. 
There is no significant difference in performance 
b(·?t.Io'Jeen the Part approach/St.rategy 2 and the 
Study-El iminate-r1atch approach (8) (t. _. 1.7 df 155) or 
bet.ween the Part approach and the change of approach 
(6). Ct ::: .7 df 140). However there is a significant 
difference (t::::3.43 d·f 183) between the means for the 
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number correct of the Part approach and the 
Construction (7) suggesting important 
performance differences between Part and Global 
clpproaches. There is, therefore, some evidence that a 
Part approach will give an advantage over global 
approaches in total results but allowance must be made 
for the confounding effects of speed and accuracy 
varriations in individual performance. 
The overall results suggesf that there are ~wo major 
approaches to these problems - a Part approach and a 
Global approach with the latter being varied to include 
a part approach in more difficult problems. Crucieil 
performance factors are the ability of the sub j f.-?ct to 
memorise individual pieces and to group configurations 
and work with them at various levels of complexity. 
Comparison of the results obtained by subjects in the 
MPFB with their results in mathematics and mechanical 
reasoning tests reveals that the highest results in 
tests are obtained by groups which employ 
relational and change-depending-on complexity approaches 
in the 1"1PFB. This supports the contention of McGee 
(1979) that it is not the raw score but the method of 
operation which carries the predictive power in a 
spatial visualization test. The method of operation is 
related to the ability to perceive configurations and 
retain these as mental patterns. 
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PART 2: ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING APPLICANT PROTOCOLS. 
The applicants for architectural drafting performed 
better in the standard administration of the MPFB in 
both speed and accuracy. As these applicants are 
expected to have skill in graphics and to be spatially 
acute this is to be expected. It gives the opportunity 
to investigate the processing of a highly competent 
group. The group obtained a significantly higher mean 
score and 31% of the group completed the test compared 
with 11.7% of the electronics applicants and 18.7% of 
the computer operator applicants. 
The protocols were surveyed and divided roughly into 
two groups on the basis of the processing of the pieces 
within the problem. The two groups comprised (a) those 
who reported considering all the information given (the 
Whole Approach) and (b) those ~ho concentrated on parts 
of the information (the Part Approach). 
group it was possible to distinguish 
Within each 
individual 
variations in tactics but the subjects' overall approach 
to the problems, or their strategy, appeared basically 
to fall within one or other of these categories. 
The Whole Approach. 
This approach was marked by three characteristics: 
(a) some activity in relation to all the pieces, 
(b) a process of elimination performed rapidly, and 
(c) a matching process which confirmed or identified the 
answer. 
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The checking part of this approach is not always 
applied. 
Some examples of this approach are: 
"I started to solve the problems by first visual ising 
and arranging the shapes in my mind. Ne)-(t, I quickly 
went through all the possibilities and chose the one I 
thought was the more logical. Then I studied the square 
of shapes very carefully, arranging, sorting and finally 
comi ng LIp wi th the 'r- i ght anslo'Jer" (55/56). 
"Fi r'st I looked at the shapf2s and the IILlmber of si mi 1 aI'" 
c)r.es. Then I looked at the alternative answers and 
found 2 or 3 of them could apply. From the ones I chose 
I compared the sizes of each piece and marked the one 
that fitted best" (44/47). 
"Try tC) visualise the shapes in your head. Scan to see 
any of the alternatives are similar and how many there 
al'-e of these. If this quick method cannot be adopted, 
take c\ closer' look and try to place each shape on the 
corresponding shapes. Once this is done the problem 
sl-lol_ll d wor-k out sys:,t.(?f1lclt.i call y" (50/50). 
"LDOk at pieces quickly memorise their various 
shapes and dimensions quickly construct t.he pieces 
int.o a model try to eliminate those answers I 
consider obviously wrong thus narrowing the field to 
choose from - usually left 2 look more closely at 
sizes and angles of component parts unt.il satisfied that 
everything fitted to my satisfaction" (46/55). 
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"First visucdise the pieces being used. Quic:kly look 
over each answer~ then take the one that looked closest. 
I then started to matct-I up the shapes" (40/53). 
This process of elimination and then matching can 
also apply where only one piece is taken as evidenced by 
thi s comment: "I chose a shape or t\.'JO shapes whi ch were 
distinctive the others in relation to the 
irregularity of their form the choices were usually 
reduced to about two. By then examining the remaining 
pi eCE~S the correct an~;\ftJer· coul d be determi ned" (58/59). 
Obviously this could be claimed to be more of a piece by 
piece strategy akin to Strategy 2 but the willingness to 
emphasise removing mismatches rather than matching puts 
it into the Whole Approach. 
What characterises this approach is that certain 
alternatives are quickly eliminated on the basis of a 
mismatch, after which, if the answer is not immediately 
available, it is obtained by a process of matching piece 
by piece thereby either eliminating the remainder or 
matching to completion. The crucial characteristic of 
this mismatch strategy is elimination, 
rapidly than in Strategy 2, 
overall picture of the problem. 
The Part Approach. 
usually by utilizing an 
This approach differs in two ways from the Whole 
?"ipproach: firstly, the amount of work done on the total 
problem is much less with an emphasis on one particular 
piece 
successive stages. 
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followed by the other pieces in 
Secondly, the major thrust with the 
single piece is to look for a match. This contrasts 
with the Whole Approach which 
consciously I ooU. ng for a 
interpretation is required 
initially 
mismatch. 
because, as 
involves 
Careful 
already 
indicated, looking for a match can create an impression 
of seeking to eliminate as in the Whole Approach when in 
fact the elimination is attributable to a different 
This point will be covered later in a 
discussion of Target and Context controlled search. 
n",e following C':'Ire "pur-e" e:·:amples of this approach. 
II I found th~? bi ggest and easi est to find shape. Located 
it. Then took the second biggest and located it. Then 
thE~ sHledl pieces just f(-211 into place" (49/64). 
wrook biggest piece find which answers had the exact 
s:l ze" Chose on~? smF.III er shelpe. Find in ansvJer"s;" 
(53/64) . 
"Take one ~5hape , u!:;;uall y most abnOI~mal (biggest, 
smallest, many-sided) - imagined that shape fitting into 
the five answers. If that fitted, then took another 
(pi ece) 
(56/64) • 
that looked different in some vJay and repeat€'?d" 
"Look at bi ggest shape - look at answe,~s and see ~'ihi ch 
has a shape the same as the largest. Then find the next 
largest shape and go through the same process. F:epeat 
the process until you build up the correct shape" 
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(51/57) • 
Another way of characterising this sequential 
approach is not so much as looking for a match but 
rather as a "discarding", or, as one subject described 
it, "a cancellation approc\ch" • This aspect is 
illustrated in some further examples. 
"Choose a particular approach - discard those answers in 
which this piece could not be found. Do this with one 
or tIo'JC) pieces until scslution is found" (45/51>. 
"vJh i ch .'::InSIo'H2r- hc:"\d the appr'op~- i ate pi ece? Take anoth€~r 
pi ec F.) - event uC'dl y can c: E1l out 'f our' C'ln sw(~r t::''' (61/64). 
"Take each shape one by one and try to fit them into the 
when a shape does not go into a box, I 
eliminate that box until I find the box which fitted all 
the shapeS'. perfectl y" (54/64). 
"StC:-irted by taking one of the shapes, usually the 
bi g(,:;)est shape, then go through each box eliminating 
those that do not agree with the shape I have. I then 
choose another shape and do the same process. tHter 
doing this with every shape, you should only be left 
with one bo}:" (61./64). 
This Part Approach is by far the most common approach 
representing over 60% of the SUbjects. vJi thi n thi s 
approach it is rare to find either a complete checking 
of pieces with all the answers, except for the first 
piece, or to find the checking of all pieces with the 
Most reports suggest terminating at 
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various confidence levels, from finishing when two 
pieces fit to a rapid check of the remainder. 
A number of protocols, such as the following, 
an overlap between Whole and Part approaches. 
"I chose one piece at a time checking to see it 
reveal 
it was 
present in each shape in its correct form. In this way 
I was able to eliminate answers ALMOST 
IMMEDIATELY. Final choice after comparing the form and 
size of its surrounding pieces" (40/42). 
The clue to the different approaches lies in the 
amount of work related to the total picture and in how 
fast the elimination is accomplished. 
Many subjects seemed to reduce the comparison time 
through creating a larger chunk by joining two pieces 
together or taking two pieces at the same time and 
proceeding through a matching strategy. 
is an e)-( ampl e: 
The foIl ol-'Ji ng 
"Look at the shapes. Imagine what they would look like 
when they are made into a certain shape. lAiith this 
shape in mind, look through the answers and find out 
which one matches the one in your mind" (57/63). 
Another variation of the Part Approach i nvol Vf?S 
terminating the matching process as soon as the pieces 
are believed to match an answer as in this example: 
"Choose any shape - fit to answer-~~. As soon as the 
first shape fits you take the second, third and fourth 
shapes" (52/57). The danger of this approach is that 
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the subject will make an error by failing to check 
through all alternatives. It will be recalled that this 
is a feature of Strategy 1 whereas Strategy 2 requires 
such checking. 
There were also some subjects who worked 
from answer to problem, for example: 
"backwards" 
"Look at pieces. Look at each answer in turn beginning 
at a particular section of the answer and looking back 
at the individual pieces to see if the section was one 
of them. If it was, I would continue onto the next 
section (of the answer) until I checked all the sections 
and pi eces. This process continued until I had 
eliminated the four incorrect solutic,ns or- fCJund a 
cOr-rect fOr-mati on" (60/64). 
An important aspect of the Part Approach is the 
chlJice of a particul':"lr pi ec::e, usually, 
cd. r-eady noted, the biggest m- the smallest. The 
subjects gave reasons for this choice. The I arges:,t 
piece was chosen because it was "easiel~ to plcKe and 
find", creates the biggest proportion of the area first 
making it easier to position smaller pieces", is 
compl i cated", cind just. II si mpl est". 
"I east 
A r1Llmber chose the "distinctive" shape because it was 
"most visible in the soluticlns", "varied considerably 
c;ind therefore easiest to find", "allowed identification 
in clo!:;e pi:."itterns", "ee\sier t.o rem!?mbe·r" or "would look 
the same upside down t.hereby making the pr-obl ems 
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easier". 
The smaller shapes were chosen "because you could 
picture them in your mind longer" while the circular 
shapes "were harder to distinguish". What some 
respondents called "basi c" or "pure" shape~5 were those 
"easy to put together". Whatever choice was made was 
justified on the grounds of capacity to remember, to 
identify, to "see" and to work with. 
Since the results to this point have not consistently 
identified one approach as more accurate or quicker than 
another the subjects were divided into four groups on 
the basis of the strategies which they appeared to use. 
Table 3:9 presents the results. 
Table 3.9 
Results of architectural drafting Ss by strategy. 
--------------------------------------------------------Strategy Number Mean score Mean completed 
--------------------------------------------------------Pure part-approach 117 (60%) 48.9 57.1 
Pure whole-approach 16 (8%) 49.5 55.1 
Construction plus 
matching. 29 (15%) 47.6 55.8 
Relationships plus 
matching 33 (17%) 45.9 56.6 
B;t~;;~-p~~;-p;~t:;pp~;;~h-;~d-th;-;th;~-th~;;----------
approaches t=1.69,p<.10 df194. Other comparisons n.s. 
Once again it is apparent that the Part Approach is 
the most common with two thirds following this approach. 
From the protocols it possible to gain 
information on three other matters which have been 
raised previously. The first of these concerns the 
reasons for subjects changing strategies. The di:ita 
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offer two accounts of strategy change. 
There is evidence for inter-problem change whereby 
the demands of a problem compared with other problems 
created a change in strategy. This was most apparent 
where the problem contained four and five different and 
unfamiliar pieces. These problems, unlike others, could 
not be tackled by putting pieces together or they lacked 
a readily applied label. However, some problems of the 
five unfamiliar pieces variety could still be solved 
quickly if a clue is picked up such as "all pi eces fj-f 
tht~ octagon meet at a mi d-poi nt". Obviously one of the 
skills in doing MPFB problems lies in the ability to use 
previous knowledge to identify a clue of this nature. 
An example of this inter-problem change is given by the 
=-ub ject who \.-'Jlr i tes of harder" probl ems "I use an error 
method by placing each bit into each answer if it 
did not fit I went on. I did this because there is NO 
LOGICAL SYSTEM TO WORK IT OUT" <writer's emphasis). 
There is also evidence for intra-problem change in 
which the subject changes strategy within a problem when 
it becomes apparent that a strategy will not work. This 
was usually confined to attempts to eliminate answers by 
mismatch. When the processing complexity had reached a 
cer-tai n level, the subject had to switch to a more 
successive match strategy. An example of this was " I 
chose the largest shape an~ found which answers it 
fitted. Then I took the next largest and tried to fit 
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it. Sometimes I would eliminate answers by seeing 
shapes within them which could not possibly be correct. 
Mainly I judged the sizes of the shapes when fitting 
them together" (52/58). 
Two matters remain to be considered: 
Some subjects score very poorly on the test. The 
protocols of subjects who performed poorly were looked 
at cc;wef ull y. Two difficulties emerge. First, some 
subjects try to form images and are unable to do so. 
The following are examples taken from poor performers. 
"I stal~t.ed by tryi ng to fit t.he shapes into the shapt? of 
the answers and t.hen visual ising the sizes of the shapes 
which make the answer - compare visualized image with 
t.he ans\.o'Jers" (18/30). 
"I pi ctul"·t~d t.he measL.II'-ement.s of the shapes 
to myself a specific figure" (28/63). 
imagined 
"Look at the unpuzzled shapes and try tCJ imagine trH? 
meaf:;ul~ement!5 of them" (:::::0/46). 
II Fewer shapes made it easi er- tD vi ~;ual i z e the cDr-r-ect. 
shape •• II (36/64). 
These are interesting in t.hat a number of s:.ubjects 
who scored low on the test actually finished the test. 
Their attempts to work with visual images allowed them 
to scan but they were not able to hold the image nor 
were the images clear enough for the rapid processing 
which subjects sought. 
The other area of apparent difficulty lies in 
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rotating pieces. This is clearly to 
difficulties in image formation. Examples of this 
difficulty are provided by these sUbjects: 
"Looked at main shape given and turned it 
different dir'ections" (29/55). 
in all 
"I used angles, length of sides, actual size to decide 
which was correct to match with the problem. This was 
used wi th shapes that were tLwned over- or upsi de down" 
(37/60) • 
"f=(otate the shapes; in youl~ mind" (29/41). 
These protocols suggest that the major difficulties 
for low scoring subjects lie in image formation, the 
rotation of images and confusion in comparing them. 
Finally, the protocols give the opportunity to 
explore why subjects define some MPFB problems as more 
difficult than others. Apart fr-om items already 
mentioned such as the number of pieces, the number of 
different pieces and the degree of rotation required, 
the protocols suggest that the other main sources of 
individual difficulty were: 
(a) Differences in size both of the pieces offered in 
the ar-ray (/I i tis har"dest when most of ·the shc'Olpes are of 
the same or near'l y the same si ze") and of th(;: answers· 
offer-ed ': II i t \.'Jas hardest when then.;) t-Jere a number of 
answers which could be right except for very marginal 
differences in angle, size or ar£;a"). Thi s sugges;ts 
that problems are difficult, not so much because of the 
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number of shapes but because of the inability of 
subjects to make distinctions on the basis of size 
differences. The former comment was made by a subject 
following a Part Strategy and the latter by one 
initially attempting to mismatch. 
(b) The nature of the shape was raised as a contributer 
to difficulty by comments about the easier problems 
having "basic shapes", that is shapes which are easy t.o 
put together and "simple and easy to remember". The 
more difficult. problems elicited comments such as 
"~:;hapes wi th many cur'ves ItJere the hardest", and "i tis 
hardel~ ItJhen shC'lpes I ack a d:i, sti nct. shape". 
(c) The idea ()'f "manaqeableness" ItJas v-aised a number- of 
times in relation to the question of problem difficulty. 
The ability to fit the shapes together, to manipulate 
thf:."!m, to do things with them visuailly contributed to 
being able to manage shapes as distinct from just 
identifying them. 
Taken together, these reports of relative problem 
difficulty suggest that. a crucial difference between 
problems regarded as being easy or difficult lies in the 
ability to see a relation between the pieces, the ease 
with which they can be labelled, and their ease of being 
distinguished from other similar shapes. 
than the actual 
difficulty. 
number of shapes, 
These, rather 
contribute to 
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PART 3. COMPUTER OPERATOR APPLICANT PROTOCOLS. 
The applicants numbered 151 with a mean age of 21.7 
years. As part of the selection tests the Computer 
Operator Aptitude Battery (1974) was completed. The 
Battery consists of three sub-tests: Sequence 
Recognition (which tests the speed of the subject in 
visualizing the order in which a scrambled set of time 
related events should occur), Format Checking (tests 
skill in perceiving whether arrangements of numbers and 
letters conform to specified formats), and Logical 
Thinking (tests ability to analyse logical relations 
within problems and visualise solution in stepwise 
form). 
The MPFB scores produced the following correlations 
with these tests: 
Sequence Recognition 
Format Checking 
Logical Thinking 
.2954 
.3031 
.2835 
All correlations were significant (p<.OOl). There is 
a zero order correlation between age and performance on 
the MPFB (r = -.0832). This was looked at because this 
was the sample which had a wider range of age. 
The subjects' protocols can be categorised in the now 
familiar way, those who follow a piece by piece matching 
approach and those who follow other approaches. The 
range of strategies and mean results are reported in 
Table 3:10. 
Table 3:10 
Results of computer operator Ss by strategy., 
Strategy Number Mean 
score 
Mean 
completed 
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Error 
Rate 
--------------------------------------------------------Strategy 1 19 ( 131.) 40.2 (9.7) 53.5 (S.7) 
Strategy 2 S3 (531.) 44.2 (7.9) 53.5 (S.6) 
Total Piece 102 (661.) 43.5 (S.4) t::"7 t::" ...J.";'_ u (S.6) 
Global 24 ( 161.) 39.S (S.6) 47.2 (10.7) 
Confused 27 ( lSI.) 36.4 (10.7) 49.5 (12.5) 
Difference between means for Piece and Global 
strategies is t=20.4, p<.OOl, df 124. 
251. 
22i: 
241. 
211. 
261.. 
The majority of subjects appear to adopt an approach 
involving taking a piece, usually one which is easily 
identified, and matching this to the al ternc."Iti ve 
Failure to match this piece allows some 
answers to be eliminated before a second piece is taken 
and the process repeated with the remaining answers. Ac 
one pr-otocol desct- i bes it: "Take <:1 1 arge shape· take 
away the ones (answers) that don't fit this shape - do 
the same with the other shapes on the answers you have 
picked an!5Wer II (39/40). 
And aged n "I started by choosi ng one shape from the 
s~?l ect ion. I then applied it to each box, seeing which 
i t wou 1 d fit. After a few boxes had been disqualified I 
then began with another shape, repeating the same 
pF"OCeSS until one bo); Wi!.~S left" (51156). 
Some minor variations on this approach involve using 
more than one piece at a time: 
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"I pick two given shapes from the question I see or 
pick boxes where these shapes aren"t - in the remaining 
answer I get one of those two shapes I picked - see if 
it matches if it matches only one I go to the other 
bo)·: 1 eft - I see if the two pi eces; are the same" 
(52/54) • 
This subject short circuits the program. 
is akin to amalgamating strategies 1 and 2. 
Tt1e resul t 
f~otat.iclri appE~ars most frequently in those "jigsavJing" 
thE? pi ec€~s, that is, overlaying pieces on the answer. 
One s:.ubject. commented that. "shClpes vJi tl-'I IlH:Jre t.han fc<ur 
sides vJer-e found difficult. to ot-ient." (48/60), and 
I found t.hem to do" (51/57). While seeking a mat.ch one 
subject. VJi::IS "also looking if it could ha".Ie been tL\l'Tled 
over or changed in posit.ion" (45/63) and another stated 
"I tE.'el the hardest par·t. of t.hE': test was pi cki ng the 
shapes out, when you put them together, you had to turn 
them arc<und t.he ot.ht?l'· way or on t.he si de" 
These prot.ocols suggest two dist.inct demands. First 
finding the relevant. piece and then to 
congruence, both demands adding t.o the difficulty of the 
problem as t.he pieces become smaller or as t.he number of 
pieces occupying the problem space increase. The 
compclrison of pieces was summed up by one subject "I 
found some problems easier than others because some 
didn"t. have a lot of information which needed to be 
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comprehended" (36/43). Position, orientation and size 
all determine the "information needed to be 
comprehended" for piece by piece strategies. 
Strategy 1 is most often found in conjunction with 
"jigsawing". "It~s like a jigsaw' puzzle, you have the 
end result and must put it in terms of different shapes 
to get it" (34/51). There ~is ~ome indication that 
Strategy 1 is less accurate than Strategy 2. This may 
be attributable to failure to check ,all possible 
alternatives. 
This group produced more "confused" subjects than the 
other groups. Confused subjects are those who are 
unable to report an approach which explains their 
activity. As with the other groups, these subjects 
perform poorly with less problems attempted and more 
err·ors. Examples of their protocols are: 
"I started by choosing the correct shape and to match 
them up with the examples given. I try more than one 
method of doing something and to match together what I 
thought. went r'i ght" (37/64). 
"Do these only by imagination c.'Ind comparison of size" 
(23/64) . 
The Global Approach was reported by few subjects but, 
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for- those \l'Jho did, it involved the following 
char-acter-istics: 
(a) Or-ganization of the ar-r-ay. "I star-ted by looking 
for- the most likely or-ganizatic.m of the shapes" (46/47), 
"Tr-y to fit each shape together-, knowi ng (i n mi nd) that 
you \l'Ji 11 eventual I y make up the shape of the answer-" 
(34/40), and "Tr-y to make the shape your-self" (47/64). 
(b) A "mind" activity_ "I r-ear-r-anged each patter-n in my 
head in all differ-ent positions" (26/42) or- "In my mind 
I placed the shapes into the same final shape this 
method does not always wor-I< as you might constr-uct the 
image in your- mind in i::i differ-ent Io'Jay (to the answer-) II 
(54/64) and "I mentally juggled the pieces ar-ound and 
when the pr-oblem pr-esented too many pieces to juggle 
around I looked for obvious en-ors" (37/4:::;'). 
(c) Duick elimination. "I quickly look at all 
answers to omit some, then compare and work with answer-s 
Io'Jhich look r-ight i::md -find differ-ences and similar"ities" 
(42/48) • Another protocol said "This helped me to 
eliminate the incor-rect shape if it did not then I 
looked further and tried to compar-e the size and shape 
of each indhtidual piece" (29/41) n 
The whole strategy is summed up by one subject "look 
at components given, look how they can be fitted 
together-, survey the alter-natives, eliminate those 
obvi elLtsl y not si mi 1 ar" (42/59). 
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CONCLUSION 
It will be recalled that five pilot studies were 
instigated for the purpose of investigating the 
strategies which are available to subjects tackling the 
MPFB, the difficulties which are raised by particular 
strategy use, how complexity relates to the demands of 
particular problems and what happens if a strategy is 
not available to a particular subject. 
Confirmation of the tentative conclusions suggested 
by the pilot studies was sought by an investigation of 
large groups of subjects reporting their processing as 
they saw it. From this investigation a number of 
conclusions can be drawn and these will be reported now 
in preparation for the development of a model which will 
be subsequently tested by experiment. 
The protocol data reported in this chapter allows the 
drawing of a number of conclusions. 
(a) Two basic approaches were identified throughout the 
protocol analysis. These can be termed the Whole and 
Part Approaches. The Whole Approach is characterised by 
work on the total problem and by an ability to develop a 
clear representation of the nature and relationship of 
the various pieces involved. The Part Approach demands 
a successive matching process based on the working of a 
piece by piece strategy which proceeds until a 
particular level of confidence in an outcome is reached 
or continues exhaustively. In their pure form the 
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performance latencies produced by the Whole Approach are 
independent of the number of items to be processed while 
those for the exhaustive Part Approach will 
linearly with increasing items. 
increase 
(b) The protocols suggest that the distinction between 
the two approaches lies in the amount of information 
which can be held in memory. This, in turn, is 
dependent on individual ability to chunk, label and 
generally relate pieces to a whole. Complexity is not 
just a matter of numbers of pieces but rather of how 
well the pieces can be handled by the individual 
e)f th{;? subject. 
skill 
ecl The type of organization which is amenable to the 
Whole Approach may range from a totally constructed 
image to a single piece which is seen in a field of 
relationships and which i!5 thuf:; melde "vJhoIE~" for- the 
purposes of comparison aimed at rejecting a mismatch. 
Since individuals appear to be conscious of differing 
abilities to organize material and to hold this material 
strategy choice and change may be a result of 
self assessment. 
(d) The features determining relative difficulty, such 
as in size and shape variiations and "manageelbleness", 
are differences which can, to some e::·:tent, be 
over-riddem by past experience, geometrical knowledge 
and image generation skills. However, there may be some 
upper limit of sustainable difficulty which applies to 
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each individual and which governs the speed and accuracy 
of processing as well as strategy choice and execution. 
The stage which has been reached in protocol 
investigation demands the development of a model which 
reflects the strategies which have been identified and 
an understanding of the ways in which subjects may 
switch strategies. 
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CHAPTER 4: A MODEL FOR THE PROCESS ANALYSIS OF THE 
1'1PFB. 
The background which has been developed from the 
pilot studies and the protocol investigation will now be 
used to develop a task analysis of the MPFB from which a 
model \o'Ji 11 be structured aimed at explaining subject 
performance on this test. 
The MPFB is a test which is defined by Mumaw and 
Pel I egr'i no (1984) as a measure of spatial visualization 
and is used for this purpose. Therefore it seems a 
j-',oll CiW warni ng by thE:se aLlthclrs that "the unsystemati c 
nature of the problems of the MPFB make it impossible to 
validate assumptions concerning the processes involved 
in this test". It is intended to seek to undertake a 
process analysis of the MPFB. The rationale for this 
approach is that it is essential to identify the 
processes involved to provide a basis for interpretation 
of individual performance on the test and, indeed, to 
justify its existence and use. 
It i s acc£~pted thc.it the i'1PFB is not a "pur-e" test of 
visualization but lies somewhere on a continuum between 
spatial relations at one end and tests which load highly 
on spati al reasoning at the other. The approach to be 
adopted will resemble that of Pellegrino and his 
associates in identifying the tasks which are involved 
in the solution of the problems and then developing a 
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model representing the way in which these tasks are 
integrated. It will differ from their approach, 
however, by being concerned with the test as such rather 
than with an idealized model of visualization. 
Particular emphasis will be placed on the way in which 
strategies integrate and order the processes which 
provide the basis of the model. This analysis will 
enable investigation of the sources of individual 
differences in performance on the MPFB and also 
incorporating the insights suggested by the previous 
pilot studies and protocol analysis. 
THE TASK ANALYSIS 
It will be recalled that the typical MPFB problem, 
as illustrated in Figures 1:1 and 4:1, consists of an 
array of 
figures. 
two dimensional pieces and five completed 
If the pieces are put together correctly they 
produce one and only one of the figures presented. The 
subject·s task is to determine which of the five 
alternatives i e the correct figure. A subject·s score 
on the test as a whole is the number of items completed 
correctly within a specified time, 
minutes. 
usually 
MPFB problems vary on a number of dimensions. 
twehty 
(a) The number of pieces varies between two and five and 
within this variation the number of identical pieces can 
vary between one and five. Discriminability is also 
affected by the similarity of the pieces which vary by 
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Figure ~:1 Examples of typical MPFB problems. 
20 Q 
D~<JIED 
._._.J _____ _ 
Err! Err 
-------{--------
fiT! ElI 
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angle and length of sides. 
(b) The shape of the completed figure varies from a 
square to a hexagon and includes circles, trapeziums, 
triangles and rectangles together 
figures which are not easily labelled. 
with occasional 
(c) The pieces in the array differ in their perceived 
compl e>: i ty with the simpler figures being easily 
assigned geometric labels while tho!:;;e \.'Jhi ch are 
classified as complex are neither geometric figures nor 
can they be given a pictorial Pilot study Lj. 
(Chapter 3) showed that pieces varied considerably in 
their complexity rating and also that the completed 
figures were seen to vary in complexity. 
(d) Since the space used for presenting the array 
remains constant and is always filled by the pieces, the 
elements in a two piece display are viewed as being 
larger than the individual elements in a five piece 
array. As a result the size of the pieces must be added 
to the list of dimensions of variation. 
(e) The nature and the number of mental transformations 
which have to be performed on the stimulus pieces in 
order to arrive at an answer vary. There are two types 
of transformation. In some cases pieces have to be 
rotated to bring them into congrLlence with the 
alternative to which they are being compared; in others 
pieces have to be reversed or turned over before 
comparison can be effected. The number of 
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transformations to be made depends upon the 
unfamiliarity of the stimuli and the strategy being used 
by the subject. 
(f) Another important dimension of variation is the 
degree of difference between each of the alternatives 
presented and the pieces in the stimulus array. In some 
.,. 
each problems the differences bet",~een of the five 
alternatives and the ar.ray is quite small. As a result 
each alternative i c' • ::> a possible answer. In other 
problems it is cl ear" to the subject that as many as 
three of the alternatives are so different from the 
array that they are not worthy of serious consideration. 
In the former situation the problem is regarded as 
particularly difficult by all subjects while the latter 
identifies subjects who are capable of rapid rejection 
of obviously incorrect options so that their processing 
time may be concentrated on those alternatives which are 
obviously "live". The difficulty of distinguishing 
between completed figures which are very similar to the 
stimulus array, usually having.onlytwo pieces different, 
and those which are identical appears to be the cause of 
most errors. 
(g) Problems vary in the demands which they place upon 
subjects to adopt adequate strategies for solution. 
More complex problems may create situations where 
strategies in use with simpler problems will no longer 
be adequate and change is demanded. If this change is 
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not made then the error rate will rise appreciably. For 
other subjects increasing demands will be revealed in 
increased latency to solution as the problem becomes 
more complex~ less familiar or contains pieces which 
cannot be readily labelled or "handled". 
Any model proposed must be able to explain the ways 
in which these task variants interact with the processes 
which are operating. Already it is apparent that some 
variables are task- related: the number of pieces, the 
number of different pieces, the number of pieces to be 
processed to completion which can vary from the number 
of pieces, the complexity of pieces and figures, the 
transformations to be made and the number of similar 
solutions presented. Other variables subject 
related: the strategy used, the ability to change 
strategies between and within problems, and the ability 
of the subject to name, recognize, imagine, form as a 
representation, store in visual working memory, reason 
<::\bout geometr'i c 
processing to cope with time constraints. 
THE MODEL 
The proposed model is based em a number of 
hypothesised processes: encoding, organization, strategy 
choice and decision processes. The model to be 
de!5cri bed l't::' 
-> intended to pl"'ovi de an information 
processing account of the MPFB which offers an heuristic 
sti:ltement of the nature of the processing involved and 
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which differs when compared with the Pellegrino model. 
The aim of the model is explanation of individual and 
group performance. The model makes the following 
assumptions about the processes involved. 
(a) The processing involved in the encoding stage 
depends on the discriminability of each stimulus and the 
difficulty of retrieving codes for it (Banks and Flora, 
1977). Eysenck (1978) proposes that the general 
distinctiveness attained in the encoding phase "will 
vary inversely with both the similarity and the number 
of pr-ior encodings". It is argued that greater effort 
expended at the point of encoding will lead to better 
memory performance (Horton and Mills 1984),since it 
enabl es; tht::' pi eces to be brought "under control" by 
identifying cues, labelling appropriately and noting 
I'''el ati clnshi ps. of these processes make for a 
clearer and more manageable elaboration of the stimulus. 
The extent of the encoding processes depends on the 
instructions, past experience, familiarity and practice. 
Indi.vidLlal differences in encoding are revealed by 
variations in descriptive ability, in the quality of 
visual transportation, in the ability to combine shapes 
and in the degree of attention necessary. The 
particular strategy in use may also affect the degree of 
clarity required at the encoding stage, for example, 
simple outlines or fully developed images. Einstein and 
Hunt (1980) consi del'" encoding to be related to 
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relational processing and item-specific processing and 
argue for the value of combining the two types of 
processing to produce the best recall. 
It is possible thiat "good" encoding eliminates the 
need for the search process proposed by Mumaw and 
Pellegrino (1984 ) which is based on gross 
characteristics of the encoded element such as relative 
size, number of angles and overall shape and is followed 
by a more detailed comparison. If the processes of 
r'~? I at i on.-al encoding and i tem-speci f:i c encrJding are 
combined there may be need for only one comparison and 
the solution process as a whole 
appr"ec i ab I y. 
is speeded up 
(b) The ability to see all of the encoded material as a 
whole organized inte) thE1"best." or "simplest" fcwm may be 
identical to "the old Gestalt idea that 5s will 
in a way that minimises its:, 
comple>:ity" (F:eed, 197:3). Pomer'antz (1981) it 
somewhat. differently, however, and suggests that the most 
appropriate model "WOUld be one in which 
sUb!:;ystems of pre-attention struggle independently to 
achieve a stable organization of a figure based on one 
rule or' another' • If enc)ugh of these 
SUb-systems 'vote' for the same organization, then the 
pattern will be organized quickly and predictably and 
seen as good configuration". The ability to see the 
possibilities for organization may be the single most 
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important factor in determining subsequent strategy. 
ec) The Pellegrino model incorporates only one strategy 
option, that of e:-:hausti ve serial and analytic 
prol:ess;i ng. On this basis individual differences are 
limited to variations in the speed and accuracy with 
which individual processes are performed at the encoding 
and elaborating stages. While they admit that there may 
be di·fferences in strategy which "reflect less analytic 
modes of processing in lower skill individuals" (Mumaw 
Pellegrino, 1984) there is no s;ystemi::iti c 
investigation of the nature of the strategies which may 
be in uS:.e. The model to be presented seeks to remedy 
this omission by incorporating a number of strategic 
options. 
Figure 
These will now be reviewed. 
4 • r:'t . ..:.. presents a f I O\o'J chart 
processing basis of the strategic options. 
defining the 
It s:.houl d be 
noted that this presentation does not seek to be an 
statement but r,::tther an heuristic 
explanation of data arising from both macro and micro 
In this sense the e:-:pression "flo\o'J ch':lrt." must. 
be seen in a broad sense as a st.at.ement which arises 
from an analysis of t.he environment and the way in which 
the mi nd has been shaped to meet that envi rc:mment. It 
is not an attempt. t.o present what Neisser (1976) calls a 
"hypothet i c~"'II model of the mi nd" but seeks to show that 
various paths to solution may be followed in practice 
with satisfactory results. As such it is a model which 
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seeks to understand the performance of subjects on the 
MPFB "as this occurs in the ordinary environment and in 
the conte>:t of natural pLtrposef ul activity" 
(Nei sser, 1976) • The flow chart is a description of 
information processing space from which individual 
activity emerges. 
The explanation of this flow chart will be amplified 
using comments drawn from the protocol analysis bank 
gathered from subjects reflecting on their method of 
operating and used earlier. Where the comments refer to 
specific problems from the MPFB the number of the 
problem is indicated, otherwise the quoted comment is of 
a general nature. 
As the flow chart indicates, the process of encoding 
the array sets the conditions for a decision on strategy 
opti ons (A). Key decision points in the flowchart are 
indicated by letters. If the subject is able to see the 
possibility of a structural configuration it is lik€~ly 
that the next step will be to organize the data along 
these lines (B). ( "I I ooked at \.'Jhat I had to make up 
and then arranged the pieces to make this shape. 
this I skimmed through the ans\o'Jef-~5") The ability to 
"see" a possi bl e str"ucture establ i s;hes a I evel of 
confidence leading to an attempt to organize the 
If the organization is successful the subject 
is launched on Strategy 3. The attempt to achieve this 
organization may fail ("Thi~5 pr"oblem - DA35 - "'IF-\S har"der" 
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because of the difficulty in working out how a square 
would go") • (Figure 4:3) Failure leads to the 
abandonment of Strategy 3 in favour of an alternative 
str':itegy. ("I couldn't understand -DA19- it so I 
started to look for a big bit. When identified I picked 
up another bit and kept comparing until I got an 
answer"). (Figure 4:3). 
strategy 3 allows the elimination of alternative 
anSIo'Jers on the ba.~i s of, detecti ng a mi smatch (C). It is 
assumed that the mismatch strategy is able to bring the 
essenti cd structural featur'es, without superfluous 
material~ into contact with the answers thereby allowing 
rapid elimination. Because of the nature of this 
structural image it fails to hold its clarity and 
integration for' i:'l long period and is; "lost" after' one 
run. (" Havi ng qLli c kl y construc'ted the pi eCi';:JS into a 
model, I would then look at all the examples and try to 
eliminate those examples which 
\.'Jrong" ) . 
I considered obviously 
The rapid elimination of alternatives leaves the 
possibility for three outcomes. 
(1) All but one alternative is eliminated thus allowing 
an immediate answer to be achieved (D) (Commenting on 
DA26 a subject reported "Four outside bits with an 
identifiable middle piece, checked each answer moving 
left to right and then down. Only one answer not 
Other pieces must fit this so didn't 
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check") (Figw-e 4:3). 
(2) While several alternatives are eliminated there 
remains more than one possibility (E) • ("This 
eliminating usually left about two remaining 
would then closely look again at the 
model s, I 
model to be 
constructed and looking more closely at the various 
angles and sizes of the component parts continuing until 
I was satisfied that everything fitted."- DA12) (Figure 
4: 3) " 
(3) Only one alternative seems viable but the subject's 
level of confidence in its accuracy is not sufficient 
for it to be chosen immediately as in the first outcome. 
Checking of the potential result is required (F) • 
("Built up a pattern of the array and then checked. 
~\Ji th one anSlo'ier· I checked by usi ng the tni ddl e si zed bi t." 
DA14) (Figure 4:3). 
The second and third outcomes of Strategy 3 require 
an approach which confirms one of several alt.ernat.ives 
or the single most likely alternat.ive as the answer. 
Such an approach requires a strategy change to an 
analytic piece by piece st.rategy (G). Failure to make 
this st.rategy change result.s in the type of processing 
reported by a sub jeci: ( "I el i mi nated those that it 
definitely wasn't.. I like the proport.ions of answer L. 
That. looks kind of right. I'll make a guess on it" 
DA19, and on DA 37 "alnslo'Jer X I ooks about. right.. I:' 11 
check the other t.wo possibilities. If I was in a hurry 
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Figure 4:3. Examples of MPFB problems referred to in the 
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I wouldn"t bother to check and I"d then be wrong. ") 
(Figure 4:3). 
The alternative approach (Strategies 1 and 2) is an 
analytic piece by piece comparison which allows the 
subject to concentrate on a specific part of the array, 
mastering its size, shape and angles (H). ("Take the 
bi ggest pi ece and compare to each ansll'Jer" DA40). (Fi gLlr"e 
4: 3) A difficulty experienced by some subjects was 
apparent in the following protocol of a subject (" a 
These shapes don"t mean anything to me. I 
can"t put a name to any of them. If I knew enough about 
geometry I could pick each of these shapes, give it a 
name, flash the names in my mind and go whizzing around 
trying to find these" - DA50) (Figure 4:4). 
Occasionally, befon? the comparison commences, 
identical pieces are fitted together to create a new 
"piece" usually because it is easier to handle or lI'Jor-k 
with as a unit ( I) • This step is illustrated by a 
subject"s protocol. (" There ar-e thr-ee cones tl" ... e same 
I put them together and then compared with 
answers"- DA58) (Figur-e 4:4). 
Next, the subject proceeds to match the encoded 
piece to a piece in one of the answers open for 
consideration (J). The answer chosen by those beginning 
with an analytic strategy is most frequently the first 
For subjects switching to an analytic strategy 
from the global strategy (G) only iii single or short list 
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of answers remain to be ~onsidered. 
Depending on the skill of the subject this approach 
mayor may not involve rotation of a piece into 
congrLlence. 0<) • It is usually found that "jigsawing" 
requires rotation ("match over the answers with the 
pieces by rotating them and placing on top of the 
sol uti on ") or the subject may make an image comparison 
which is less likely to require rotation ("all answers 
have a long triangular bit. I am only worrying about 
shape and siz€~. Not F"(:;)tating or tLlf"ning over" DA52) 
(Figure 4:4). 
From Figure 4:2 it can be seen that the early stages 
of this strategy involve the comparison of one piece 
from the array with one piece in the first answer 
(L) • If this piece does not match, the 
answer is eliminated. Thereafter there are a variety of 
possibilities dependent upon the number of live answers 
(which includes answers not yet considered). If there 
is then only one answer left (M), as may occur if the 
global strategy has left only two possibilities or only 
one answer to be checked, then the subject may accept 
the answer without further processing or proceed to a 
strategy of complete or partial checking of the answer 
with the remaining pieces. If the subject eliminates 
all of the remaining answers (N) , a situation most 
likely to arise where a mistake has meant the 
elimination of the correct answer during the global 
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Figure 4:4. Examples of MPFB problems referred to in the 
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processing, then it is necessary to restart and proceed 
on an analytic strategy from the beginning. As noted, 
produced this happens if the global strategy has 
alternatives which do not stand up to checking. 
If more answers remain to be processed or there is 
more than one live answer remaining, one of two 
strategies may be adopted. The subject may proceed to 
compare the originally chosen piece with the next 
possible answer and repeat until answer-s are 
checked, thereby eliminating some answers and keeping 
other"s as", "I i ve" (P) (" I took the bi g r"ect.angl e wi th the 
right angle and looked for this piece. Four answer-s 
wer"e I eft. Taking the isosceles triangle and comparing 
this piece with the remainder left two. 
last bit." - DA42) (Figure 4:4). 
Checked the 
Alternatively, the subject may decide to complete 
checking of a live answer with the next available piece 
from the array until the answer is accepted or rejected 
(" I tDClk the bi ggest pi ece. Put it. Dn t.op of an 
answer. Then with the other pieces covered everything 
up and ever"ything t.'Jent in" DA23) (Figure 4~4). 
The decision as to which strategy is followed 
depends upon the subject"s preference to fDllow a piece 
Dr answer strategy. The piece strategy (Strategy 1) 
leads the subject tD take another piece from the array 
and compare it with the live answer under consideration. 
The ans"t.'Jer depends; on trle 
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"availability" of the image of the or-iginal piece being 
compar-ed. The availability is deter-mined by the 
br-ightness, the familiar-ity, the ease of labelling the 
piece under- consider-ation or- the ability to "r-efresh" 
the image fr-om the or-iginal ar-ray. The piece is then 
compar-ed with answer-s still to be consider-ed. This 
e>( pI ai ns \o'Jhy sub j ects may star-t wi th the "I argest" or-
"most easily identified piece" and use this t.o follow 
St.r-ategy 2 but when the piece taken fr-om the ar-ray 
becomes small, difficult. to label or t.o dist.inguish t.he 
subject may change to Str-ategy 1 to complete t.he 
processing. Ac--, the flow char-t shows it is possible t.o 
follow Str-ategy 1 and not pr-ocess all the answers to be 
consi den?d. This may lead to acceptance of a close 
alter-native r-ather than the identical answer. 
The extent of pr-ocessing is deter-mined by the degree 
of confidence sought by the subject before making a 
decision. The points at. which t.his decision t.o accept 
an answer is t.aken on the basis of confidence are 
indicated in t.he flow chart. by t.he let.t.er S. 
subjects processing will be exhaustive with all pieces 
being checked while ot.her subjects are pr-epared to 
terminate after the processing and checking of a number-
of pieces. ("Too many bi t.s for- t.he mi nd to encompas!:;, 
get tt-H~ee of the five bit.s to fit and that' 11 be Emouqh" 
- DA42, a method fLlI'"ther-- described as "a risk t.aking 
method, having got two pieces to fit, the other bits 
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look O.K. this way reflects my personality, I take 
risks when there is a fair chance of success" DA24) 
(Figure 4:4). 
From the model two major deductions can be made. In 
l'-elation to errors it is likely that the global 
strategist using Strategy eliminates too many 
mismatches thereby omitting the correct answer. This 
leads to an error recorded at point (D) or the subject 
being left with no alternative at point (N). If it does 
not lead to the elimination of eriough obviously wrong 
i:r.nsWel'-s, its value as a strategy is limited. Piece by 
piece strategies depend upon the accurate matching of 
pieces so that errors result in Strategy 1 from a false 
match, a false acceptance or the failure to check all 
answers to be considered and in Strategy 2 from a 
failure to adequately compare pieces or failing to check 
sufficient pieces with live answers. 
Assuming random in processing pieces, 
increasing reaction time with increasing array size 
would be expected since increasing the array size 
logically increases the complexity of the problem and 
the number of comparisons to be made. The model 
suggests that the increase in reaction time with 
increasing array size is not necessarily linear because: 
(a) If Strategy 3 is successfully followed there is a 
rapid reduction in the number of answer's to be 
processed. 
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(b) The combination of pieces in the array~ which 
usually appears to be possible in arrays of four or 
fewer pieces~ may reduce processing to as few as one 
comparison plus optional checking. 
(c) The level of confidence may be such that processing 
is terminated before all pieces are compared. 
(d) Finally~ a perceptual cue may be available which 
over-rides the issue of the number of pieces in the 
array. Problem DA40, for example~ has five pieces but 
since they all meet at a point this provides a focal 
characteristic that limits the processing demands. 
(Figure 4:3). 
The lack of symmetry or other relation between the 
pieces~ the smaller size of pieces in the array and the 
lower familiarity of the shapes seems to make five piece 
problems generally immune to the shortcuts noted. 
Consequently~ the time taken for five piece problems is 
likely to be a gauge of exhaustive, piece by piece 
comparison. Where there is a linear increase with 
increasing pieces to five it would be expected that the 
subject follows this processing route exclusively; a 
sharp increase in latency between arrays with four and 
five pieces suggests that the subject can no longer use 
the shortcuts available and switches to a more 
exhaustive piece by piece comparison. This difference 
between subjects is an indication of variations in 
individual skill. 
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Pellegrino and his associates report a linear 
increase in reaction time with increasing array size. 
This is consistent with a model of exhaustive search and 
comparison of all pieces. The alternative model 
proposed suggests that in the MPFB it is not so much the 
search for a piece as the search for an appropriate 
answer with which to work that is crucial. It will be 
argued in the next chapter that this distinction arises 
naturally from the variations in the format of the 
presentation of problems and from the strategy used. 
The model described presents the various approaches 
or routes available to sUbjects. It indicates that an 
appreciation of the strategy in use and the ways in 
which shifts in strategy take place is essential for the 
understanding of an information processing model. It is 
argued that crucial points in problem solution are the 
structuring of the array, the ability to hold this 
structured image, the number of answers to be processed 
and the clarity of the individual image. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE TESTING OF THE MODEL 
This chapter has two aims: to develop an 
experimental substantiation of the model outlined in the 
previous chapter and to di sti ngLti sh the 
processing parameters tapped by the varied types of 
problem encountered in the MPFB. 
The experimental design is based on the use of items 
from the MPFB both in the standard form and in an 
altered form aimed at isolating the processes required 
to cope with the test. Our concern is with an 
evaluation of the MPFB and the development of data on 
the range of strategies used by subjects in the solution 
of these problems. 
Pellegrino and Mumaw (1984) and Pellegrino and Kail 
( 1982) report investigations of laboratory tasks 
developed from the MPFB since "Paper Form Board items 
are found on a variety of spatial ability batteries and 
are most commonly associated with the visualization 
factor of general s;·p.:\t i al ability." (Pellegrino and 
Kai I ~ 1982). They are concerned to offer a process 
analysis of spatial visualization and, as h.:\s been 
noted, produce an algorithmic model 
factor. 
of this assumed 
In contrast, the work reported here is intended to 
produce an heuristic model of the activities of subjects 
when confronted with the demands of the test items of 
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the MPFB. 
The differences in this approach from that of 
Pellegrino will not allow generalization of the results 
to the spatial visualization factor but they will permit 
an evaluation of the actual test items. Any comparison 
of the results of the present study with those of 
Pellegrino 
differences. 
must take account of these procedural 
Figure 5:1 sets out the altered stimuli developed 
from the MPFB for use in the experiment and those items 
developed by Mumaw (Pellegrino and 
Several differences require explanation. 
(1) Presentation. 
l'1umaw, 1984). 
The method of presentation is different. The r"IPFB 
problems place the array on the left hand side and the 
complete figure on the right hand side. In contrast, 
the task variants used by Pellegrino place the 
constructed problem on the left hand side and the 
"broken" array on the right hand side. In determining 
identity between the two,subjects, due perhaps to a left 
to right bias, tend to break up the total figure in 
order to look for individual items. It will be recalled 
that Pellegrino takes the view that an element must 
first be encoded from the conte>: t of the "\o'Jhol e" figure 
and then searched for in the array. This physical 
layout emphasises an analytic strat~gy and, thus, 
disadvantages subjects who are able to process more 
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globally. Evidence from the protocols previously 
reported suggests that subjects rarely move from the 
constructed figure to the pieces when the pieces are 
presented in the standard form of the test. 
This difference in presentation is tentatively 
supported by differences in the RT of two small groups 
of subjects (n=3) who were used to trial the material to 
be used in Experiment 5:1. The materials were presented 
in the MPFB format and the Pellegrino format and the 
differences in RT for wholistic, separated, displaced, 
rotated and rotated and displaced item types and for 
positive and nagative conditions were all significant at 
p<.10 (Wilcoxen rank-sum statistic). 
The decomposition of a figure to select a piece 
(PellegF'ino f onTiat ) takes longer in all variants, 
possibly because this type of presentation forces a more 
analytic strategy and more exhaustive processing rather 
than beginning with a piece and using certain structural 
rules to terminate processing before all pieces have 
In short, the Pellegrino presentation 
method encourages the use of an algorithm rather than a 
heuristic approach. It is quicker to "see" a figure in 
an array which allows construction than in one which 
begins with the constructed figure and works towards 
individual comparison by decomposition. 
It is emphasised that these results are only 
indicative being drawn from a pilot experiment. However 
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there does seem to be a difference due to the way in 
which the problem is presented. 
(2) F:otati on. 
The reported protocols and proposed model 
the possibility that rotation may be an 
suggest 
optional 
process. 
claimed 
For example, a subject~ discussing rotation~ 
that "there are times when rotation is 
unnecessary. These are times when the piece has a 
specific characteristic such as symmetry~ when the piece 
can be given a name, for example right-angled triangle, 
or when by putting two pieces together a new shape can 
be de\/eloped wh i ch has ei theY- of the~se character i st i cs" . 
Apart from those MPFB problems which 
reversal of the pieces (a condition not included in 
Pellegrino's experimental items) it appears probable 
that the need for rotation is not generated by the angle 
of divergence from congruence but by the unfamiliarity 
of the shapes involved, the Ii densi t y" of the aY-Y- ay, 
and/or the strategy used espec i 0:\11 Y "jigsawing" t.'Jhi ch 
always requires rotation. Where a piece has specific 
characteristics rotation may not be necessary. It,also, 
appears likely that problems with small numbers of 
pieces are solved by means of images which can be easily 
rotated while the larger arrays are solved by analytic 
I~easoning and rotation of pieces to congruen~e is 
Both the model and the experiments used by 
Pellegrino and Mumaw imply that rotation will always be 
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used for conditions where pieces are not congruent thus 
making rotation a required rather than an optional 
process. 
(3) Size differentiation. 
The major thrust of the MPFB is the evaluation of 
skill in discriminating matches and mismatches based on 
size differences while a similar but not identical shape 
is maintained. Where figures offered as alternatives 
differ in shape only, mismatch decisions are faster and 
error rates lower. The test material used by Mumaw 
deliberately omits the type of MPFB problems which 
depend upon discrimination of size differences for 
solution. This omission is inappropriate in evaluating 
the MPFB. 
The aim of the present study is the development of a 
process model of the MPFB and the items developed to 
test the model and elucidate the processing variables 
seek to reflect the nature of the demands of the MPFB 
test. The use of variations from MPFB type problems by 
Pellegrino and Mumaw casts doubt on their model as a 
representation of the processing involved in this test. 
The proposed model of MPFB performance gives rise to 
the following predictions. 
(a) Choice from a range of strategies is a key variable. 
Accordingly, it is predicted that there will be 
variation in the time to complete problems which differ 
in the number of pieces but this variation will be 
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affected by the strategy in use and any strategy changes 
involved in the processing. 
A closely related prediction is that i ndi vi dLlal 
subjects will show variations in reaction time with 
increasing numbers of pieces up to and including four 
pieces and that all subjects will show a common pattern 
of latency increase with five piece problems since 
subjects (.oJi11 
point. 
tendA to adopt a common strategy ,at this 
Such a prediction differs from the results reported 
by Pellegrino and Mumaw (1984) who found that reaction 
time increases linearly with an increase in the number 
of pieces. This finding is consistent with the adoption 
of an analytic strategy by all subjects and its 
e}:haus·ti ve clpplication to the specific arrays in 
individual problems. 
Cb) Accuracy in problem solution is related to the 
ability of a subject to use a strategy consistently and, 
if necessary, to change strategy. The key points of 
strategy change are indicated by points (A), eN) and en 
in the meldel (Figure 4:2). The "confidence" points (S) 
in the model determine the degree of processing required 
to generate solutions that represent self-terminating or 
exhaustive outcomes. 
Differences in the strategies being used by 
individuals will be most apparent in the solution of 
problems where there is a large variation between the 
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array and the answer. Subjects committed to a global 
strategy in which mismatches are the key events will 
produce mean reaction times which are lower than 
subjects using an analytic strategy. This will be 
particularly marked in problems composed of two to four 
pieces. 
(d) Where the stimulus array and an answer to be 
processed are very similar but not identical, the 
difference in reaction times between individuals will be 
a reflection of skill. Skilled individuals will be more 
capable of distinguishing differences in size, structure 
and area and will produce mean reaction times 
consistently lower than in the identification of arrays 
and answers which are the same. Inefficient processing 
will result in a reaction time pattern for similar but 
not identical arrays and answers which matches that for 
arrays and answers which are identical. 
(e) The group latency results obtained will differ from 
the model proposed by Pellegrino which predicts a linear 
increase with an increase in the number of pieces, and 
processes which are additive. This is because the 
results will reflect the influence of the varied 
strategies being used by individual SUbjects. 
(f) The presentation of actual MPFB problems along with 
variations designed from these problems in the one 
answer format described above will produce a significant 
correlation confirming that the hypothesised tasks 
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(encoding, organization, search and rotation) are a 
consistent reflection of the demands of the MPFB test 
processing. It is also predicted that error scores 
obtained from the one answer format and those derived 
from the total five alternative answer format of the 
MPFB test will correlate positively. Such findings 
would confirm the relevance of results achieved in the 
one answer format tasks of the experiment to the total 
MPFB test. 
EXPERllvlENT 5: 1 
Subjects and method. The subjects were 20 students 
enrolled in courses at the Box Hill College of TAFE aged 
between 17 and 25 who volunteered to take the test. The 
mean age was 19.8 years. 
Each subject initially completed the alternative 
forrfl of (DB) with each problem timed 
Sepc.ir- atel y. The subjects represented a wide range of 
ability with scores ranging from 23/64 to 54/64 with a 
mean of 45.7 and SD of 9.6. 
At the completion of the test each subject was asked 
to explain their method of operation. 
Materials and Design: Four variables were incorporated 
into the stimulus design (Figure 5:1): 
(1) the number of elements or pieces in the stimulus 
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array was varied from 2 to 5 and the number of different 
pieces in the stimulus was varied from 1 to 5. 
(2) The form of presentation was the one answer format 
shown in Figure 5:1. The answers were varied to give a 
correct answer (same), a similar but incorrect answer 
and an answer which was obviously incorrect. The last 
of these was the answer from the five alternatives of 
the MPFB problem which was chosen as correct least often 
by 666 subjects completing the MPFB. This possibility 
was assumed to be the answer which was most different 
from the correct answer and most easily eliminated. It 
was designated N2. The most frequently chosen incorrect 
answer from the same sample was designated N3. This 
answer was assumed to be the alternative most likely to 
be confused with the correct answer and therefore 
closest in structure to the correct answer. 
answers were designated PI (Figure 5~2). 
The correct 
(3) The shape of the completed figure was selected from 
the range of MPFB problems and varied between circle, 
square, trapezium, rectangle and hexagon (Figure 5:3). 
(4) The positioning of the pieces in the stimulus array 
was varied. Pieces were presented as a whole 
(Wholistic), as marginally separated (Separated), with 
no piece holding the same relative position in the array 
as it did in the answer while retaining the same 
orientation (Displaced), with the pieces rotated between 
75 and 150 degrees counter clockwise and in one case the 
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Figure 5:2 ~xamples nf arrays adjusted from the MPFB to 
tap trial type (Positive, N2, N3) and item type (Hholistic, 
Separated, Displaced, Rotated, Rotated and Displaced and 
original nrnblp.m from MrPF:...::B:;...:. __ ....,....-___ .
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Figure 5:3 The twelve MPFB problems which formed the 
basis for the adjusted arrays used in Experiment 5:1. 
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pieces reversed but retaining the same positioning as in 
the answer (Rotated), and, finally, pieces 
different in both orientation and position (Rotated and 
Displaced) The original problem from the MPFB was also 
included as a control (FB). 
These variables were incorporated into the twelve 
problems depicted in Figure 5:3. They were chosen from 
the MPFB (DA), three having 2,3,4, and pieces 
respectively. Their MPFB problem numbers are 
1,28,11,27,32,37,38,15,39,42,26,40. The array of pieces 
in each problem was rearranged to meet the positioning 
requirements for the conditions stated above whole, 
separated, displaced, rotated, and rotated-displaced. 
The original array was also included. These 
prescriptions resulted in 216 trials composed of 72 
positives (the array equals the answer), 72 N2 items 
(the array was different from an obviously incorrect 
answer) and 72 N3 items (the array was different from 
the answer but the differences were marginal). The two 
negative conditions were included to compare results 
when the probe was grossly different and when it was 
very similar but not identical. In the majority of 
cases the difference between N2 and N3 lies in the 
number of different pieces - N2 usually consists of all 
different pieces, N3 usually differs in one or two 
marginally different pieces. 
The trials were arranged individually on 6 inch by 4 
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inch cards in the format of the MPFB with the array 
placed on the left hand side and the completed figure on 
the right hand side. The subject was timed by stop 
watch from the moment of presentation until the response 
"same" or "different". 
The trials were randomised so that no tri al 
involving one particular problem followed a trial based 
on the same problem and positives and negatives were 
also randomised. 
Procedure: The subjects took the test individually in a 
session lasting about 30 minutes. The procedure to be 
followed was explained to each subject and two problems 
which had been constructed to cover all conditions were 
used as trial items. Feedback was given after each 
PI~i;\ct:ice tried item whether correct or incorrect and 
where an error was made that item vJas repeated. 
Subjects were allowed to control the rate at which the 
problems were presented and to continue with each 
problem until a response was given. 
RESULTS 
The results will be reported in two sections. The 
remainder of this chapter covers the group results while 
individual results will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
Accuracy. 
The overall error rates for positive, 
trials were 6.8, 3.8, and 10.8 per cent respectively. 
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Table 5:1 sets out the number of errors made by the 20 
subjects by item type and condition. Table 5:2 shows 
errors as a function of item type, condition and the 
number of stimulus pieces in the array. 
Table 5:1 
Errors by item type and condition. 
--------------------------------------------------------
Condition Type 
w s D R RD FB 
Positive 6 9 14 28 ~~ ~~ 39 
N2 8 13 8 4 12 9 
N3 17 7~ 25 27 24 7~ ~I ~~ 
--------------------------------------------------------Relation between item type and condition, Chi squared = 
29.1, df =10, p<.OI. 
The results raise a number of points. First, errors 
in positives, i.e. failure to detect a match, are 
related to the presence of the rotation component with 
its major effect being in those arrays composed of 2 or 
5 pieces (Table 5:2). For the N2 trials,i.e. those 
involving an obvious mismatch, the majority of errors 
are made in the four piece arrays. Most errors (51%) 
occur in the N3 trials which involve detecting a 
mismatch between two items with similar but not 
identical structure and/or shape. Particularly 
noteworthy is the high number of errors in the separated 
and displaced items in N3 trials in comparison with 
these item types in the positive trials. 
Even within the groups of array problems which have 
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Table 5:2 
Errors as a function of number of pieces in array, item 
type and condition. Number of trials = 60. 
(P == Same~ N2 == Distinctly different, N3 == Similar but 
not identical). 
Item type Number pieces Condition 
WHOLISTIC P N2 N3 
TIo'JO ~5 2 1 
Three 1 1 4 
Four 1 (> 6 
Five 1 5 6 
SEPAHATED P N2 N3 
Two 4 2 "< 
'-' 
Three (> 3 9 
FOLlr 3 4 13 
Five 2 4 12 
DISPLACED P 1\12 N~5 
Two 1 (> 2 
Three ..,.. ~, 1 8 
Four '':!' 
'-' 
4 8 
Five 7 ..,. 7 . ..:, 
FWTATED p N2 1\13 
Two 11 0 2 
Three "< 
'-' 
(> 9 
FOLw 4 ..,. 11 . ..:. 
Five 10 1 J:: ...J 
F:OTATED AND DISPLACED P N2 N3 
TIo'JO 7 1 1 
Three 4 1 6 
FOLlI~ ~. ..::. 8 11 
Five 1 ':' 
-. 
~, 
..::. 6 
FOHM BOARD P N2 N3 
Two 10 2 3 
ThF'ee t::" ...J 1 6 
Four 3 6 23 
Five 21 0 ..,. . ..;, 
TOTAL (possible == 360) P N2 1\13 
Two 37 7 12 
Three 16 7 4 .. ..., ..:.. 
Four 16 25 72 
Five c--:r ...J._' 15 39 
1 50. 
FIGURE 5:~ Error rates resulting from Experiment 5:1 on all trials, compared with error 
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reversal to generate 
the correct answer. 
'5D\]j V ~<JiB o 0:;0-0------
E~~HEf ______ L ______ 
YI Z 
N2 EJ!B 
All trials: Error rate 
5.3%. 
MPFB performance: 
h3 
~ 
Error rate 6.B%. 
50% of the errors occur 
in N2 condition 
i.e. false choice of 
Y especially in RD item. 
N2 
N3 
All trials: Error rate B.7%. 
MPFB performance: 
Error rate 22.5%. 
Major difficulty is the R 
positive trial (6 errors) 
suggesting problems rotating 
large piece. R positive also 
has the longest mean latency -
5.0 secs - of the designed 
trials. FB positive has 9 
errors and a mean latency of 
5.72 secs. (errors excluded) 
39 I F V~:I[!] o 0 ,u ______ 
GI H 
[ill]1[ThJp 
_______ 1 _______ 
OK]' I [ill] Ie 
All trials: Error rate 12.7%. 
MPFB performance: Error rate 16.0%. 
Size comparison difficulties in 
the N3 condition for all item 
types except Displaced. Rotation 
to congruence adds to size 
differentiation difficulties. 
Figure 5:4 (cont) 
27 a I A 
GOi(8 
. ___ .J ______ 
EQ'i®' N3 
I 
P @TGS' 
All trials: Error rate 
3.7%. 
HPPB performance: 
N2 
Error· rate 5.1%. 
Little difficulty due 
mainly to cue ·of 
symmetry. 
2D~iQ)V 
e>:sll . 
.-. ------~. 
N2 (J)WI (§jX N3 
-------4-------
P @Yl®' 
I 
All trials: Error rate 
14.7%. 
HPFB performance: 
Error rate 17.6%. 
Major difficulties 
encountered in N3 
Separated and FB 
positives. 
3~~i A ~I~ 
.-.-81-------[ 
1 
P lZJjl;;:s N2 
1 
-------;,-------0, E 
I 
N3 I /DIM 
N2 
I 
All trials: Error rate 
4.3%. 
MPFB performance: 
Error rate 12.0%. 
As with 28, and 27 the 
errors are mainly in the 
positives. 
4a~i~~r N3 
·-·-tr-'------~Wi~X P, 
------r------~Yi~Z 
All trials: Error rate 
10.7\. 
MPFB performance: 
Error rate 29.1%. 
Major difficulty is in 
the positive condition 
brought about by. rotation 
to congruence. 
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~ i v 
I ]Ji[N N2 
.-.-;T,T.-------[]~J! rn' N3 
-------l-------Y I Z 
rn!lliJ P 
All trials: Error rate 13.7%. 
MPFB performance: Error rate 21.7~ 
80% of trial errors occur in the 
N3 condition (that is 
'distinguishing X and Z) supportin~ 
proposition that size comparison 
is a major problem in some MPFB 
problems. 
4~D® ~I ~L ______ 
P ®j®N 
Q9r® 
All trials: Error rate 
10.3%. 
MPFB performance: 
3 
2 
Error rate 19.6%. 
Most errors occur in item 
types requiring rotation. 
r between all trials and 
MPFB performance = .6712 
(pC:.02) 
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the same number of pieces there is variation in the 
number of errors. The individual problems produce 
varying error rates as can be seen from Figure 5:4. 
Problem 2 provides a performance baseline for encoding, 
solution and response. The rotation process in Problems 
11 and 28 is apparent although it should be noted that 
Problem 11 demands a reversal rather than rotation and 
the errors only occur in the positives. Problem 28 
presents difficulty in rotating the large section to 
congruence for comparison and this is borne out by the 
errors made by 666 subjects on the actual MPFB test. 
The three piece Problems 27 and 32 appear to present 
little difficulty but Problem 37 reveals the effects of 
the difficulty of detecting marginal size differences in 
the N3 condition. Size comparison is also apparent in 
the four piece Problems 38 and 39. The five piece 
problems show varying difficulties. Problem 26 suggests 
there is difficulty finding the pieces, the total 
comparison of Problem 42 presents difficulty and the 
rotation process in Problem 40 suggests that the lack of 
symmetry and label-ability of the pieces demands 
rotation. 
Latency: 
Mean latency data was computed for the 20 subjects 
in each condition and item type. Figures 5:5.and 5:6 
show the processes graphed for the the number of pieces 
and the reaction time. Figure 5:5 excludes errors. 
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FigUl'e 5: 5 }:ean latency data as a :function nf trial 
type, item type and number of stimulus elements :f6r 
20 subjects. (Errors excluded) .. 
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Figure 5:6 Mean latency data as a function of triql 
type, item type and number of stimulus elements for tf 
20 subjects (Errors included). 
W = Wholistic, S = Separated, D= Displaced, R =Rotated, 
RD = Rotated-Displaced, FB = MPFB problem. 
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Figures 5:7 and 5:8 give the regression lines for the 
various process item types with,respectively number of 
pieces and reaction time. Figure 5:7 excludes errors. 
Table 5:3 contains the mean latency data for the 
positive and negative conditions and item type as a 
function of the number of stimulus pieces while Table 
5:4 presents slopes and r squared values for the same 
d.:\t.a. 
The r squared values reported by t'lumaw and 
(1984) are much higher although there is no 
comparative figure for rotated and rot.ated-displaced 
since their report combines both processes on the 
grounds that there is little difference between the two 
processes. Figure 5:9 shows the regression graphs 
reported by Mumaw and Pellegrino (1984) emphasising the 
linear increase in reaction time as a function of the 
number of stimulus elements in the array. 
time .:~nd t.he "fanning" of the process item types is 
From Figure 5:7 it is clear that the 
results reported from this experiment do not indicate 
thf.? "f anni ni;:}" of prOCf"2S!5eS cons;i stent vJi th an addi ti ve 
processing model. 
The degree to which there is a correlation between 
the problems taken directly from the MPFB (called Form 
Board in the experiment) and the redesigned problems 
which seek to reflect the processing involved in MPFB 
tasks is set out in Table 5:5. 
Figure 5:7 Regressions of latency data as a function 156. 
of trial type, item type and number of stimulus 
elements for 20 subjects (Errors excluded). 
W = Wholistic, S = Separated, D = Displaced, R = Rotated, 
RD = Rotated -Displaced, FB = MPFB problem. 
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Figure 5:8 Regressions of latency data as a function 
of trial type, item type and number of stimulus 
elements for 20 subjects (Errors included). 
W = Wholistic, S = Separated, D = Displaced, R = Rotated, 
RD = Rotated-Displaced, FB = MPFB problem. 
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Table 5:3 
Mean latency data for positive and negatives conditions 
and item types as a function of number of pieces. S5 = 
20. Errors excluded. 
Item type/Condition 
Two 
WHOLISTIC 
P 2.62 
N2 2.60 
N3 1.88 
SEPARATED 
P 4.35 
N2 2.50 
N3 2.40 
DISPLACED 
P 3.68 
N~' 
..::. 2.97 
N3 2.93 
FWTATED 
P '-" r::'" ....J • ....J..::. 
1\12 3. (}3 
N3 2. '=19 
ROTATED-DISPLACED 
P 4.52 
1\12 2.89 
N3 "'!" .... ' . 14 
FOF:JVI BOARD 
P 4.42 
1\12 3. :26 
N3 3.25 
T.::~bl e 5: 4 
Number of Pieces 
Three Four Five 
3.3() 3.75 4.63 
2.92 4.31 3.71 
3.59 3.47 4.37 
3. (}2 4.22 6.94 
4.33 4.82 5.44 
4.71 4.42 6.38 
5. 11 5.96 13.06 
4 • 19 5.90 7.16 
C:" 77 
...J •. _ ... ..:1 5.42 8.42 
5.73 6 • 18 9.78 
4.79 4.65 ~ .",.~ I • ~J I 
5.08 4.45 8.56 
5.64 6.42 11.63 
4.54 5.98 7.67 
5.19 4.69 8.33 
4.97 5.68 9.86 
3.9(S 6.10 6.27 
5.44 5.74 8.74 
Slope and r squared values of least squares regression 
lines by condition. Errors excluded. (Corresponding 
values from Mumaw (1984) in brackets). 
Item type 
Positive 
Slope I~ sq. 
Condition 
1\.12 
Slope I~ sq. 
1\13 
Slope r- sq. 
--------------------------------------------------------~\J • .65 .64 ( . 78) .47 . 14 .. 7:::;; .37 
(-. 
;:J. .79 .41 ( • 99) .93 C"r"l aW"::. 1- 16 .64 (.98) 
D. 2.89 .71 (.98) 1. 42 .66 1. 65 .79 ( • 88) 
R. l. .. 3~2 ..,. ... .. '''> I 1. 34 .60 1. 61 .64 
R-D. :2:.21 .67 1. 58 8" 1.50 .71 
FB. 1.7:1. .58 1. 11 .",...,. 1 .. 68 .68 " \J . ..:, 
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These data sl,lpport the view that the test problems 
reflect the processes involved in MPFB test items. 
Table 5:5 
Correlation between the MPFB problems and the 
experimental items. 
Item Type . ~ondi ti on 
Positives <P) Negative 3 (N3) 
vJholistic (W) .527 .534 
Sepi:\rated (S) .624 .654 
Displaced (D) .764 .787 
Rot.ated (R) .684 .671 
Rotated-Displaced (RD) .709 .698 
All correlations significant P(.OOl, df 239 
DISCUSSION OF GROUP RESULTS 
The accuracy results raise the question of the 
nature of the relationship between rotation and errors 
in positive trials. The processes underlying the 
results can be characteristed in terms of the model. It 
. 
seems likely that most subjects tackle the easier trials 
on a global basis prpbably using an approximate image 
constructed from relationships of the st.imulus array 
pieces with the result that some items are falsely 
rejected. With the more difficult items, especially 
those involving five different pieces, rotation is 
probably attempted as part of an analytic strategy but 
controlling the image representation of an unfamiliar 
1 61 • 
piece in the midst of other unfamiliar pieces creates 
distortion sufficient to produce a mismatch. In the 
simpler figures the difficulty is in synthesising the 
pieces into a figure, in the more complex problems there 
is difficulty in visual transportation. This 
construction difficulty appears to be related to 
variations in ability. High ability subjects, as 
assessed on the basis of total performance on the 
reference test, have an error rate of about 4% on two 
piece positive problems while for lower ability subjects 
the error rate rises to pet- cent. Errors appE~ar to 
be related not so much to rotation but to the skills 
necessary for construction.Absence of these skills leads 
to false rejection of positive items. 
Accurate performance on N2 trials should be achieved 
by one simple mismatch and it can be assumed that errors 
arise either through carelessness or through failure of 
the subject to exercise sufficient concentration when 
the number of pieces rises to four. This is probably 
the numero i Ceil upper limit for rapid elimination of 
grossly dissimilar stimuli. Failure to 
different demands as complexity increases leads to 
errors. 
The difficulties in identifying similar and 
identical configurations are apparent in the results of 
the N3 condition which reveal a sharp rise in errors on 
item types requiring processing. Mumaw and Pellegrino 
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(1984) found a similar situation when dealing with 
closely similar trials and explained the results as 
follows: I/loLJhen the stimuli are oriented the same (as in 
the separated and displaced conditions) and have a 
similar but non-identical shape, and occur in the 
context of a large number of matching pieces, subjects 
may use a global comparison process which often leads to 
err(:Jrs 1/ • This is certainly an explanation for some 
subjects but,as an examination of individual results 
reveal, it may also be a function of the inability 
of some individuals to develop completed figures of a 
quality sufficient to allow comparison. Although it may 
be attributable to a failure to perceive individually 
different pieces within a group of identical pieces it 
may also be a reflection of a larger difficulty, the 
inability to construct a total figure. This latter 
explanation is given some support by the high error rate 
in the rotation conditions with three and four pieces. 
When rotation is required in the comparison of similar 
but not identical figures there is an added complication 
in building a total figure. 
With N3 errors the explanation may lie in a failure 
to distinquish almost identical 
configurations. Consequently, what may be constructed 
for comparison is guessed at. The realisation of the 
difficulties in such construction with increasing 
numbers of pieces is probably a signal to the more 
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skilled subjects to change strategies to a more analytic 
piece by piece operation. The less skilled fail to 
recognize this need for change. 
Over all error data are approximately the same in 
the present experiment and that of Mumaw (1984). He 
postulates two sources of processing failure 
inefficiency, namely the detection of a match between 
corresponding stimuli and the detection of a mismatch 
between similar but non-identical stimuli. Mumalo'J argues 
that the proposal of two different processing sources of 
inefficiency is supported by zero correlations between 
individual subject error rates on positive and negative 
tl'"·ials. The results of the present study yield a 
correlation of -.3147 (t=4.1) between error rates of 
subjects on positive and negative trials suggesting that 
thl? proposal made earlier of inappropriate strategy 
usage under certain conditions may be a more valid 
interpretation. FUt-thermore, unlike the Mumaw and 
Pel 1 eqr- i no model, the model allo\<'Js 
incorporation of an explanation at the strategy usage 
level. 
There appears to be no significant relationship 
between ability, as measured by the MPFB, and errors 
made in detecting a match. When the high and low 
performers are separated (n=4 for each qroup) the 
results are reported in Table 6:1. The si grd. f i cant 
difference is in failure to detect a mismatch in the N3 
condition where high ability subjects made 18 errors 
compared with 48 by low ability sUbjects. 
reflected in mismatch detection. 
Ability is 
The present results differ from those of Mumaw and 
Pellegrino in the reaction time data reported above. 
These results provide no support for an additive model 
since the regression graphs do not substantiate 
increased time with the assumed introduction of more 
processes. The r squared results are, however, not high 
enough to interpret the regressions with confidence. 
For this reason the data is more adequately reported in 
the form of reaction time means. These show results 
~vhi ch basically independent of hypothesised 
processes. All positives reflect a similclrity of 
reaction time when there are from two to four pieces and 
then a rapid rise in all results between four and five 
pieces. N2 results expressed as means are more linear 
but N3 results, while faster than the positive results, 
display basically the same pattern as positives. 
There is some suggestion in the results that the 
processes which take longer in the simpler problems are 
those which require transformations but as the number of 
pieces and complexity of the problems increase the 
search for pieces prior to comparison assumes the major 
I~ole (Table 5:6). 
The difference in the results between Positives and 
N3 suggests that there is a different set of processes 
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active in determining a match and identifying a 
mismatch. An increase in search time in the positives, 
compared with other processes, as the number of other 
pieces increases and creates a jumble of figures, seems 
reasonable considering that the number of pieces is 
unlikely to increase the transformation time once the 
pieces are identified. The increase in transformation 
time,while not being as great as that of search, is 
there and can be explained on the grounds that more 
subjects are resorting to transformations, rather than 
using substitute processes which can flow from the use 
of relational cues at a simpler stage, or are switching 
to a more analytic strategy which increases the time to 
solution. 
Table 5:6 
Mean reaction time as function of item type and number 
of pieces. Errors excluded. 
Condition Pieces Item type 
Displaced Rotated Rotated/Displ. 
POSITIVES 
Two 3.68 5.52 4.52 
Three r:-.J. 11 5.72 5.64 
Four 5.96 6.18 6.42 
Five 13.10 (t.78 11.62 
1'..jEGAT I VE ""!" 
'-' 
Two 2.93 2.99 -:r 0_1. 14 
Three 5.33 5.08 5.19 
Four 5.42 4.45 4.69 
Five 8.42 8.56 8.32 
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It would have been predicted that the slope for N2 
data would have been flatter and lower than N3 on the 
grounds that one elimination run should be sufficient to 
remove N2 items from consideration. Surprisingly this 
is not so. A possible explanation is that some subjects 
are unable to rapidly eliminate those items which are 
obviously different since they are using the same 
strategy of matching as in determining positive matches. 
The possibility of the adoption of elimination 
strategies by most subjects is supported by the lower 
reaction times for negatives in the two piece type 
problem. Many subjects, however, appear to be unable to 
sustain this strategy with larger numbers of pieces. 
The increase in search time between four and five 
pieces can also be explained by the hypothesis that it 
is at this point that image representation breaks down. 
This suggests the more general proposition that spatial 
images have capacity limitations and that there comes a 
time when it is no longer possible to encode sufficient 
material to make a valid comparison. In short there is 
evidence for a system of levels to which even those 
skilled in spatial represention must resort at a certain 
point. As most problems of five pieces are of a nature 
and degree of unfamiliarity that prevents formation of a 
combined image, the subject is forced to move at this 
point to a unit evaluation devoid of relations as cues 
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or of the capacity to chunk into sub-assemblies. This 
forced advance to a new level creates a change in 
strategy for those who have been able up to this point 
to rapidly eliminate and so cut down the working space 
needed for problems having up to four pieces. The new 
level of operating may move totally from image 
comparison to a reasoning or propositional basis. 
The results in Table 5:7 suggest that high ability 
subjects are able to cope with image construction longer 
than low ability subjects and do not resort t.o 
transformations as readily. 
As the number of pieces increases, the search time 
of skilled subjects increases but such subjects appear 
to manage to cope with activity which forces the lower 
skilled into transformations. 
Table 5:7 
Mean RT by item type as function of high and low 
ability. Positive condition. (n = 4). 
~~;;;~-------------------i~;;-~;~;----------------------
Pieces Displaced Rotated Rotated-Displaced 
Ability High Low High Low High Low 
Three 2.78 4. 13 3.38 4.60 3.02 4.25 
Four 4. 1 1 4.78 3.80 5.65 3.89 5.48 
Five 7.08 9.34 5.75 8.54 7.93 9.32 
--------------------------------------------------------
Another possible source of variations in processing 
time lies in the way in which subjects operate their 
processing exhaustively or in a self-terminating 
manner. It appears logical to postUlate that positives 
will be processed exhaustively and that negatives will 
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produce termination after a number of elimination runs. 
If this is so it would be expected that reaction times 
for negatives would be shorter than reaction times for 
positives in all conditions. Table 5:3 indicates that 
this is generally the case. 
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CHAPTER 6. THE ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS 
The group data support the view that it is usually 
quicker to eliminate (detect a mismatch) than to 
identify a match and that the demands of more difficult 
problems are such as to require solution by a 
qualitatively different strategy even among high ability 
performers. 
The major hypothesis centred on the proposed model 
is that it provides a basis for the explanation of 
differences in results in terms of differences in 
strategies arising from interaction between variations 
in task demands and individual abilities. The ability 
to decide when to change strategy is considered to be a 
crucial determinant of skilled performance. This 
chapter seeks to investigate individual data to 
determine whether performance is critically affected by 
the strategy being used. 
The analysis of individual data will address the 
following range of questions. How well does the group 
data reflect individual processing? How adequately can 
individual data be explained by the model suggested by 
the group data? What,if any, are the basic performance 
differences between high and low ability subjects and 
can any differences be reconciled with the proposed 
model? To what extent are individual differences due to 
strategy differences or are they attributable solely to 
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va~iation in ability to p~ocess information in a set 
fo~mat? A~e any va~iations in e~~o~ st~uctu~e between 
individuals consistent with employment of diffe~ent 
st~ategies o~ do such va~iations me~ely ~eflect the same 
p~ocesses ope~ating mo~e ~apidly o~ mo~e accu~ately? Is 
va~iation in speed of p~ocess execution sufficient to 
explain individual diffe~ences? 
It will be ~ecalled that the g~oup data with e~~o~s 
excluded failed to ~eplicate the ~esults obtained by 
Mumaw and Pelleg~ino (1984) fo~ latency by item type and 
pl'-ocess. The g~oup data showed a flat p~og~ession f~om 
two to fou~ pieces for all processes in the positives 
and then a ~apid rise f~om fou~ to five pieces, a 
shallow p~ogression fo~ N2 with inc~easing numbe~s of 
pieces, and a "step--up" p~ogr-ession fo~ N3. The 
r-egr-essi on 1. i nes i ndi cated no "f ann i ng" by pr-ocess and 
the~e a diffe~ence between the ~otation and 
~otation-displaced conditions. 
Erro~ ~ates for the 20 subjects varied on both the 
positive and negative types. For positive t~ials the 
e~~o~ range was 3 to 19 pe~ cent, fo~ the N2 trials 0 to 
14 per cent, and fo~ the N3 trials 0 to 44 per cent. 
In o~de~ to compa~e individual perfo~mance with the 
g~oup data, g~aphs we~e p~epa~ed fo~ each individual 
subject showing mean latency data as a function of 
p~ocess and number of stimulus pieces (Appendix). Since 
each subject took the MPFB (DB) on an individually timed 
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basis before participating in the experiment it is 
possible to compare individual experimental results with 
performance on the reference test. 
The individual data will be reviewed in relation to 
(a) high and low ability as measured by the reference 
test; 
(b) individual differences in the error structure; 
ec) individual differences in reaction time. 
High and Low Ability Individuals. 
From the 20 subjects who participated in the 
experimental tasks high and low ability performers were 
separated on the basis of their scores on the MPFB (DB). 
Each group comprised 4 SUbjects. The mean for the high 
ability subjects was 54.8/64 (range 57-54) and for the 
low ability subjects was 34 (range 23 to 40). Tables 
6:1 and 6~2 respectively present the error performance 
for the high and low ability groups and the slopes for 
each process condition. 
Table 6:1 
Errors of high and low ability performers as function 
of condition. 
Condition High Ability LOvJ Abi I i ty 
Positives ,..,,.., ..::...::. (47%) 24 (29% 
N2 7 ( 15~~) 11 ( 13%) 
N3 18 (38~~ 48 ( 58~'~) 
Total 47 83 
Total error rate 16.3% 28.8% 
The difference between the groups was significant only 
for the N3 condi ti on (p<. 10) (Wi I co;.;€~n Rank Sum 
Statistic. 
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The difference in errors and in mean slope between 
high and low ability performers on the reference test 
lies in the skill in solving N3 problems. 
Table 6:2 
Mean slopes of high and low ability Ss as function of 
item type and item condition. 
It~~-typ~---------p~~iti~;-~~~diti~~----N3-C~~diti~~---
Ability High Low High Low 
-------------------------------------------------------Wholistic .25* .61 .27* .63 
Separated .53 .74 .30** .97 
1. 63 Displaced 
F:ot.ated 
Rotated-Displ. 
1.49 
1.02 
:l..45 
1.80 
1 .. 76 
1.50 
.53** 
.63** 1. 55 
.74* 2 .. ()5 
i-pZ~i~;-ii-pZ~~~§--7~ii~;;~~-~;~~-~~;-~t;ti~ti~~~------
The mean latency data as a function of trial type, 
item type and number of stimulus elements for high and 
law ability subjects are set out in Figure 6:1. 
this data it is apparent that the structure of 
performance on positive trials by the high and law 
ability subjects is basically similar except that for 
the low ability subjects the processing is performed 
more slowly and rotation may be more of a difficulty. 
Bath groups on positives show the familiar pattern with 
a sharp rise between four and five pieces in the 
sti mul us; array. The high ability group is faster 
although the positive errors for both groups are about 
the same. 
There is, however, a difference in the errors on 
the positives which should be noted. vJh i 1 e Tab 1 e 6: 1 
Sees. 
Sees. 
/!-
Sees. 
Figure 6: 1, Mean latency data as a function of trial 
type, item type and number of stimulus elements for 
high and low ability subjects. 
W = Wholistic items S = Separated items 
D = Displaced items R = Rotated items 
RD a Rotated and Displaced FB = Form Board items. 
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indicates high and low ability subjects make about the 
same errors, the major difference is in the displaced 
condition where the high ability subjects make 7 errors 
compared with the low ability subjects who make two. 
Taking the latency and error data for positives together 
suggests that high ability subjects, being significantly 
faster, are less accurate in their searching perhaps due 
to the nature of the image being searched. 
The major difference in latencies between the two 
groups lies in the detection of a mismatch. 
are whether low ability subjects are working at a much 
slower rate but engaging in the same processing as the 
high ability subjects, whether they are processing at 
the same rate but repeating the processing two or three 
times or whether high and low ability subjects are using 
different strategies to determine a mismatch. 
A likely hypothesis appears to be that low ability 
subjects are employing the same processes in match and 
mismatch detection while the high ability subjects are 
using different processing strategies which result in 
the detection of a mismatch between two and three times 
faster than detection of a match. 
Before reaching any conclusions about the nature of 
the differences between high and low ability subjects, 
it is necessary to evaluate the hypotheses of Mumaw and 
Pel I egr- i no (1984) • It will be recalled that they 
postulate that skilled performers make relatively fewer 
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errors on problems requiring transformation. They 
reason that the skilled are capable of producing a more 
precise representation which in turn permits more 
accurate and rapid decision making when the stimulus 
requires manipulation. Table 6 ·-:r . ~. indicates the 
differences in the errors of high and low ability 
subjects in the rotated and rotated and displaced 
conditions. 
Table t):::::; 
Errors of High and Low Ability Ss by trial condition 
and number of pieces. Rotated and rotated-displaced 
item types. 
Pi eCf?S 
Condition 
T~'JC) 
Thref? 
Four 
Fi \le 
Total 
Hi gh to,bi I i ty 
P N2 ~\C 
1 0 1 
-:;" 
--' 
(I 1 
..,-
--' 1 -4-
4- 0 0 
11 1 6 
LOio'J Abi 1 i ty 
P N2 N3 
"7 0 0 
0 0 r::-.J 
0 2 6 
5 (I 0:::-.J 
12 ~. ..::. 16 
The results suggest that Mumaw·s explanation is only 
applicable to the similar but not identical condition 
(N3) • The representation constructed by high ability 
subjects may break down at the point where they have to 
switch to a more analytic strategy from a rapid 
elimination approach. This may occur with more than 4 
piece arrays. The interesting point is that whi Ie 
positive errors total about the same, which might be 
expected if both groups were doing the same processing, 
the low ability subjects have difficulty dealing with 
both two and five piece arrays while the high ability 
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subjects make their errors across the array range. This 
could be due to both groups seeking to construct the 
array but the low ability group find that they fail even 
with two piece problems while the high ability group 
seek to keep such a strategy going through to five piece 
arrays. Low ability errors on five piece problems 
reflect the difficulty of this group in making 
comparisons in the context of a number of pieces. 
The status of strategy usage as a major variable is 
further supported when another hypothesis put forward by 
Mumaw is considered. He suggests that the skilled are 
more accurate in detecting mismatches between similar 
stimulus arrays independent of transformations. On this 
basis it would be expected that the high ability 
subjects would have fewer errors in N3 trials for 
wholistic, separated and displaced process conditions 
insofar as these do not involve transformations. Table 
6:4 presents the relevant results. 
Table 6~4 
Errors of High and Low Ability Ss in the wholistic~ 
separated and displaced types as function of condition 
type. 
Condition High ability Low ability 
Positive 7 4 n.s. 
N2 4 8 n.s. 
N3 7 24 p<. 10 
Significances based on Wilcoxen Rank Sum Statistic. 
Low ability subjects clearly make more errors than 
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high ability subjects on similar stimulus arrays 
independent of transformations. A possible explanation 
is that in these situations the skilled are using a 
strategy which allows for rapid and accurate 
elimination. On the other hand the low ability subjects 
may be looking for matches within a piece by piece 
strategy and the reason for their difficulty lies in 
inability to match similar but different pieces. 
Finally, Mumaw argues for two hypotheses related to 
speed as the distinguishing factor between skilled and 
unskilled performance. Skilled subjects are considered 
to be faster at searching through an array to find 
corresponding stimulus elements and also faster at 
encoding and comparing. If Mumaw's assumptions that the 
displaced condition reflects search time and the 
wholistic condition reflects encoding and comparison 
time are accepted, it would be expected that the high 
ability subjects would perform more quickly throughout 
the items. Table 6:5 sets out the data. 
Table 6:5 
Mean RT of High and Low Ability 5s on wholistic and 
displaced item types as function of trial condition. 
--------------------------------------------------------Condition Wholistic Displaced 
Ability High Low High Low 
--------------------------------------------------------Positive 2.03 2.60 3.96* 5.35 
N2 1.71** 2.79 2.52*** 4.61 
N3 1.95*** 3.57 2.94** 5.29 
Except in the Wholistic positive trial type high 
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ability subjects are consistently quicker than low 
ability subjects yet it is this process that reflects 
encoding and comparing. 
There is no significant differences between the time 
taken to encode and compare matches and mismatches for 
ei th~~r group. The only significant difference is that 
the high ability group appear to be faster in searching 
out a mismatch. 
The differences noted above suggest that it 
so much variations in speed 6f performing the same 
processes that distinguish high and low ability subjects 
but rather processing differences. These differences 
may arise from greater skill of high ability subjects in 
picking a mismatch with confidence and in making the 
decision more quickly. Also, while their encoding may 
be faster it is hypothesised that, more importantly, it 
is of a different quality and enables faster comparison 
because it is more structured and related. High ability 
subjects may, also, be more flexible in their processing 
varying from an exhaustive to a self terminating 
approach depending on the demands of the problem. It is 
possible that their positive errors are due not to speed 
as such but rather to unwise decisions on when to finish 
processing. 
If some subjects were terminating processing too 
quickly, or in terms of the model, were not using the 
"hold" basket wisely, and the mismatch strategy was 
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being pushed to serve as a final arbiter of same or 
different, then it would be expected that these 
individuals would make errors at points demanding more 
care to avoid rejecting a match. 
This possibility is supported if we consider errors 
made by high and low ability subjects on five piece 
stimulus arrays. High ability subjects tend to make 
errors by falsely rejecting a match (58% of errors) 
while the low ability subjects make the majority of 
their errors by falsely accepting a similar but not 
identical answer (74% of errors). 
An appealing explanation of this result is that the 
unskilled lack the ability to detect slight differences 
between pieces especially when the array reaches a 
certain degree of complexity while the highly skilled 
make their errors because they are using an 
inappropriate strategy and expecting this strategy to 
cope with increasing complexity. The data discussed in 
this section suggest that there is a qualitative 
difference in the processing employed by high and low 
ability SUbjects. This qualitative difference appears 
to arise not from employing the same processing more 
quickly but from using a different range of processes 
which permit processing to be varied to meet the demands 
of each situation. The remaining two sections of this 
chapter will be devoted to further investigation of this 
range of processes. 
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Error Structure 
The nature of the errors of the twenty subjects 
provides an indication of the strategy being used by 
each subject. The twenty subjects can be divided into 
three groups on the basis of the nature of their errors 
on the experimental task. Seven subjects mainly made 
errors on the positives, seven mainly made errors on the 
N3 items and six had errors spread evenly. The means 
for these three groups on the MPFB (DB) were c-.-, ...J"::', 41 and 
45 respectively. It should be stressed however that the 
groups are dis-similar not only in the direction of 
their errors but also in the number of errors made. The 
which makes the majority of errors on the 
positives averaged 11.8 errors. those making the 
majority of their errors on the negative similar (N3) 
averaged 27.3 errors. The middle group 12. 1 
Taking the groups making errors predominately on 
positives and those doing so on negatives, the mean 
reaction times for subjects within these groups are 
significant.ly differ-·ent. in the posit.ive wholistic, 
s:.eparated, displaced, rotated and rotated-displaced 
processeS',. All subjects making errors on positives are 
faster at. detecting a mismatch in all processes J,oJhi 1 e 
those making the majority of errors through failure to 
pick a mismatch take longer to detect a mismatch than to 
pick a match in the wholistic and separated processes 
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and in some cases in the other processes. 
Subjects in the first group may take longer to 
process positives because they are unable to confirm a 
match by rapid elimination and their errors arise 
because they must change to a match strategy using one 
or tl-'JO pi eces. 
difficulty in 
It could also be that this group has 
constructing a complete figure and 
comparing this with the answer. For this group the 
establishing of a match demands a more exhaustive 
They do better on the MPFB because the 
presence of five alternatives assists in correcting a 
false rejection by forcing a further look at the 
options, one of which must be correct. 
Subjects making errors in the negative conditions 
appear to be able to compare two identical items 
correctly but find difficulty in comparing similar 
items. If this group is using exclusively a matching 
piece by piece strategy then they may be having 
difficulty with comparisons which require greater 
concentration, create a situation where the processing 
is repeated II just to be sure" Ot- take longer- and lead to 
the image fading and comparison which lacl<s cl':iroit.y. 
The image they are using may be very individual and 
precise but. lacks the support of relat.ional struct.ure to 
allow quick elimination. This group may also lack the 
support of the alternatives in the MPFB since having 
chosen an answer it is not generally tested against the 
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other alternatives and possibly corrected. 
Subjects making approximately equal numbers of 
errors on positives and negatives tend to take about the 
same amount of time to process in both conditions. 
Skill in detecting a mismatch quickly by eliminatirin 
appears to be an essential component of efficient 
processing even if it means that there is a possibility 
of making positive errors. As noted above those making 
posi t i "/e errors ina "pai r" presentat i on are 1 i kel y t.o 
be helped by the presentation of more alternatives and 
so their initial error I<'Ji 11 be cC)J"Tected. 1\.\0 SLlc:h 
support is given to those mistaking a mismatch for the 
correct answer since that generally means that the 
subject will move on to the next problem. 
The structure of the MPFB actually aids those 
subjects who seek to eliminate mismatches because of the 
variation in the test 
incorrect alternatives. 
in the number of obviously 
Those working an efficient 
mismatch strategy should be able to quickly reduce the 
set of alternatives to one or two items to be looked at 
rnon=~ c I oS;r-:?1 y. 
A close examination of the MPFB CDAl problems in the 
light of the error data obtained from 666 subjects 
permi tted an assessment of how many "close" al ter-nati ves. 
might be chosen as correct when they are only 
approximately so and how many alternatives could be 
eliminated as clearly inadequate. 
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The results indicate that a skilled subject using an 
elimination by mismatch strategy can reduce 38 of the 64 
problems to the correct answer alone or to two 
alternatives only. For the mismatch strategist there 
are only 6 problems which cannot be reduced to less than 
five alternatives by a rapid mismatch scan. 
Although it may be argued that the skilled are 
faster at searching through an array to find 
corresponding stimulus elements (Mumaw and Pellegrino, 
1984), it seems much more reasonable to suggest that the 
speed is not the result of a positive matching process 
but the result of the ability of the subject to reduce 
the working requirements by rapidly eliminating a number 
of alternatives. The present structure of the MPFB 
favours those following this strategy while those 
following a search, find, orient, compare strategy will 
be considerably slower if they elect to follow this 
strategy and apply it to all alternatives in the 
exhaustive processing mode suggested by the Mumaw model. 
Subjects who do not follow an exhaustive processing 
approach, however, run the risk of choosing an incorrect 
answern 
The danger of the mismatch strategy is that too many 
alternatives will be eliminated and where more than a 
single alternative remains the choice will become 
something of a guess. This was apparent with one of the 
subjects who made 25 errors on the MPFB test while 
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completing it in 12 minutes. On the 216 items of the 
experimental task, however, he made only 8 errors. This 
can be explained by suggesting that on the MPFB he was 
working too fast and eliminating too much thereby 
leaving himself only one incorrect answer. However, 
v-Jhen faced with a "pair" comparison he was able to apply 
the strategy to a single alternative so that the 
elimination processing was more controlled and open to 
being checked. 
This section has indicated that a more detailed 
analysis of errors to show in what direction they are 
made - on positives, negatives or equally provides a 
valuable indication of the way in which the subject i= 
processing the problem. If the subject is detecting a 
mismatch accurately and more rapidly than a match then 
it can be hypothesised that he is using a different 
strategy from the subject who is making mistakes on the 
negatives and taking longer to do it. The errors of 
such a subject will be on the positives either because 
he tries to determine the answer by mismatching alone or 
because he fails to realise that a matching strategy i~ 
slower and this must be allowed for in determining the 
anslfJer. This mismatching or elimination of needless 
material appears to be an essential i ngred i ent o·f 
efficient and effective spatial processing. 
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Performance time. 
The last approach to individual differences 
involves considering the results of the 20 subjects in 
terms of performance time on the experimental task. 
Two groups of subjects were identified. The first 
group was composed of the five subjects with the longest 
performance times on the task. For this gr-oLlp, 
individual mean latency data and regression graphs were 
prepared for positive and negative trials in each 
processing condition and for increasing stimulus array 
size. The data are presented in Figures 6:2 to 6:6. 
Assuming that time is a relevant variable and using it 
to identify the major difficulties experienced by these 
subjects is hypothesised to give insight into the 
difficulties that subjects experience on the MPFB. 
Although such an approach does not lend itself to 
statistical analysis it is believed that it will further 
understanding of the proposed model. 
Subject L.B. 
This subject showed no apparent consistent strategy 
in approaching the MPFB and on the five piece items 
usually gave up after one or two minutes claiming that 
"I have the pieces I am looking for in my mind but can"t 
find them". This was substantiated by her finger 
movements which suggested great difficulty in finding 
the piece she was working with in the answers offered. 
It became obvious that there was no memory for 
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previous searches on the same problem as she repeated 
her finger movements in identical fashion after giving 
up and starting again. She would often stare at a 
problem seemingly unable to decide where to go next. On 
the MPFB she was able to solve most of the problems up 
to four pieces despite the length of time and the 
haphazard approach but five piece problems defeated her 
totally. 
The scattered pattern in the accompanying mean 
latency graph shows the difficulty clearly (Figure 6:2). 
In the positive condition the subject takes a long time 
to identify even a two piece problem and performance 
time in general increases with increasing numbers of 
pieces. The drop in performance time in four piece 
arrays may be due to the ability to see that some pieces 
are the same. Even when she finds the pieces, rotation 
is a problem and it is a reasonable assumpion that this 
is due to rotating to congruence. The difficulty she 
experienced in the five piece MPFB problems is explained 
in the rapid increase in search time with a five piece 
array in the experimental task. The search time is 
double that required for the other processes and 
reflects great difficulty in finding a designated piece 
embedded in a figure composed of five different and 
relatively small pieces. Her difficulty results in the 
subject running and re-running the search-and-compare 
process until she does arrive at an answer. The fact 
Time~. 
Time Sec. 
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Figure 6:2. Subject LB. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
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that thi s eventL\all y work!:; wi th an II array and answer II 
presentation is seen in the fact that she has only a 5% 
error rate. BL\t when confronted with five alternatives 
to process it can be seen why the demand becomes too 
great. While able to mismatch grossly different answers 
presented as two pieces the introduction of a three 
piece figL\re immediately increases the time reqL\ired by 
as much as five times in some conditions. In fact this 
is almost harder than discriminating the similar bL\t 
differE·nt items~ This suggests that a totally different 
figure cannot be taken in as well as the pieces of a 
figure which is almost the same. 
The pictL\re which emerges is that of a sL\bject 
putting in a qreat deal of "wor-k" to clrri.ve at an answer 
due to inability to integrate information and/or to hold 
that information in a short term working memory which 
integrates the information to the point of posing 
questions for the next run which approximates to a 
developinq insight (learnin(.;) • The "lfJorking 
is used here not as an "archi tectl.wal" term but 
to indicate processing capacity limitations. Di f f i cLII t.-y' 
in recognizing a total figure is also an apparent cause 
resulting in the need to decompose and process a figL\re 
as separated pieces. There is no evidence that the 
sL\bject improved with practice. 
This pictL\re suggests that adequate processing 
capiaci ty is essential for f .::Ist and cC)Ilsi stent 
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performance using clues from past e>lperience and 
knowledge to build up the answer. Such difficulties not 
only make for very slow operating but raise the question 
of whether the subject is able to build on any previous 
knowledge which she might have developed. 
Subject R.1"1. 
An essential process in spatial perception is the 
ability to hold an image for the purpose of comparing it 
with a similar or identical representation. If a 
subject experiences difficulty in performing such a 
j.t will be very difficult to identify a 
structured image made up of a number of pieces such as 
we have in the wholistic and separated conditions of the 
el-lperi ment. The structured image will tend to fade and 
the subject will have to start again. 
This type of difficulty appears to explain the 
performance of Subject RM. The subject is relatively 
fast and accurate at detecting differences in the N2 and 
N3 conditions and exhibits the familiar rise with the 
introduction of five piece arrays (Figure 6:3). 
However, when identification of "same" figur-es is 
involved there is a significant increase in performance 
time especially in encoding and comparing as thif::; 1· c· . => 
reflected in the wholistic condition. The subject"s 
processing seems to becomE~ "par·lysed" by some items 
which cannot be processed whole and yet cannot be broken 
into constituent units. This is seen in the time to 
Tim~St>C. 
Tim~ St>C. 
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Figure 6:3 Subject RM. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
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perform two piece problems in the positive trial 
conditions. Table 6:6 illustrates the difficulty. 
Table 6:6 
Mean time to perform two piece problems in positive and 
negati ve condi ti ons by item type. (Errors in bracket!:;). 
---------------------------------------------~-~--------Item type Positives N2 N~ 
wh;li~ti~---------11~9-~~~~(2)----3~3--------2~O--------
Separated 14.7 c:- ..,. ~. -' 3.4 
Displaced 6.8 3.4 '":!" '? '-' . ..:.. 
Rotated 11.8 ( 1 ) 3.0 4.4 
Rotated-Displ. 16.9 4.6 ..,. c:-''';'. ".J 
Two aspects of this data are arresting. Fi Y-st, the 
very long time taken to identify two figures the same 
<wholistic) and the errors made, with the same being 
true for the separated items; and second, the way in 
\.'Jh i ch, excepting rotation, the subject is able to 
correctly see a difference in the N3 trials more quickly 
than in the N2 grossly dissimilar comparison. 
The subject seems to be unaware that whole figures 
can be compared as wholes and the only way he can 
operate is to dismantle the structure and then compare 
it piece by piece. The difficulty in comparing an 
obviously dissimilar figure seems to lie in an inability 
to grasp the presented figure as a unit or to see that 
its relational structure is quite different when given 
only the pieces. The subject can "see" small 
differences but not large ones because his perception is 
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confined to a limited area of the stimuli. It is not a 
case of "failing to see the Io'Jood for the trees" but 
failing to see the other trees for the one tree which is 
the focus of attention. 
Dealing with identity is very difficult for the 
sl.\bject and 14 of his 20 errors are made on positive 
items (representing 19.4% of all posi ti ves) • Identity 
requires holding two aspects of an item at a time and 
this renders it a very difficult task. The subject is 
conscious of this and commented while doing the MPFB 
that he "did one piecf2 at a time but on r-eflection 
shaul d hc\vt~ scanned tht? lot". The pattern of results 
suggests that he might be unable to "scan the lot" and 
this may explain why Subject RM is a very slow reader 
and his writing can become bogged down in the middle of 
a sentence so that he can neither start again nor go 
forward to a conclusion. 
This type of interpretation of a single individual 
performance suggests that the MPFB type problem when 
used as a diagnostic tool gives insight into more 
(;Jf?neral c.11 ff i cuI ti esc Understanding processes may help 
in cutting across content categories, as suggested by 
Goldner (1957). 
Subjf2ct J. t1. 
This subject shares some features with those already 
considered. He takes a long time on the positives and 
makes 9 of his 10 errors on these items. He also 
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experiences difficulties in building up a whole image 
and holding it. On the other hand he lacks the skill of 
Subject R.M. in making rapid distinctions when similar 
items are involved. As Figure 6:4 indicates, there is 
no consistency in the negative condition results. 
Performance time for the positives increases 
consistently with increasing pieces in the array and 
transformations appear to be difficult clnd take longer 
than the finding of a pi ece. 
On the MPFB the· sLlbject worked \o'Ji th his fingers 
tr-acing many I~ecycles of the data until he ended up 
waivering between two final answers for some time. On 
one occasion he stared at two answers and appears to 
rerun a comparison over and over until 
"gl~ abbed" an answer- . The variations in latencies for 
the wholistic and separated conditions suggests that 
this subject also had difficulty working with unit 
figures and that they were being broken up into their 
component pieces. The subject believed that he was 
employing a systematic piece by piece c omp ar i so.on 
strategy. On this basis, his difficulty would appear to 
be in the number of times he has to run this strategy 
before he can arrive at an answer with any confidence. 
SLlbject T.T. 
This subject was both the slowest and most 
inaccurate of the 20 subjects on the MPFB. He e:·:pl ai ned 
hi s approach to the I'1PFB by c I ai mi ng to "p i ck the 
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lar-gest, smallest or- most unusual piece to wor-k with, 
and to tr-y to find the chosen piece in the solutions, 
after- which another- piece is taken and the pr-ocess 
r-epeated ". Fr-om the pr-otocols we have seen that this is 
quite a common and acceptable str-ategy. Why tr"len does 
it r-esult in this case in a ver-y low scor-e on the MPFB 
cor-r-ect out of 64) and a high er-r-or- r-ate on the 
experimental test (13% with 8 er-r-or-s on positives, 3 on 
N2 and 16 on N3)? 
What was appar-ent in watching his per-for-mance on the 
MPFB was that the subject was wor-king with the fir-st 
alternative which contained the chosen piece, checked in 
another- piece and if it looked possible, accepted that 
This appr-oach is both self-terminating and does 
not involve any working through the alternatives once an 
alternative that looks vaguely right is seen. This 
adaptation of Strategy 1 without its safeguards may 
account for the number of subjects who perfor-m the MPFB 
quickly, usually finishing all 64 problems, but achieve 
very low scor-es:". 
Turning to the experimental task r-es:"ul ts 
6:5) the subject fits the patter-n of having difficulties 
with the separated and wholes in the positive trials and 
thus having difficulties with identifying total figures. 
The separated trials in N2 and N3 are associated with 
long per-formance times suggesting that the subject is 
either decomposing them into their individual pieces or 
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Figure 6:5 Subject TT. Mean latency as a functi~n of 
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trying to "fuse" them into a whole and then finding that 
he can't cope with total figures of this nature. 
Comparing pieces after rotation is a real difficulty for 
this subject supporting the view that subjects like 
Subject TT have difficulty holding an image especially 
after transformation. 
Subject W.Mc. 
The results for this sU~ject (Figul'-e 6:6) suggest 
that he is able to eliminate mismatches fairly fast. 
While he was working the subject continually talked to 
r',i msel f labelling each piece with which he was working 
and then looking for a piece which could carry a similar 
label. While this appears to help with the grossly 
different pieces, fine distinctions become perceptual 
discriminations and this seems to slow down the subject 
especially in the positive trials with arrays greater 
than three pieces. Finding the piece being worked with 
generally appears to be the slowest processing step, 
possibly because the labels are verbal and after verbal 
comparison are converted to visual images. 
The results suggest that even among subjects taking 
a long time there are processing differences. The 
length of processing is not a cause of difficulty but. 
rather a symptom of underlying processing problems which 
have to be compensated for if a level of accuracy is to 
be achie\led. From the results it appears that slow 
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Figure 6:6 Subject W.Mc. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus eleme~ts. 
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performance is indicative of the following difficulties 
on both the experimental task and on total performance 
on the I'1PFB: 
Ca) An unstable and blurred short term memory makes it 
very difficult to hold an image long enough to work 
effectively. Many subjects compensate by using finger 
movements in an attempt to hold their place in the 
processing cycle or by giving a verbal label to the 
piece with which they are working. The latter may help 
with gross differences but apart from giving a "bench 
mark" for pn:sgres!s is nc)t helpfL\I' for- fine dist.inctions. 
(b) The lack of a systematic strategy is apparent to 
some extent in all subjects resulting in a number of 
processing runs before ending in what might be a guess. 
The error rates suggest that these longer latency 
subjects try to put off guessing as long as possible but 
with the more complex problems may finally give up 
especially on the MPFB problems. 
(cl The major difficulty experienced by these subjects 
lies in working with whole figures or with separated 
figures which can be readily collapsed into wholes. All 
the subjects seem to experience difficulty in comparing 
wholes or in constructing whole figures for comparison. 
They seem to consciously decompose figures rather than 
work with wholes. The subjec:ts, therefore, lac:k the 
perception of i~ total structure and the skill to 
integrate information into larger units. 
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Cd) This inability to integrate informati·on has two 
important consequences. It seems that such subjects 
have difficulty holding even two pieces together to make 
a comparison. It also restricts their ability to work 
backwards and forwards between pieces and wholes since 
both have to be reduced to single units. Both of these 
aspects of information integration are crucial 
in effective spatial visualization. 
features 
The second group of individual subjects to be 
considered are those who worked quickly and accurately 
completing the reference test in 12 minutes or less and 
whose performance on the experimental test was not only 
quicker but showed a different pattern 
discussed above. 
Subject J.S. (FigL!re 6:7) 
to those 
In completing the MPFB this subject commmented that 
for her there were two types of problems. With the 
first type she was able to glance at all the options and 
discount a number of them, take a particular piece and 
distinguish the correct answer by a matching process. 
The second type comprised those problems which required 
taking one piece from the beginning. Solution of the 
former group of problems was assisted by being able to 
take two identical problems or by seeing that the pieces 
were related in some way. 
This subject makes 6 of her 9 errors in the N3 
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FIGURE 6:7 Subj.~ct JS. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
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conditions and half of them were in the separated 
condition. This suggests that if the one run mismatch 
strategy is going to break down it will do so at points 
where there is a close similarity between the answer and 
the almost correct answer. The long search time in the 
N3 trials up to four pieces suggests that the major 
problem for the subject is making a distinction between 
similar and identical and the sharp drop in search time 
(N3) for five pieces indicates a change of strategy to 
piece by piece comparison. The marginal ri ses in 
positives between four and five pieces and in N2 at the 
same point supports this. The change of strategy is 
dependent on the presence of a number of jumbled pieces 
without clues as to their relationship. This forces a 
change to a slower and successive strategy. 
The sensing of any difficulty in the mismatching 
strategy alerts the subject to the need for instituting 
some form of hold for uncertain answers to enable them 
to be more adequately searched. 
Subj€~c:t A.R. (Figure 6:8) 
Another approach is reported by this subject in 
\l-Jhi ch he seeks to "buil d up a figure fF"Om the pi eces and 
then c:ompare this figure with the answers in a one run 
process" • If this cannot be done then "the most unusual 
shape" is matched to the answers allowing elimination. 
The skill appears to lie in the ability to identify "the 
unusual" so that on most occasions one run is 
Figure b:d Subject AB. Mean latency as a function of ~u~. 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
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sufficient. 
For this subject the majority of errors are made in 
falsely rejecting positives in the more complex 
problems. This suggests that the constructed figure is 
not precise enough or cannot be held together after a 
certain point giving what the subject refers to as 
variations which seem "to be out of focus". If the 
subject is pushing a visual image to the limit then this 
"out elf fOCL\s" comment takes on meani ng due ei ther t.o 
the complexity of the pieces or to the final c omp Ie>: i t Y 
of the Io'Jhole. The mean latency data for this sL\bject 
show how little influence an increasing number of pieces 
has upon this strategy. 
SL\bject H.S. (Figure 6:9) 
A final example of a flexible and quite fast 
st.rategy is given by Subject H.S. who reports being 
aware of two strategies. In the first "some answers 
just came to me. I scanned and the eyes would fix on 
one answer ~ that Io'Jas it". The subject continued "it 
seemed that my eyes stick t.o one answer - the answer 
jumps out" When the subject is unable to get this effect 
she resorts to one piece and works a piece by piece 
match str-ategy. 
The flat positive mean times between two and four 
pieces suggest that she is working quickly with 
identifying answers but the skill breaks down with the 
introduction of five pieces. It might be expected that 
Figure 6:9 Subject HS. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
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the mismatches would be dealt with even more rapidly 
when the answer "didn't jump out" but surprisingly the 
negative trials are not appreciably faster than the 
positives although the N3 trials do present a somewhat 
similar pattern to the positives. 
In this groLlp, although the members have fairly 
similar accuracy and speed results, there is variation 
in strategy, The strategy range comprises scanning to 
eliminate a mismatch followed if necessary by piece by 
piece comparison, the construction of a base figure on 
which match or mismatch is determined and a strategy 
whi ch allo\.'Js anSvJers to "jLlmp out". The similar feature 
is the ability of each subject to change strategy when 
the need arises. 
Subject D.I<. (Figure 6: 10) 
Subject DK is added to this group to avoid the 
misconception that the most common strategy of taking a 
piece and matching it to each answer thereby allowing 
the elimination of several answers and then taking 
another piece and repeating the process to lead to an 
answer cannot be executed rapidly. This subject \.'Jas 
able to use a matching strategy to achieve one run on 
all negatives and in the positive separated and 
wholistic conditions. The mean time graphs show the 
negatives at about half the time of the positives. The 
displaced-rotated condition is the 
process in the positives. 
most demanding 
Figure 6:10 Subject DK. Mean latency as a functinn of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
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Speed in processing can be the result of very 
efficient "hardware" processing or it can arise from the 
quality of the "software" which is introduced in the 
form of strategy control. These results suggest that 
some faster and more accurate subjects are using 
flexible processing which reduces demand on working 
space and hence time. The absence of this flexibility 
throws the subject back onto patterns of processing 
which are generally relevant to all subjects, namely 
piece by piece comparison which itself varies in its 
e):hausti veness. 
It was the aim of this analysis of individuals to 
develop answers to a number of questions. 
now be reviewed. 
These will 
The difference between high and low ability 
performance appears to be attributable to the employment 
of different and flexible strategies by those who 
operate well. This analysis is based on the error data 
which show a different pattern and slopes which, while 
showing the same pattern in positives, differ quite 
markedly in negative trials. Taken together it can be 
argued that while the positives may look alike in mean 
times and slopes the strategy is different both 
positives and quite obviously in the negatives. 
in the 
Errol"s 
made by high performers in the experimental 
because of failure to check adequately. 
test arise 
This only 
happens in some cases and yields a pattern similar to 
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poor performers but quicker. 
The speed differential may be explained by a 
reduction in the required working. In the case of 
mismatching negatives this is done accurately and 
rapidly by high ability subjects by means of their 
mismatching strategies. Poor performers continue with a 
matching to rejection strategy which becomes difficult 
when it is necessary to distinguish similar from 
identical and is influenced by increasing numbers of 
pieces. 
The second issue is raised by the question whether 
the difference between individuals is due to variations 
in strategy usage or to variation in the speed of 
performing the various processes within a single 
strategy? The results reported suggest two conclusions. 
Per'formance var'i es dLle to the use of different 
strategies rather than to the speed of processing the 
elements of one strategy, although this does vary as 
ItJe 11 • Secondly, the skilled performer is able to be 
flexible when it comes to mixing strategy use in varying 
ci t-CLlmstances. The variation between the strategies of 
high and low performers supports these proposals 
although the results suggest that there are variations 
in processing even within the two groups. 
How valid is it to see "speed of operation" as a 
major variable? Certainly, on the surface, speed of 
operating seems to be a major variable and subjects do 
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appear to vary in their ability to perform what appears 
to be the same process. However, what may be more 
important is what we might call the mix of the processes 
so that these are performed in different ways which 
makes for different strategies. The confidence level 
also affects the number of processing runs so that 
self-terminating processing can give the impression of 
speed when compared with exhaustive processing although 
the actual processing may occur more slowly. In this 
case it is not a matter of speed but amount to be 
comp I et€:~d. This can be affected by a reduction of the 
processing required or an increase in the integration of 
the information. 
The type of error being made has a direct effect on 
MPFB performance since false rejections can be corrected 
where a number of alternatives are still "live" but 
false acceptc"lnce cannot be: corrected. In the 
experimental tasks the type of error being made is a 
clue to the form of strategy being used since errors 
tend to occur at the limits of a mismatch strategy but 
can occur at any point on a match strategy. They are 
directly related to the varied forms of encoding and 
comparison being used by particular strategies. 
Finally the variations between individuals reported 
in this chapter cast doubt on the value of group data as 
a valid explanation of a generalized model. The 
proposed model based on strategy variation is better 
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able to explain individual differences than a model 
which assumes a common strategy performed more or less 
efficiently by different individuals reflecting 
differences in processing speed and accuracy alone. 
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CHAPTER 7: THE MODEL APPLIED TO INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE 
ON THE MPFB. 
Previous chapters have reported work which has 
questioned the validity of group performance as a means 
of substantiating a model for the MPFB and urged an 
Ltnderstandi ng of the processing of components by 
individual sUbjects. It has been established that 
within group results there are variables which reflect 
skill in processing, error profile and performance time. 
It has also been argued that the way in which search, 
transformation and comparison are combined together by 
each individual creates differences in individual 
pf:?rfor-mance on MPFB type problems. Subject's 
performance on MPFB type problems has been investigated 
by analysis of the processes involved including the way 
in which these are co-ordinated into strategies and the 
number of cycles of processing required. 
performance is consistent with the proposed model but 
performance on the actual MPFB test has not been 
considered in relation to the model. This chapter 
reports an experiment with the actual MPFB test aimed at 
determining whether individual performance on the test 
is consistent with the proposed model. 
Analyses of group-collected retrospective protocols 
(n=666) and of individual protocols have identified two 
major strategies open to individual the 
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ways in which data can be organized and the reasons for 
strategy difference and change (Figure 4:2). It was 
concluded that strategy choice and change is a dimension 
of individual difference and a model is required which 
is compatible with variation and change in strategies 
and can account for individual differences in them. 
If the model proposed offers a structure onto which 
individual flow charts, as heuristic statements of 
processing derived from MPFB test performance, can be 
projected then the model's general and individual 
explanatory power will be greatly increased. There is 
also need to further investigate the reasons for 
individuals adopting differing strategies and the linked 
question of the relationship between terminating and 
exhaustive processing in performance. Finally, the 
psychological concepts which underlie processing of MPFB 
problems and the degree to which these are generalized 
to the concept of spatial visualization require further 
consideration. 
It is hypothesised 
simple correlation 
that 
methods, 
group 
fail 
data, analysed by 
to tap the rich 
diversity of subjects· performance on the MPFB. Without 
a knowledge of this diversity any comparison of 
effective performance on tests such as the MPFB with 
performance on other tests will lack predictive power. 
It is also anticipated that the proposed model will 
be able to account for performance on the MPFB test by 
Figure 7:1 Problems 25 to 40 of the MPFB 
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relying on strategy use and strategy change as the major 
variables. However, it is not anticipated that 
consistently superior individual performance will be 
associated with one particular processing path. 
EXPERIMENT 7:1 
Subjects: Thirteen subjects in the final stages of the 
first year certificate of Architectural Drafting at the 
Box Hill College of T.A.F.E. volunteered to take part 
in the experiment. The subjects were aged between 17 
and 21 with a mean age of 18.5 years. 
Procedure: Each subject in the group completed the MPFB 
(DA) and was timed on the middle sixteen problems 
(numbers 25 to 40) (Figure 7:1). These were to 
the problems used in the subsequent constitute 
experiment. All the subjects had completed the test ten 
months earlier as part of the selection procedure for 
entrance to the course. 
Two weeks later each subject took part in three 
individually administered tests: 
(a) The subject was given 16 problems, numbers 25 to 40 
from the MPFB. Each problem was presented separately on 
a 6 by 4 inch card and was individually timed. 
(b) The subject was presented with one of ten cards on 
each of which appeared the pieces of a particular MPFB 
problem arranged in random order (Figure 7:2). The 10 
problems used were drawn from the 16 problems numbered 
Figure 7:2 Examples.of the encode and identify 
experiment included in Experi~ent 7:1. The pieces 
to be encoded appear on the LHS, the pieces of-the 
five answers including the encoded pieces are on 
the RHS. 
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25 to 40. The subject studied khese pieces as long as 
he wished and the time was recorded. The card was then 
removed and replaced with a card containing all the 
pieces from the five answers offered by the MPFB for 
that particular problem. The subject was required to 
indicate those pieces which had been previously shown as 
part of the stimulus array. Response time and number 
correctly identified were noted. 
(c) The subject was presented with a pack of 24 cards 
(Figul'-e 7:3) each containing an enlarged drawing of a 
piece taken from the 16 problems, numbers 25 to 40 of 
the MPFB, and representing all the shapes used in these 
prcsbl ems. After viewing the cards, the subject was 
asked to divide the cards into two piles, the 12 pieces 
judged "simplest" and the 12 jL\dged "most comple}:". In 
making a judgment about simplicity-complexity the 
subject was instructed to use their own definition and 
no guidance was given. The subject then ranked the 12 
simple cards from simplest to most complex. The fi F'st 
eight rankings were recorded. The remaining four were 
mixed with the 12 remaining cards and from these the 
subject chose the fOLW consi dered "most compl e)(". The 
remaining twelve were then ranked simplest to most 
comple>: and rankings 9 to 16 were recorded. The 
remai nder- were then ranked 17 to 24. Each ranking was 
given a value as follows: 1-4 := 1 . , 5-8 = 2; 9-12 == ",:!,,, "_I :r 
13-16 =4; 17-20 = 5; 21-24 == 6. These values vJere then 
Figure 7:3 A. Bxamples of the cards used to determine 
complexity rating in Experiment 7:1. 
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Figure 7:3 B The complexity values given to each 
piece in the Experiment 7:1 by the thirteen Architectural 
Drafting subjects and the resultant values applied 
to each total problem. 
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Complexity values assigned to each problem considering 
all pieces and different pieces only. 
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Figure 7:4 The "four-in-a-row '1 presentation -
corrected for bias of twenty problems taken from 
the MPFB. Problems 1-16 in this presentati0n 
are MPFB problems 25-40. Problems 17-20 in t~e 
presentation are MPFB problems 41 ,42,44 and 48. 
Problems A, B, C and D are practice items. 
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applied to the pieces in problems 25 to 40 of the MPFB 
to give a complexity value for each problem as viewed by 
each subject. (Figure 7:3B). 
A week later each subject repeated the initial 16 
problems presented in the form of a stimulus array plus 
four alternative answers. The relative positions of the 
answers had been corrected for bias since analysis of 
the MPFB test had established that in the first 
problems of the MPFB (DA) the first of the five 
alternatives offered was correct 12 times and only once 
in the second half of the test. (Figure 7:4). The test 
also included four additional problems (numbers 41,42,44 
and 48) the last of which did not offer a correct 
decision. The subject was asked to itemise the steps 
followed to solution, to indicate any differences in 
operating with various problems and any difficulties 
which were encountered. 
RESULTS 
The thirteen subjects scored a group mean of 52.5/64 
correct and 57.9/64 completed at the time of selection 
and ten months later a group mean of 54.9/64 correct and 
63.9/64 completed. Correlation of individual scores 
over the period was .355 (t=1.26, n.s.) and for number 
completed .425 (t=1.55, n.s.). 
The group was given a number of selection tests at 
the time of the first administration of the MPFB and the 
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group means from these tests and from the experimental 
group were compared as set out in Table 7:1. 
The group participating in the experiment is more 
highly skilled spatially than the total group. 
Table 7:1 
Mean results of Ss in experiment 7:1 compared with all 
applicants on a battery of selection tests. 
Test Experiment 7:1 Ss 
(n =13) 
All appl i cants 
(n == 89) 
MPFB (DA) 1:"-. c:-...J..::..~ (SD 8.4) 47.6 (8.5) 
Prog.Stand.Matrices 50.0 (3.2) 48.1 (4.4) 
Papet- folding test 15.9 ( 1 • 4) 11.8 (3.4) 
SurfacE~ De\iel . Test 51.3 (6.6) ~59. 6 (13.0) 
The experimental group results for the three 
administrations of the 16 problems (Numbers 25-40) are 
given in Table 7:2. 
Table 7:2 
Group means for experiment 7:1 Ss on three 
administration of MPFB. Problems 25 to 40. 
~;;T~T~~~;~T~~------------~;;~-~T;;--------~;;~-;~~~~;-
i:-~T~~T~-~~~~-~;;~---~--~i§-;;~;-~~5-~ijT--------i:~---
2. Individually tackled 105 secs (SD 31) 2.5 
3. Four alternatives 
bias removed. 198 secs (SD 53) (). t~ 
B~~~~;~-i-~~d-~-~--;-3:3;-p<:oi;-b;~~~~~-~-;~d-3-~-;-----
2.3, p<.05. Between 1 and 3 n.s. 
The mean latency for individual administration of the 
MPFB problems on separate cards is significantly less 
than that for the group administration of the problems. 
This may be attributable to an administration in context 
being given more care than an individually presented 
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problem or to distractions in group administration. The 
"four in a row" presentation is only marginally faster 
than the MPFB format and is not significant since, as 
might be expected, the removal of bias in the location 
of the answers counterbalances the reduction by one of 
the alternatives to be dealt with. The mean errors for 
the three administrations suggest that performance on 
the "four in a row" although not faster is mor-e accurate 
than the normal administration (p<.10) possibly because 
all alternatives are considered. The individual 
administration while faster tends to be less accurate 
than the "four in a row" (p<.02). 
The averaging of group data conceals very broad 
variations within it. This is exemplified by the three 
variables of number of pieces in the array, number of 
different pieces in the array and the complexity value 
given to each problem by individual SUbjects. Table 7:3 
shows how these vary when the 13 subjects are considered 
individually. 
Table 7:3 
Correlation range for 13 55 between RT and number of 
pieces, number of different pieces, and complexity 
rating of the problems in Experiment 7:1. 
Correl <''iti on 
RT and number of pieces 
RT and number of different pieces 
RT and complexity rating 
Range 
.173 to .804 
,,583 to .946 
.092 to .899 
For some subjects there is little relation between 
the number of pieces in a problem and the time taken for 
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solution (te~minating p~ocessing) no~ is the~e 
~elationship between the complexity of the pieces and 
the time taken to solution. The numbe~ of diffe~ent 
pieces affects some subjects mo~e than othe~s. The 
natu~e of the p~ocessing appea~s to be dive~se and 
demands a subject by subject investigation combining 
individual ~esults with the ve~bal p~otocol data on 
subject's p~ocessing methods. Such an investigation 
will pe~mit an examination of the effect of individual 
strategy on the othe~ va~iables in p~oblem pe~formance. 
The second pa~t of the expe~iment explored the 
~elationship between time taken to encode the array, 
time taken to identify the encoded pieces and accu~acy 
of the outcome. Table 7:4 p~esent the results. 
Table 7:4 
Means fo~ the 13 Ss in array encoding, identifying time 
and accu~acy. 
Mean time to encode a~~ay 
Mean time to identify pieces 
Mean percentage co~~ect 
57.9 secs (SO 20.8) 
55.5 sees (SD 18.8) 
67.4% 
Taken as g~oup ~esults it would seem that subjects 
took about the same amount of time to encode the pieces 
in an a~~ay as to identify them in a random group and 
that the average accu~acy was about two thirds. However 
the~e was conside~able individual va~iation, with some 
subjects taking longe~ to encode than identify and 
othe~s the ~eve~se. The numbe~ co~~ectly identified 
ranged f~om 24 to 12/27. Analysis of individual ~esults 
and p~otocols indicates that g~eate~ time given to 
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encoding is more frequently associated with subjects who 
appear to operate a piece by piece strategy while those 
taking about the same time for encoding and 
identification tend more to the use of global 
strategies. Once again group results fail to indicate 
the variability displayed by individual SUbjects. 
The third part of the experiment concerned 
complexity and here the results were more uniform 
although some problems appeared to be more complex for 
some subjects than for the majority. Figure 7:1 
includes the mean complexity rating for each problem. 
The mean complexity score given to each problem 
correlated with the number of pieces in the problem 
(.755 p<.OOI) and with the number of different pieces in 
each problem (.834 p<.OOI) The group results suggest 
that complexity is dependent on the nature of pieces and 
increases with the number of pieces and especially with 
increasing numbers of different pieces. However, 
individual correlations between latencies and problem 
complexity vary and there is some evidence to suggest 
that the more global strategies are more affected by 
problem complexity than are the piece by piece 
strategies. 
In order to explore the results more fully each 
individual's data will be further analysed and heuristic 
flow charts representing individual performance will be 
developed from the verbal and written protocols. 
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Table 7:5 
Time (in seconds) for 13 Ss to complete the three 
administrations of the MPFB problems 25 to 40 and the 
time to encode and identify in Experiment 7:1. Errors 
in brackets. 
SL\bject 
M.S. 
W.M. 
S. A. 
G.H. 
I. H. 
J.A. 
T. P. 
A.R. 
P.B. 
C.P. 
T.B. 
G.K. 
J. B. 
11ean'5 
MPFB 
Test 
165 (3) 
240 (1) 
210 (1) 
255 (1) 
195 (3) 
255 (2) 
180 (1) 
210 (1) 
210 (5) 
240 (1) 
195 (1) 
225 (3) 
Individ-
L\aI. 
97 (0) 
75 (2) 
162 (3) 
77 (1) 
180 (2) 
115 (1) 
97 (2) 
75 (:3) 
90 
120 
8 ·..., 
..::. 
( 5) 
( 4) 
( 2) 
(4) 
( 3) 
FOL\F' in 
a row 
250 (0) 
187 (O) 
239 (1) 
292 (O) 
255 (2) 
180 (1) 
130 (2) 
123' (2) 
147 (0) 
183 (2) 
180 (0) 
210 (2) 
215 (1.8) 105 (2.5) 198 <0.9) 
Encode Identify 
54 
52 
118 
44 
71 
53 
39 
50 
38 
54 
46 
69 
65 
58 
45 (7) 
63 (10) 
85 (10) 
33 (8) 
82 (3) 
36 (15) 
31 (7) 
51 (11) 
46 ("7) 
49 (9) 
51 (10) 
82 (8) 
67 (10) 
56 (9) 
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Individual subjects will be considered in an order which 
reflects a movement from the purest examples of a piece 
by piece strategy to the most global approaches. 
Before considering each individual separately Table 
7:5 sets out the results of the 13 subjects on the three 
attempts at the MPFB problems. 
The fir st si >: sLlb j ect s appear· to use some var i ant of 
the piece by piece strategy while the remaining seven 
employed some variant of construction or· rapid 
elimination. "4 in a row" appears to take less time for 
the latter group, possibly because they are able to 
eliminate quickly and therefore gain the advantage of 
having to consider one less alternative. 
The individual results of the thirteen subjects will 
now be reported. In each case the subject·s protocol 
will be interpreted by mapping the account of the 
processing onto the heuristic model. 
Subject M. S. (Figure 7: 5) 
This subject performed well on all tests at the time 
of selection into the architectural drafting course. 
Progressive Standard Matrices 
Paper Folding Test (French) 
Surface Development Test (French) 
t'lPFB 
51/60 
17/20 
56/60 
54/57 
Protocol: (For each subject the protocol report is 
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generalized to reports on Problems 3 and 15, the former 
consisting of three equal pieces which need only to be 
put together and the latter consist~ng of four unequal 
and dissimilar pieces Figure 7:4. Each protocol is a 
verbatim account in the subject's own words. All 
protocols are reported in the Appendix). 
Problem 3. Step 1. Look at the shapes. 
2. Look at alternate finished shapes. 
3. Look back at the sizes of each shape. 
4. Determine the larger sizes. 
5. Rotate the shapes to a shape similar 
to the four alternatives. 
6. Select your answer. 
Problem 15. Step 1. Look at the shapes. 
2. Pick out largest shape. 
3. Choose, out of the four alternative 
answers,answers with the largest shape. 
4. Look at smaller shapes. 
5. See which of the chosen in step 3 have 
similar smaller shapes. 
6. Select your answer. 
All other four and five piece problems included an 
additional step to the process outlined for Problem 15. 
This step was inserted following step 2. Step 3: rotate 
and join the largest shape to similar shapes in the four 
alternat.ives. 
The flow chart which reflects his method of 
Figure 7:5 
NO 
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Model of performance of Subject MS. 
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operation on the MPFB problems (indicated by shading in 
the relevant parts of the total heuristic model) clearly 
shows the strategy which he was using consistently and 
efficiently. His account of what he was doing involved 
looking at the shapes and grading them from largest to 
smallest, then looking at the answers. He then took the 
largest shape and rotated it if necessary. "Choose from 
the possible answers those with the same shape". If 
this did not give one answer then the subject took the 
smallest shape and invest:igates ""'Jhich of those chosen 
abo\/e has a si mi I aF" small est shape". If only one answer 
was left it was selected, if more than one remained the 
process was repeated with the next piece until only one 
anSWeF" Wi:iS I eft. For this subject this was a consistent 
approach. The flow chart for Subject MS is the closest 
fit to the Mumaw and Pellegrino model (1984). 
If this strategy is being used consistently then it 
would be expected that: 
Ca) there would be a linear relation between the time 
taken and both the number of pieces and the number of 
different pieces. Figure 7:6 indicates such 
progression. This was the nearest to the results of 
Mumaw who obtained consistently high R squared values 
throughout his data. 
(b) there would be a correlation between the time taken 
and the number of rotations which would be made using 
the largest piece, then the smallest piece and, where 
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Figure 7:6. Performance of Subject MS showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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there was still more than one alternative~ using another 
piece. The result was .7514 (p<.OOl). 
(c) there would be a correlation between the latency and 
the number of pieces processed to reach solution using 
the largest, then smallest and, if still more than one 
alternative remains~ the next piece. This assumes 
terminating processing. The result was .8081 (p<.OOl). 
(d) there would be a high co-efficient of multiple 
determination using number of pieces~ number of 
different pieces, complexity of the problems and the 
number of transformations to be made as variables 
correlated with time. The result was .926. 
The major difference between this subject and the 
Pellegrino model is that the number of pieces to be 
processed to reach an answer is not equal to the number 
of pieces in the problem but approximates more closely 
to the number of different pieces. 
While considering the performance of each subject on 
the MPFB problems the results obtained in the encoding-
identifying experiment will be incorporated. 
In seven of the ten problems in the 
encoding-identifying experiment the subject took longer 
to encode than identify. This proved a satisfactory 
method for him giving a score of 20 out of a possible 
27. His approach therefore appears to involve carefully 
encoding the figures before commencing to identify. 
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SLlbject W. M. (Figl.lre 7: 7). 
The results on the standard tests for this subject were: 
Standard Progressive Matrices 
Paper Folding Test (French) 
Surface development Test (French) 
MPFB 
49/60 
13/20 
55/60 
63/64 
Protocol: Step 1. Look at the jumbled sections. 
2. Go through the assembled shapes. 
3. Pick one of the jumbled sections and 
try and match it to the choice of the assembled shapes. 
4. Do the same with each of the separate 
jumbled sections. 
5. Pick that answer which has all the 
s;ec t i on s; i nit. 
6. Match the assembled shape with each 
section as a check. 
This method was used each time. Problem 16 was the 
most difficult for me because the shapes were a lot 
alike and in trying to match the individual 
they looked the same and were harder to match. 
sections 
This subject followed a standard piece by piece 
identifyin(;) It involved looking at the 
stimulus figures, scanning the answers and then taking 
one piece and "matching it to the assembled shapes". If 
this procedure is followed with each piece in turn, it 
should be possible to pick the answer which has all the 
shapes in it with other alternatives being eliminated as 
Figure 7:7 
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Model of performance of Subject WM. 
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Figure 7:8. Performance of Subject WM showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
_pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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the processing proceeds. The subject adds a variation 
by then "matching the assembled shape with each piece as 
a check" - presumably a type of reverse checking. While 
this may appear to be a nearly exhaustive operation 
there is a difference between 'the correlations for 
number of pieces and latency (.552 p<.05) and number of 
different pieces and latency (;817 p<.O(1). This 
suggests that the processing terminates before all 
pi eces are checked. The safeguard l.ies in the checking 
method which allows a quick check. on all piec~s in the 
chosen answer working from the answer. 
shown in Figure 7:8. 
Performance is 
The subject noted a difficulty when the pieces were 
"a lot alike" which made matching individual pieces a 
difficLllty because "they looked the same". This would 
e>:pl ai n difficulties in the encoding-identifying 
experiment and why he took longer to identify pieces 
than to encode them and why the accuracy level is lower 
than the other subjects (total latencies for the 
experiment were 52 seconds to encode~ 63 seconds to 
identify, score 17/27). In some ways it is surprizing 
that this subject did n~t adopt Strategy 1~ however he 
discovered a checking method which resembles Strategy 1 
but uses only one considered answer. 
This is further supported when the mistakes which he 
makes on the encoding-identifying experiment are 
considered. Errors are most frequent when the subject 
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has to deal with three or more pieces. He seems aware 
of this limitation and compensates for it. 
Subject S.A. (Figure 7:9). 
The results of this subject on the selection tests were: 
Progressive standard Matrices 51/60 
Paper folding Test (French) 15/20 
Surface Development Test (French) 44/60 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 51/64 
Protocol: Step 1: Look at the problem. 
2. Look at the answers. 
3. Shuffle the pieces around in your mind 
to suit each answer. 
4. Then check to see if each piece in the 
answer is the same size and shape as in the question. 
5. Do this to each answer until you find 
the one that fits. 
This was the general method and is elaborated when 
the unsolvable problem 20 is discussed: 
Step 1. Look at question. 
2. Look at A (first answer). 
7 ~. Take biggest piece. Find in A. Note in A H. 
4. Take biggest piece. Lookin C. Fits. 
~ u. Take triangle (top right) Fits in C. 
6. Take triangle (bottom left). Fits in C. 
7. Take rectangle (bottom right) Fit C~ , : No 
8. Go back to bi~gest piece. Doesn't fit D. 
Figure 7:9 
NO 
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Model of performance of Subject SA. 
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Figure 7:10. Performance of Subject SA showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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Doesn't fit B. 
9. Checked all pieces into C. Out. 
10. Must be A. 
This subject has difficulty "gr-asping" the ncltur-e of 
the stimulus items and consequently each answer- is 
tackled until it can be eliminated. Evidence for- this 
difficulty is not simply pr-ovided in the ver-bal 
pr-otocol. The subject took appr-eciably longer- to encode 
the pieces and to identify them in the 
encoding-identifying exper-iment than other- sUbjects. 
The r-epor-ted str-ategy is a piece matching pr-ocess in 
which the piece chosen is oriented, each piece in the 
stimulus is compar-ed with the answer until r-ejected or 
until the level of confidence is sufficient to allow 
acceptc"lnce. If the answer- is r-ejected the pr-ocess is 
repeated with the next alter-native. However- the subject 
is not consistent in his choice of star-ting piece so 
that on turning to the next alter-native he may begin 
with a differ-ent piece to the pr-evious r-un. 
example of Str-ategy 1. 
Troli sis an 
The orienting of the piece to allow compar-ison as a 
necessar-y pr-ocess is exemplified in his protocol on 
Pr-oblem 3 which consists of thr-ee equal segments of a 
c:ir-cle; "shuffle the pieces in my mind te) sLtit the 
answer-II befor-e "checking to see if each piece in the 
answer- is thE) same si:z e and shape as i n th(~ questi on II • 
Ther-e is no use made of the symmetr-y of the pieces and 
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the ease with which they might be put together. 
The difficulty which piece array complexity presents for 
this subject is evidenced by the very high correlations 
between complexity and latency (.837 p<.OOI) and between 
the complexity of a problem and the number of different 
pieces (.889 p<.OOI). For this subject to adopt Strategy 
2, which involves continuing with one piece through all 
of the alternatives, would increase the risk of "losing" 
the piece before completion of the process. 
is presented in Figures 7:9 and 7:10. 
The process 
An interesting aspect reported by the subject was in 
the last. problem of "4 in a r-ow". This is the problem 
which has no correct answer. The confusion is evident 
in the quoted extract from his protocol. 
Subject G.H. (Figure 7:11). 
His results on the standard selection tests were: 
Progressive Standard Matrices 43/60 
Paper Folding Test (French) 
Surface Development Test (French) 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 
16/20 
55/60 
38/55 
Note the lower scores in both the PSM and the MPFB 
than any of the subjects previously considered. However 
on repeating the MPFB 10 months later he scored 62/64 in 
the specified time. It could be that his initial 
attempt was marked by a more global appr'oach as 
indicated by the high number of problems attempted. 
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Protocol: 
Problem 3. step 1. Look at problem. 
2. Count the number of shapes in the first 
diagram on the LHS of the page. 
3. Study these shapes, their size and 
shape. 
4. Look at the shapes to the right of this 
first diagram labelled D, B, A, E, respectively. 
5. Go back to the first diagram. 
6. Ask yourself questions. For example: 
are these shapes the same size? Are they the same shape? 
7. If these shapes are the same size, look 
at the shapes to the right of the first diagram and pick 
out the one made up of the shapes all the same size. 
Answer D. 
8. To check your answer, study the other 
shapes, that is 8, A, and E and look for similar 
qualities. This will certify your decision. 
Problem 15. 1. Look at the problem. 
2. Study the shapes in the square on LHS. 
3. Rearrange these shapes in your mind 
while looking at the squares J, G, F, and H, still 
referring back to the first diagram. 
4. Look at the size and shape of the 
pieces. 
5. Look for these shapes in each of the 
squares. 
Figure 7:11 
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Model of performance of Subject GR • 
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Figure 7:12. Performance of Subject GH showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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correlation between latency and the number of different 
pieces is .670 p<.Ol. Performance is set out in Figure 
7:12. 
In discussing complexity the subject commented 
"irr-egularity doesn't necessarily have to be comple}(11 
but that comple>dty may be seen as due to a "certain 
combination of curves, angles and straight lines". The 
correlation between complexity and time to complete the 
16 pr-obl ems (.092) is the lowest of any subject. This 
suggests that Subject GH is not affected by complexity 
of the individual pieces in the problem. This is 
probably due to the subject's concentration on 
regularities and relationship and the decision on 
strategy is gO\/erned by the result of this 
i nv(~sti gati on. 
In setting out the flowchBrt for this subject the 
position is necessarily complex because of the distinct 
use of two processing paths depending upon the ability 
of the subject to see in each problem a relationship 
between the pieces of the array which will 
solLlticm. 
facilitate 
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Subject I.H. (Figure 7:13). 
The results on the selection tests for this subject 
were: 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 47/48 
(This was the only test completed by this applicant who 
joined the course late). 
Protocol: Problem 3: Step 1. Look at the shapes. 
~ 
~. Does D fit? 
7 ~. Does B fit? No. Shapes arn't the same. 
4. Does A fit? No. Not all shapes the same. 
~ 
~. Does E fit? No. All three shapes are 
different. 
6. D must fit. All shapes in problem are 
same. All three shapes in D are the same. 
Problem 15: Step 1. Look at the shapes. 
2. How many triangles? One. Can't be F. 
3. How many identical shapes? None. Can·t 
be F or G. 
4. Check sizes of various pieces. Are they 
the same dimensions? No. One piece of J doesn·t match 
that of the problem. 
5. H must be right because F, G, J don"t 
fit. 
Problem 1 ~ ~. Step 1. Look at shapes. 
2. Compare one piece with the same 
corresponding shape in all the boxes. 
3. Box U has small triangle, one side 
251 • 
curved, two sides equal. Should be one side curved, two 
sides not equal. Box R too big. Box Q not curved enough. 
T must be right. 
Subject IH produced the longest latencies of all of 
the subjects in each of the three sets of trials. Can 
an understanding of the strategy that seems to have been 
followed explain this result? In working through the 
problems the subject appears to adopt the approach of 
identifying some characteristic of the stimulus array as 
a whole rather than a particular piece and compares this 
characteristic with each answer in turn. In this Io-JciY 
characteristics, such as numbel'" of triangles or 
identical shapes, play the part of a piece in the piece 
by piece strategy (Strategy 2). When no further overall 
characteristic is available or identified, pieces are 
then employed in the comparison. 
An example of this subject's mode of operation is 
seen in the protocol for Problem 15 where he starts with 
the triangle and matches this to the answers. Thi s; 
allows elimination of alternative F which has two 
tt-i angl es. Then there is a f elf" those 
alternatives which have identical shapes (two the same). 
By this means he eliminates alternatives F and G, the 
latter- wl'-ongly. The next step is to check the sizes of 
the shapes with the answers. Each new method of 
comparison is used e~·:hausti vel y and 
eliminations are ignored. While this may make for 
Figure 7:13 
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Model of performance of Subject IH. 
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Figure 7:14. Performance of Subject IH showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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accuracy it also becomes a lengthy, serial and 
exhaustive strategy very dependent upon the ability to 
continue to find characteristics for comparison until an 
answer is achieved. There are no short cuts for this 
subject. 
The drawback of this method is that the 
characteristic chosen and other characteristics may not 
be mutually exclusive. 
forced to process all 
As a result the subject is 
answers exhaustively on each 
occasion. The characteristic of the number of triangles 
and the number of identical shapes in problem 15, for 
example, do not lead to an initial elimination of answer 
F so that this incorrect answer is processed twice. 
Eventually after two or three exhaustive runs the 
subject becomes aware that some answers are being 
consistently rejected and the correct answer is the only 
one left. While this is a long method it is perhaps the 
only method available for this subject if each possible 
answer is to be compared since a characteristic is more 
easily retained for comparison than a specific shape. 
In the encoding-identifying experiment this subject 
achieved the highest number of correct answers with 
identifying taking longer than encoding <Total latency 
for encoding 71 seconds, identifying 82 seconds, 24/27 
correct). 
encoding 
This result is consistent with the subject 
a characteristic rather than a piece and then 
identifying that characteristic in the selection of 
255. 
pieces. The characteristic is more easily held than the 
actual piece although the identification may 
proportionally longer because of exhaustive runs. 
take 
This 
is seen in Figure 7:14 where this subject takes longer 
than any other subject with MPFB problems involving 
three to five pieces. 
Subject J.A. (Figure 7:15). 
The selection test results for this subject were: 
Progressive Standard Matrices 
Paper Folding Test (French) 
Surface Development Test (French) 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 
50/60 
17/20 
39/60 
45/46 
Protocol: Problem 3: Step 1. I looked at the shapes. 
2. Then I quickly look at the shapes with 
the letters beside them (the answers). 
3. I looked at the first shape again. 
4. I looked at each answer in turn. 
5. I looked then at the first shape and 
tried putting it together to make one of the shapes. 
6. D looked like the shapes put together. 
Problem 15. Step 1. Looked at the shapes. 
2. I looked for a shape - the biggest. 
3. I tried to see if that shape was on one 
of the other shapes (the answers). 
4. When I found one I checked if the other 
shapes were the same. 
256. 
5. If they are not the same I check another 
lettered shape until I find one that matched all the 
shapes. 
This subject follows a piece by piece approach which 
contains an early variation. If the pieces can be put 
together into a total shape this construction is used as 
a single piece and is compared with the answers to 
produce an answer. If the array is complex then the 
subject chooses the most characteristic piece, usually 
tr·le biggest and pr·oc€~eds "to see if that shape is 
contai ned in one of the ansIo'Jer-s". \,lJhen an answer· 
containing the piece is found "I checked if the other 
pi eces Io'Jere the same". Such an approach tends to be 
exhaustive in the number of pieces checked but not 
necessarily exhaustive in the number of answers. 
A clue to the reasons for the choice of this 
strategy is given by the subject's results in the 
encoding-identifying experiment (Total 1 atenc i es wer-e 
encod£~ seconds, identify 36 seconds, score 12/27). 
While the time to encode is close to the group average 
c,f 58 seconds, the identification time is very quick 
(group average 56 seconds) and the number correctly 
identified i c by far the lowest of all SUbjects. The 
difficulty of holding the encoded image in order to find 
and identify the pieces is seen in these results showing 
the limited time he apparently felt he had to find the 
pieces. Appreciation of his individual Ii mi tat:i ems 
Figure 7:15 Model of performance of Subject JA • 
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Figure 7:16. Performance of Subject JA showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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appears the most likely reason for the adoption of this 
approach (Strategy 1). See Figure 7:16 for comparison 
of RT with increasing pieces and different pieces. 
As soon as a possible match is found this is the 
answer in the easier problems because all pieces are 
contained in "THE piece" being used for comparison. 
Where there are more pieces to be considered the subject 
proceeds to check the other shapes with each alternative 
until he can accept or reject it. If it can be 
accepted, that is the answer. If it is rejected, the 
process is repeated with the next possible answer. This 
approach e;.:plains Io'Jhy the "4 in a F"C)W" pres;entation 
takes longer than the standard five alternatives of the 
I'1PFB. The latter contain a number of first or second 
place answers and the former is corrected for this bias. 
The difficulty of holding a piece in memory seems to 
be the crLtci al factor in distinguishing users of 
Strategy 1 and Strategy 2. Strategy 1 allows renewal of 
the memoY-y image before proceeding to the next 
The subject is prone on the standard 
administration to make errors by choosing an incorrect 
answer when it is followed by the correct answer. (On 
the 64 problems of the MPFB 7 of 9 errors occur before 
the correct answer would have been considered). His 
chunking may also be inaccurate thus leading to errors. 
Subject T.P. (Figur-e 7:17) 
Selection test r-esults wer-e as follows: 
Pr-ogr-essive Standar-d Matr-ices 
Paper- Folding Test (Fr-ench) 
Sur-face development Test (Fr-ench) 
Minnesota Paper- For-m Boar-d 
51/60 
16/20 
50/60 
49/54 
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With this subject ther-e is also a distinction 
betltJeen the appr-oach used for- "easier-" pr-oblems 
(3,9,11,13 Figur-e 7: 1) and" "har-der-" pr-oblems (12,15,16 
Figur-e 7:1). (See complete pr-otocol in the Appendix). 
With the for-mer- there is an or-ganization of the pieces 
in the ar-r-ay into a total figur-e (Point B in char-t). 
However the pr-ocess differs from the pr-eceding subject 
in that this figur-e is compared to the answer-s in turn 
to see if it is different and a single r-emaining 
alter-native is chosen as the answer-. If the pr-oblem is 
"har-der-" then he pr-oceeds to "take apc.ir-t each answer (i n 
your· head) and look to see which par-ts are the same as 
tl··H.'? pieces in the ar-r-ay". 
that answer- is chosen. 
If they ar-e all the same then 
If they ar-e not, the subject 
proceeds to the next alternative and r-epeats the 
pr-ocess;. This procedure continues until the answer is 
·found. The flowchar-t (Figure 7:17) is ver-y similar- to 
Strategy 1 except that the piece is taken from the 
answer (See point R) and not fr-om the ar-ray (shaded 
areas) • 
In the encoding-identifying e)·: per- i ment it is 
Figure 7:17 
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Figure 7: 18. Performance of Subject TP sho'>ling mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
_ pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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apparent that the subject is very fast at identifying 
pieces and does so with reasonable accuracy. (Encoding 
39 seconds, identification 31 seconds, 20/27 correct) It 
can be hypothesised that breaking up a figure and 
holding the pieces to identify them by comparison with 
the problem pieces is feasible. He may also have 
adopted this strategy because the most difficult 
problems for him were those which had pieces he found 
difficult to fit into the completed puzzle. For him the 
answer is to work the other way and to break up the 
puzzles so that the pieces can be compared out of 
context. This approach appears to work adequately 
(Figure 7:18). 
It should be noted that this subject and the 
previous subject seem to have adopted strategies 
designed to cope with appreciated difficulties. Subject 
J.A. has difficulty remembering pieces and so adopted 
Strategy 1; Subject T.P. has difficulty in constructing 
figures and so adopts a strategy which allows him to 
by-pass this demand. In general, finding an alternative 
approach to skirt individual processing weaknesses 
appears to be a frequent occurrence. 
Subject A.R. (Figure 7:19). 
This subject was a repeat from the previous year and 
so she did not take the selection tests. 
Subject A.R. differentiates between two types of 
problems which generate two types of activity although 
the strategy is basically the same - construction of the 
array pieces and comparison of wholes. The types of 
problem are consistently distinguished on the basis of 
c omp 1 e>: i t Y . For the simpler problems she looks at the 
pieces, scans the answers, returns to the problem and 
makes the pieces up into a whole figure which is then 
compared with the answers. On the other hand, with the 
more comple>: problems, the strategy adopted involves 
looking at the pieces of the problem, registering thei 1'"' 
shapes, then tr-ansferi ng att.ention t.o the answers 
"breaking each one int.o its separate shapes". 
st.ep is to go back to the stimulLls array ",Ind "keeping in 
mind the alternatives, put the separiate pieces 
together-" • This was followed by "glancing back at each 
of the alternatives and deciding which picture it (the 
constr-ucted image) correspond to". (See Appendix for 
total protocol). 
At first glance this looks very much the same as 
already seen except that the complex figures (answers) 
cannot be deal t wi th as "whol es", ar-e broken into thei r 
presumably, put together again thus constituents and, 
giving the subject valuable and needed "construci:i on 
e>: per i ence" . Where there is a simple figure the bare 
outlines are sufficient to allow the construction of the 
problem pieces so that a wholistic comparison can be 
made. With a comple;.: an analysis (and 
Figure 7:19 
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Model of performance of Subject AR. 
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Figure 7:20. Performance of Subject AR showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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re-synthesis) of the figure is necessary before the 
problem pieces can be integrated for a similar wholistic 
comparison. This indicates that even within apparently 
similar strategies there are differences. 
The additional step is related to the subject·s 
definition of complexity. Simplicity is related to 
"equal-ness", "even-ness" and "sequence" and comple)-(ity 
to irregularity and the shape of lines, especially small 
"pointy" and compar':ltively large enclosed spaces;. 
Failure to detect a regular or common shape is the 
signal to move from one strategy to another. Simple 
shapes make an answer which can be easily constructed 
and held for comparison. Irregular shapes in an answer 
demand dissection. There is a zero order correlation 
between latency and complexity in simple problems where 
the first strategy is used, but rises in the problems 
employing the second strategy to an overall correlation 
of .6623 p<.01. For the three problems definitely 
following the second strategy (13,15,16) the correlation 
between latency and complexity is .75. 
Complexity seems to be the trigger for strategy 
var i ':it ion but both processes aim to create the 
circumstances for a wholistic match and to that extent 
are similar. The advantages of this construction 
comparison are seen in Figure 7:20 which shows short RTs 
for the more complex problems but the influence of four 
or more different pieces is apparent. 
26.8. 
It would be expected that this approach would 
encourage errors in similar figures because the 
construction lacks the clarity or accuracy to make fine 
distinctions. This is consistent with her performance 
on the MPFB test where 9 errors in 64 problems are all 
explicable in terms of inaccurate construction. 
Subject P.B. (Figure 7:21). 
This subject was also a repeat from the previous 
year and did not take the selection tests except the 
MPFB (61 /\~4) • 
Protocol: Problem 15: Step 1. 
given on the left. 
I looked at the shapes 
2. I fitted the shapes together to form a 
picture in my mind. 
3. I looked to the right hand side and 
glanced at the four given made up shapes. 
4. I then eliminated the given answers J, 
G, and F because the shapes given to make up these three 
shapes were different from those given on the LHS. 
5. I checked out shape H and chose. 
(See Appendix for total Protocol). 
The strategy adopted appears to be basically global 
involving looking at the shapes given and then putting 
those pieces "together in my mind to form a picture". 
When he had achieved this constructed image, the subject 
"glanced at the made up shapes". "I then eliminated all 
269. 
but one of the given answers because the pieces making 
up these shapes were different". In this sense it is a 
mismatching strategy using a constructed image (B) 
compared with the alternatives to derive the answer. 
There is a check (F) with the more difficult problems. 
In the simpler problems the subject saw "that the pieces 
gi ven to make up the answers wet-e di fferent" or "noti ced 
that this answer was right". In these cases the 
constructed image is used to eliminate all but the 
correct answer (D). 
The natural inclination of the subject to a global 
strategy is illustrated in his comment on Problem 20 
(the problem without solution): having put the pieces 
together "I looked at the four solutions. After" looking 
cl osel y I I'"eal i sed that there was no cort-ect answer". 
This is concluded without resort to any matching piece 
by piece strategy to check. 
This is a fast strategy. Subject PB was fastest of 
t.he 13 subjects on the individuc\lly administer"ed ,-and "4 
in a I'·OW" trials. There is a danger, however, that 
result from missing the correct answer. 
This is illustrated in his performance on the total MPFB 
where 11 errors included 9 which arose from choosing an 
answer which came AFTER passing the correct answer. 
Having missed the correct answer he tends to select the 
nearest correct answer as he comes to the end of the 
and fails to check thatanswer. This 
Figure 7:21 
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Model of performance of Subject PB. 
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Figure 7:22. Performance of Subject PB shm.,ing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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supports the hypothesis that the global strategy is a 
"one run" strategy from which one cannot return to 
check. 
protocol 
Consequently although the subject in his 
claims to be checking, the best interpretation 
is that if he has established a firm conviction as to 
the correct answer this step is not followed. As 
already indicated the global strategy leads to 
successful detection of close and correct answers but 
the constructed image does not hold up to lengthy 
comparison especially when the answer is apparently 
obvious. The majority of the errors are in three piece 
problems which, wi -th care, should have been 
constructable and comparable. From this data it would 
appear that the subject does resort to a check with the 
more difficult problems but does not realise that this 
check should have been instituted earlier in the test 
sequence. Performance is set out in Figure 7:22. 
Subject PB seems unwilling or unable to change his 
strategy. It is perceived complexity which appears to 
increase solution time. In Problem 16,for example, he 
" I found this to be the most complex because the 
shapes were all alike and roughly the same size, and the 
solutions were all alike 
the r-est to complete". 
took a little longer than 
There is a zero order 
correlation between the number of pieces and latency for 
the simple problems but with the four most complex the 
correlation is .781. Similarly the correlation between 
273. 
the complexity he assigns to the pieces of the problem 
and the latency is .426 for the simple problems and .984 
for the difficult or most complex. Multipes correlation 
analysis shows that complexity taken together with 
increasing numbers of pieces is significantly correlated 
vJi th the latency fm- this subject. In the 
encoding-identifying experiment this subject has the 
fastest encoding time (encode 38 seconds~ identify 46 
seconds, score 20/27) and it is a reasonable assumption 
that he is sacrificing accuracy for speed of starting 
and concluding. 
Subject C.P. (Figure 7:23). 
On the selection tests this subject achieved the 
following results: 
Progressive Standard Matrices 
Paper Folding Test (French) 
Surface Development Test (French) 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 
53/60 
8/20 
40/60 
40/48 
Compared with the other subjects these are poor 
results and should be borne in mind when we look at his 
strategy and performance on the experiment. 
Protocol = (See Appendi)-( for total pr"otocol). 
Problem 15: Step 1. Look at the shapes on LHS. 
2. Compare sizes of shapes in left hand 
column to right hand column. 
3. Decide nature of shapes if put together. 
Figure 7:23 
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Figure 7:24. Performance of Subject CP sh0wing~mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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4. Imagine the overall shape. 
5. Decide which answer matched the imagined 
shape. 
6. Check to make sure you are right. 
The subject believes that he put the pieces together 
consistent with the answers offered and then compared 
this construction with the answers (I). This comparison 
of total shapes differs from the mismatch strategy since 
it does not seek to "eliminate.answers but to derive the 
correct answer. (Figure 7:23). The pressure is not to 
develop a more adequate working space for future 
processing but to determine the answer. This is not a 
viable strategy for this subject and he makes 9 errors 
out of 29 three piece problems, 7 errors in 22 four 
piece problems and 6 errors out of 8 five piece problems 
on the first trial involving the total MPFB. 
If we look at Subject CP's performance on the two 
spatial tests from the French battery it can be 
hypothesised that he has difficulty with spatial 
rotation and transformation. Such difficulties 
translated into a strategy which seeks to construct a 
spatial image of a total figure from a number of pieces 
presents limitations and it can be presumed that the 
construction which this subject uses for matching 
purposes is likely to be inaccurate. It seems that the 
subject is unaware of his personal limitations or it 
could be that that he realises that piece by piece 
277. 
comparison involving a number of transformations is even 
more difficult for him. Whatever the reason when the 
problems reach the greatest complexity and have the most 
pieces he is placed in a situation of almost guessing at 
the result. This conclusion is supported by his choice 
of an answer in problem 20 which has no equivalent to 
the array. The difficulty would appear to be spatial 
since he scores well on the PSM as a measure of 
reasoning. The subject has limitations in visualization 
but this does not necessarily spill 
r-easoning. 
over to spatial 
The performance of this subject (Figure 7:24) shows 
increasing latency with increasing pieces rather than 
the customary sharp change after 4 pieces. 
Subject T.B. (Figure 7:2!:j). 
This subject achieved the following on the selection 
tests: 
Progressive Standard Matrices 
Paper Folding Test (French) 
Surface Development Test (French) 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 
45/60 
16/20 
56/60 
He appears to use two strategies which were governed 
by the demands of the problem and his own assessed 
skill. The first strategy (shown in red on the flow 
char't) vJas follo\<'Jed in any cases vJherl'2 the "propor-tions;" 
of the shapes allowed a relationship between the pieces 
Figure 7:25 
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Model of performance of Subject TB. 
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Figure 7:26. Performance of Subject TB showing mean-latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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to be established. Problem 3, for example, has all the 
pieces the same and in Problem 11 two identical pieces 
make for symmetry between the four pieces. The subject 
commented that Problem 15 was the hardest because of the 
asymmetry of the shapes involved. vJhen such a 
relationship between the pieces in the array is not 
apparent the subject is forced to change to a second 
strategy (shown in blue on the flow chart) which seems 
to involve looking for' a "unique" shape ("as regular cIS 
possible so as not to lose its identity") in the 
"I f more t.han one f i (]ure has thi s shape, 
choose another- and repec."it". When only one alternative 
rema:i. ns "check ;all segment.s vIi th thc)E;E~ 9i ven". In the 
simpler problems, defined by the subject in terms of 
image reproduction and relationship, only one run 
through the answers is necessary. In the 
complicated problems t.he search for a matching number of 
pieces proceeds until there is sufficient confidence in 
one answer and this is then exhaustively checked. The 
import.ant feature of this approach is that the 
relationship takes the place of a piece by piece 
comparison in the first instance and allows for a single 
"run" . HOvJever it is not the same as a mismcltch !lr'LIn" 
but c:" variation on the processing of the previous 
subject e)'(cept that in t.his case t.here is a back-up 
strat.egy. 
This analysis is supported in Fi gLlre 7:26 vJhi ch 
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shows that the subject has cut down time in the problems 
with smaller numbers of pieces when compared with the 
piece by piece processing of Subjects IH and SA who are 
also slowest in processing five piece problems. Simpler 
problems are relatively unaffected by number of pieces 
compared with number of different pieces. 
The determining factor appears to be regularity of 
shape and this in turn affects ability to image relation 
and transformati on. . The subject sums up hi s strategy 
choi ce cIS determi ned by "how hay-d it woul d be foY- me to 
Y-eproduce them the image!:;) mentally". The 
heuristic flowchart for this subject involves a single 
run through the answers based on relationship and a more 
exhaustive processing based on Strategy 2. 
Subject G. K. (Fi gure 7: 27) • 
Selection test results were: 
Progressive Standard Matrices 
Paper Folding Test (French) 
Surface Development Test (French) 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 
52/60 
17/20 
58/60 
62/64 
This subject produced one of the most interesting 
accounts of how he performed the task and the protocol 
is reproduced here for understanding. 
Protocol (used for all problems). 
Step 1. Take a good look at the shapes. 
2. Define their characteristics. 
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3. Keep the most outstanding characteristics in 
mind. 
4. Look at each of the following four masses. 
5. Eliminate the masses which don"t match. 
6. Keep in mind those which you did not eliminate. 
7. Do the same procedure as in step 4 and 5 again. 
8. Keep following step 5 until you end up with one 
mass. 
9. Keep the remaining mass in mind. 
10. Check each of the others allover again to 
separate those which may match. 
11. If any could match check with your original 
answer and the shapes in mind. 
12. Judging by sizes, curves and angles eliminate 
those again which surely don"t match. 
13. When sure of your answer, choose. 
Starting with an identified characteristic he 
appears to cycle a specific mismatch strategy based on 
the absence of that characteristic. Instead of being 
satisfied with eliminating a number of answers and then 
proceeding to a match strategy, he proceeds to adopt a 
unique strategic component by running another mismatch 
strategy based on a second characteristic and repeating 
this procedure until there is only one answer left. 
The interpretation that he is simply using a 
characteristic to eliminate an answer is inappropriate 
since he states that having identified a possible answer 
Figure 7:27 
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Model of performance of Subject GK. 
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Figure 7:28. Performance of Subject GK showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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thi sis "kept in mi nd" whi I e each of the remai ni ng 
alternatives is checked "all over again to separate 
If there is any other those that may match" • 
possibility thrown up by this checking then the two 
possible answers are compared. The comparison is 
carried out on the basis of the "sizes, curves or angles 
of the pieces in the possible answers". If one 
alternative is eliminate~ by this comparison the other 
becomes the answer. 
there is one answer. 
This process is continued until 
The subject appears to be aware of 
the crude nature of the global strategy and takes the 
precaution of re-processing in case a second possible 
answer is thrown up. The most likely result of this 
approach would be to identify the correct alternatives 
which are the closest contenders and the characteristics 
of sizes, angles and curves would then be used to 
identify the correct answer. This is a valuable insight 
since it prevents proceeding to a piece by piece 
m':lt.chi ng without being certain that at least one 
alternative will be correct and also takes account of 
the limitations of the mismatch strategy. 
The mean latencies compared pieces and 
different pieces are shown in Figure 7:28. 
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Subject J.B. (Figure 7:29). 
Selection test results were: 
Progressive Stardard Matrices 
Paper Folding test (French) 
Surface Development Test (French) 
Minnesota Paper Form Board 
54/60 
16/20 
53/60 
60/63 
Pr-otocol for Problem 15. (Complete protocol in Appendi>:> 
Step 1. Look at·p~rticle shape~, picture in mind. 
2. Look at the squares. 
3. From Step 1 it is possible to eliminate J and 
F immediately_ 
4. Look at the proportion of the shapes. 
5. H particles appear to suit the shapes given. H 
is correct. 
This subject occupies a position at the global end 
of the continuum which these protocol analyses have 
sought to illustrate. Tackling each problem by 
initi.:-Illy looking at the particLilar s;hapes "picturing 
them in my mi nd" he appears to develop a str-L.ictUf""e based 
on understanding the relationships between the shapes as 
well as the nature of the shapes themselves (B) • He 
then looks at the alternatives and is able to quickly 
("immediately" is the subject's word) eliminate some of 
them. In the simpler cases all but the answer are 
eliminated. For the more complex problems a second 
ch':if""acteristic is introduced called by the SLibject "the 
proportion of the shapes". By this he appears to mean 
Figure 7:29 
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Model of performance of Subject JB. 
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~igure 7:30. Performance of Subject JB showing mean latency 
and regression for number of pieces and number of different 
pieces in MPFB problems individually presented. 
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the comparison of the sizes of the shapes between array 
and answer (J) • This comparison applied to the 
alternatives which have not been eliminated produces the 
answer. 
Subject JB reported his processing of the problem 
without answer as follows: "Look at the particular 
shapes, picturing them in my mind. From looking at the 
answers it is obvious that none match the shapes given -
no fUf-ther action". This suggests that the elimination 
process is fiairly accurat.e and the subject is 
sufficiently confident to omit a matching process when 
he is sure that all but the answer have been eliminated. 
Further support for the view that for this subject rapid 
elimination works well is the absence of a significant 
correlation between latency and the number of pieces and 
the lowest correlation of the 13 subjects between 
latency and the number of different pieces. See graph 
of mean latencies. (Fi gure 7: 30) • The subject states 
that a necessary prerequisite for this rapid elimination 
1· ,-
.::> the formation of an image. 
If there is a disadvantage in this strategy it would 
seem to lie in the absence of checking when there is 
only one answer not eliminated. A piece by piece check 
only occurs when the subject has been unable to 
eliminate all but one answer. 
The purpose in presenting individual accounts of the 
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13 subjects has been twofold: (1) to show that the data 
from 13 subjects taken individually can be mapped onto 
the model which was previously presented. E>:cept in 
cases where a relation rather than a piece has been 
referred to in the protocols, this has been possible. 
In general, however, the relationships appear to be able 
to" 
to be treated as pieces in terms of the model. And (2) 
to show that within group data there is a wealth of 
information which allows us to understand more fully the 
variations in the processes employed by each individual 
in order to produce what may, on the surface, appear to 
be the same performance. As Table 7:6 indicates the 
scores achieved on other tests at the time of selection 
into the course suggest that the diversity of approach 
is not related to differences in aptitude since the 
group is largely homogeneous. 
The protocols of the 13 subjects (presented in the 
discussion above and completely in the Appendix) have 
been presented in a sequence based on the strategies 
I-Jhi ch they appt?ar to have E."!npl oyed, progressi ng from a 
"pure" anal yti c: approach throLlgh a more global approach 
to a synthetic approach combining the advantages of 
both. 
Reference to the results of the experiment aimed at 
detecting differences in encoding and identifying times 
(Table 7:7) proved useful in the analysis of individual 
results. Although the results are uneven when related 
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to strategy reported, they do indicate that some 
subjects experience encoding difficulties reflected in 
length of time and that the careful piece by piece 
strategies require very accurate encoding to facilitate 
identification. Those operating an analytic processing, 
in general, tend to spend more time encoding than 
identifying while the reverse tends to be true for those 
operating a mismatch elimination before the final 
checking by an analytic approach. It would seem that 
for some subjects skill in encoding or in identifying 
pieces determines the nature of the strategy to be 
followed, in other cases, the strategy being employed by 
the subject governs the demands being placed on the 
"hardYJ.:\re" and when thE!Se cannc:.t be met, the stl~ategy is 
changed. 
Finally it is useful to summarise the indicators for 
strategy switching and the definition of complexity. 
The collection of protocols from each of the 13 subjects 
used in the experiment all.owed conclusions to be formed 
regarding the point at which each might change their 
and the nature of complexity as each 
perceived it. These are reported in Table 7:8. 
CONCLUSION. 
The key to the strategy being used seems to be 
YJhether the sub ject i~; ilH::lre' Ii kel y t.o "take a probl em 
apart", "put the probl em tog€~thel~" or engage in some 
combination of both. Whether this reflects a general 
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analytic or synthetic cognitive style is a question 
which lies beyond the scope of the present study. 
The major distinction between subjects in their 
strategy usage appears to centre on their ability to 
detect a relationship between the various parts of the 
problem. This is revealed in the ability to put the 
pieces together, to see the way in which the pieces 
might relate to each other. Other distinctions involve 
the ability to remember the nature of the piece being 
worked with or the new construction which has been 
generated. There is also the subject defined level of 
complexity, within which the search for pieces or wholes 
can be conducted. This, in turn, relates to how well 
the subject can reproduce a clear representation or 
image and the time that this can be retained compared 
with the time needed to complete the processing. There 
is also the question of whether the subject is aware 
that in most cases, it is quicker to eliminate some 
answers and then to match and how flexible the subject 
is in determining this situation. 
At one extreme are subjects who operate the typical 
Mumaw and Pellegrino analytic model. The main variables 
are the skill 
identifying it, 
in finding the relevant piece and 
the degree of need to orient the piece 
into congruence for comparison purposes and the 
confidence which the subject possesses in his work 50 
that the processing can be terminated before it becomes 
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exhaustive. At the other extreme are the subjects who 
fit a more flexible model based on the view that 
subjects do not solve these problems in the same way and 
that variations in strategy are an integral part of the 
problem solving process. It has been argued that a more 
flexible model can explain both the typical analytic 
processing provided it is realised that even within such 
processing there are variations, and the more global 
approaches which have the advantage of rapidly reducing 
the working space required. It has been demonstrated 
that a global strategy on its own presents dangers. 
F:ejection of the existence of varied strategies 
means that variations in results can only be explained 
in terms of efficiency in process working and all 
individual 
differences. 
differences are 
The present model 
defined as "h2irdware" 
introduces "software" 
differences which hinge on the skill of the individual 
in construct i ng a "whol e" i mage of the total pl'-obl em and 
the ability to retain this image as long as the task 
requi I~es. The most likely cause of error at this point 
lies in attempting to process too much with the image. 
There are also the contributions from the degree to 
\o'Jhi ch a subject terminates the processing before 
exhausting all possibilities, and the awareness of 
individual limitations so that the subject knows when to 
change the strategy or that the skill 
perform in certain ways is lacking. 
required to 
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Let us assume two ideal strategy types, namely an 
analytic exhaustive processing and a synthetic, one run 
identification processing, occupy the ends of a 
cont:i nuum. Between them are located those subjects who 
are forced by issues of complexity to abandon a 
construction strategy at an early stage and those who 
are overambitious in their synthesising skill and so 
produce a working model 
identical to the answer. 
which is similar rather than 
If used exclusively, this 
construction strategy results in error because it has 
been used to match (that is, determine the answer) 
rather than as a clearing of working space so that 
approximate answers may be introduced to a 
situation. 
"hold" 
There are also those whose skill in remembet- i ng 
causes them to work with one answer at a time (Strategy 
1), because the ability to form and hold an image is 
and tends to result in a "j i gsavJ" stF"ategy 
requi r-i ng Ii mi ted vi ~:;ual transportation because the 
pi ece t:i.:in bE! hel d "an top elf the al ter-nati ve" and can 
then be neglected in favour of anotheJ~ 
pi E)Ce. Highly developed transportation can 
result in the movement of numbers of pieces "i n the 
mind" while maintaining reI ati onshi pS">. Strategy 2 is 
more likely to be followed where the image can be held 
so that a nUmbf2r" of compar" i sons Celn be madi~ or 1 S 
rapidly refreshed after each comparison. 
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A clue to the nature of the strategy in use lies in 
the encoding quality which in some but not all cases is 
reflected in encoding time. It seems that those 
performing on a piece by piece strategy take longer to 
encode than identify while those creating a more related 
image take longer to identify not just because there is 
more to be processed but also because the encoding is 
more gener ,:cd and less finely "grained". Thi s al1:;o 
emerges in the consideration given to the possible 
answers and the influence which the demands of the 
problem exert on further evaluation. 
In summary, the crucial factors in strategy choice 
both between subjects and within subjects between 
differing problems consist of: 
(a) how the encoding is developed, as clear and sharp 
i ndi vi dUi::d images or as an overall picture which is a 
synthesis of main features; 
(b) the ability to form and hold an 
required working time; 
(c) the qual it 0'1' of the image which, 
i magE' for the 
if it is a 
r-<~lational enccldi ng!, will tend to be most adequate for 
detecting various levels of difference and~ if of 
individual pieces, allows a careful comparison process; 
Cd) the ability to replace processes by combinations of 
others as in the replacement of rotation by an already 
available relational process; 
(e) the ability to control a strategy once it is 
ope~ating and to 
context demands 
change it 
and known 
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in the light of perceived 
skill ~esponses and, 
(f) the accu~acy of the compa~ison p~ocess ~ega~dless of 
st~ategy usage so that simila~ and identical a~e not 
confused. 
It must again be st~essed that within a homogeneous 
g~oup, such as the subjects in the expe~iments ~epo~ted 
in this chapte~, the diffe~ences in strategy will not be 
~eflected in the sco~es achieved. The value of knowing 
the strategy in use and the flexibility of a subject 
lies in the ability to p~edict which subjects from those 
with simila~ sco~es will be more likely to succeed in 
othe~ activities ~equiring 
st~ategies. 
The following st~ategy 
appa~ent in the protocols. 
When the ability to 
the use of similar 
switching signals are 
identify pieces by 
cha~acteristics or by labels, an ability which gove~ns 
the ability to combine those pieces and to fit them 
togethe~ b~eaksdown, there will be change from a global 
to a mo~e individual strategy. The ability to visualize 
pieces is not sufficient to develop a st~uctu~e on which 
global comparison can effectively mismatch. 
(b) The pe~ception of ~elationships seems to be a 
necessa~y condition from which the const~uction of mo~e 
inclusive figu~es p~oceeds. Whe~e this cannot be 
achieved st~ategy will change to a mo~e piece by piece 
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strategy. 
(c) The ability to form pictures "in the mind" and to 
hold these images once achieved has limits even for the 
most skillful. Hierarchical development becomes 
necessary eventually and results in the use of single 
pieces in large arrays if no relational 
is availclble. 
characteristic 
(d) Inability to form a whole, to respond to a formed 
whole or to verbalis~ a relationship will force a change 
to, or the reinforcement of, an analytic strategy. 
(e) The elimination of answers by mismatching is a 
di f fer-ent procedur-E> from establishing a match to 
determine the correct answer and confusion in knowing 
which is in operation can create errors. 
In general the data from the 13 subjects maps well 
onto the proposed model. The various strategies can be 
incorporated subject to the understanding of certain 
points related to structuring, imaging, and 
confidence. It is accepted that for some subjects 
strategic options do not exist. They simply proceed by 
a route which they find most comfortable. 
of skill lies in the ability of subjects to realise that 
a strategic choice exists. The Mumaw and Pellegrino 
model is disappointing in that it does not allow this 
option but expects that all subjects will 'follow the 
tasks identified as necessary to solution and that 
individual differences are largely a reflection of skill 
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variations in the performance of these standard tasks. 
To this extent it is contended that a model such as that 
of Mumaw misses the rich diversity of activity on a test 
such as the MPFB. It is this diversity which makes data 
other than individual diagnostic administration of the 
test suspect. Because of this it is not surprizing that 
the predictive ability of the group administered MPFB is 
very disappointing (Revised Manual ACER 1981). 
A number of other subjects not involved in 
architectural drafting took the tests reported in this 
chapter and their results and comment are included in 
the appendices for completeness. 
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CHAPTER 8: APPLICATION TO TRAINING 
To what extent can performance on the MPFB be 
improved? Our discussion to date has centred around the 
requirements of the type of problem presented in the 
ttfPFB. Taking the task requirements and the range of 
strategies available, can a training programme be 
designed which would change the cognitive structure of 
the individual towards improved performance? What is 
offered in this chapter is of an exploratory nature 
aiming to point towards future directions while rounding 
out the material already presented. 
In a recent article Pellegrino ( 1985) claims that 
"research has shot.-Jn that tr- c.'li n i ng and pract ice on the 
processes of inductive and spatial reasoning can often 
lead to substantial improvements that are reflected in 
standardized tests of these abilities". Such a 
statement offers prospects but how is this to be 
achieved? To what extent do practice and training 
operate together? Can they be separated? 
( 1978) has tackled this issue by 
distinguishing three different forms of training methods 
which have been offered as increasing the efficiency of 
SUbjects. The first is he terms 
"pr act i ce-tr c:'Ii n i ng" and described in terms of the 
by "st-Iaping of beh.:lviOLW" model postulated 
rei nfOt-!~cement theory. Si mpl y confronting individuals 
\.'Ji th cognitive probl em!:; \.'Ji 11 result in improved 
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per-for-mance "just as muscle develops as a r-esult of 
constant eHer-cise". 
The second for-m of tr-aining is based on the 
consider-ation that pr-oblem solving consists of a number-
of basic pr-ocesses which, if str-engthened individually, 
should lead to an incr-ease in over-all per-for-mance. 
However he concludes that "the tr-ained oper-ations ar-e 
NECESSARY but in no way SUFFICIENT conditions for-
compleH cognitive abilities the decisive factor-
seems to be str-ategic: the subjects do not lack the 
inventor-y of basic oper-ations, but r-ather- lack 
possibilities for- integr-ating these basic oper-ations 
into compIe>: for-ms of thinking". 
Dor-ner-"s thir-d type of tr-aining consists of teaching 
the or-ganization of single steps to for-m a total 
sequence. So lito these i ndi \d dual abilities must be 
added the ability to combine individual oper-ations into 
lar-ger- sequences of organizations, the ability to br-eak 
up these bonds in or-der- to bui I d new seqLtenCes, etc.". 
Str-ategic tr-aining involves teaching an or-ganizational 
for-m for- single steps "hoping that this has a beneficial 
effect on the individual"s abilit.y to solve 
cor-r-esponding pr-oblems". 
A ver-y limited exper-iment was instituted to 
deter-mine whether- the t.eaching of str-ategies would have 
a beneficial r-esult for- over-all per-for-mance on the MPFB. 
It would be expected that the cr-ucial natur-e of the 
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strategy for which we have argued would mean that 
improvement in the organization of the processes would 
lead to corresponding improvement in performance. 
The experiment was conducted in two parts. Firstly 
with a group of students and secondly with several 
individual students. Both sets of results are tentative 
but offer possibilities for future exploration. 
EXPERIMENT 1: GROUP TRAINING. 
Subjects: Eleven subjects in a Certificate of Finished 
Art course volunteered to take part in the experiment. 
They had all completed Year 11 and were aged between 18 
and 23 (Mean age 20.5). They were students who had been 
in the intake which was tested with the MPFB ten months 
previously and who had been in the group which supplied 
the protocols referred to in Chapter 3 (Pilot study 2). 
Unfortunately some were on work experience during the 
experiment so the results were limited by subject 
Also a few of the stUdents in the course had 
not done the selection tests. 
Procedure: Each subject completed the MPFB under normal 
test conditions. It was argued that those who achieved 
less than 60 correct out of 64 problems could improve in 
speed and accuracy and that those who achieved 60 or 
better would do the alternate form MPF8 
equally satisfactory results. 
(DB) with 
Two weeks after completing the MPFB under normal 
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test conditions the subjects were introduced to the 
various strategies which were possible in order to solve 
the types of problems on the MPFB. Three possible 
strategies were explained and examples worked through on 
the classroom blackboard to illustrate. 
strategies were: 
The three 
Ca) Take one of the pieces from the array with which you 
feel "comfortable" and go to the answers one at a time. 
If the piece is present STOP - get another piece. If 
that piece is also present~ get another piece. If it is 
not present - go to the next answer and repeat. It was 
explained that this approach could involve some scanning 
to eliminate obviously impossibe answers. 
(b) Take one piece from the array and compare this piece 
with each answer thereby eliminating those without the 
shape. Take a second piece and apply this to the 
remaining answers thereby eliminating further answers. 
Repeat until only one answer left. 
(optional). 
Check all pieces 
(c) Construct the pieces into a total picture and 
compare the construction with the answers. It was 
pointed out that this was the way in which the practice 
examples work and that it may be most effective with the 
simpler problems. 
The second part of the training consisted of group 
discussion of how one thought about what one was doing 
in problem solving and subjects were encouraged to talk 
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to themselves about their activities and to question 
what they were doing. 
The subjects were then given practice sheets which 
contained a number of problems set out in the MPFB 
format but using symbols, words, colours, numbers and 
letters and the strategies were worked through with 
these examples. (Figure 8:1). 
Finally the subjects did some of the actual problems 
taken from the alte~nate form of the MPFB being urged to 
think about what they were doing and to reflect upon 
their activity. 
After a twenty minute break the subjects repeated 
the total MPFB test - two subjects did the MPFB (DB) and 
the other five the MPFB (DA). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In all six subjects took the selection test and the 
repeat test ten months later. The mean performance in 
the selection test was 54 correct, 58.8/64 completed. 
In the re-test the mean correct was 58.2 and the mean 
completed was 61.8. 
results. 
Table 8:1 shows the individual 
Five subjects had not done the selection test and so 
encountered the MPFB for the first time two weeks before 
strategy instruction. The difference between their 
performance on the first attempt and the trial following 
strategy instruction is set out in Table 8:2. 
FIGURE 8: 1 Examples of practice material 304. 
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Table 8:1 
Improvement in 6 Ss repeating the MPFB after 10 months. 
Subject Change in Number correct 
A 55 to 62 +12.7% 
B 60 to 61 +1.6% 
C 57 to 6" ~ +10.5% 
D 55 to 61 +8.7% 
E 50 to 49 -2.0% 
G 47 to 53 +12.7% 
Table 8:2 
Improvement in 5 Ss when training interposed between 
first and second attempt at MPFB. 
Subject Change in number correct 
F 48 to 55 +14.6% 
H 39 to 47 +20.5% 
I 54 to 61 +12.9% 
J 48 to 50 +4.2% 
K 50 to 49 -2.0% 
Subject K was totally disinterested throughout. 
This left two subjects who had done the selection 
test, the next trial ten months later and the final 
attempt after strategy training. The results are set 
out in Table 8:3. 
Table 8:3 
Two 5s took the MPFB as selection test, 10 months later 
and then after training. 
Subject. 
E 
G 
Selection test. Re-test 
50/53 
47/64 
49/51 
53/64 
After training 
57/63 
56/64 
The final numbers were rather disappointing and no 
firm conclusion could be drawn but it does appear that 
the results showed improvement after training. 
The investigation is reported to give some 
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indication of how training might be given but caution is 
sounded in dealing with groups. It was difficult to 
know what was understood and absorbed in talking about 
strategies to a group compared with an individual; 
groups limit the ways in which the various strategies 
can be practised; there was the problem of subjects not 
being available for all parts of the experiment. 
EXPERIMENT 2: INDIVIDUAL TRAINING. 
Part two of the investigation concentrated on four 
individual subjects who volunteered to take part in the 
experiment. It was planned to use two as test repeaters 
and two to be given training but one of the practice 
subjects asked to be given help in improving performance 
after it was apparent that he was having difficulties. 
Procedure: For the subjects who were to be used as 
"practice only" the subject was given the MPFB (DA) 
twice separated by a week and then a further week 
given the MPFB (DB). 
later 
For the two subjects chosen to be given individual 
training, the first session consisted of taking the test 
and then explaining what he thought he was doing. The 
second session consisted of training as follows: 
(a) Emphasis was placed on seeing problem solving as the 
finding of a pattern or strategy to follow and this was 
explained in terms learning tables, 
transformations and other examples. 
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(b) The way the subject had explained performance on the 
first session was discussed. 
(c) As both subjects showed weak performance it was 
decided to concentrate on a piece by piece strategy by 
showing the subject the stimulus, then each of the 
answers was presented on a separate card. The subject 
was then shown one piece of the problem on a card by 
itself and was asked to use this card to compare with 
the answers. Those answers which did not contain the 
piece were removed. The subject ~as then shown a second 
piece from the problem and compared this with the 
answers not removed. When this comparison was completed 
the answers not containing this piece were removed. 
Generally this left only one answer but if there were 
more it was repeated until only one answer remained. 
This training was repeated several times with different 
problems. The subject was also shown how two pieces 
might be put together and used as one unit to look at 
the answers. 
At the end of the training session the subject once 
again tried the MPFB. 
The third session consisted of repeating the 
training described in the second session and discussing 
actual examples from the alternative test. Emphasis was 
placed on choosing which piece to begin with, on 
watching for clues like identical pieces and the need to 
consistently follow the strategy so that problems are 
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not re-worked after they have been eliminated. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The two "practice only" subjects and the training 
subjects achieved the results as set out in Tables 8:4 
and 8:5 to 8:7. 
Table 8:4 
Practice only given to two sUbjects. 
Trial Subject GP Subject PC 
--------------------------------------------------------First (DA) 548 secs (27 errors) 904 secs (34) 
Second (DA) 455 secs (25) 984 secs (32) 
Third (DB) 483 secs (20) 1257 secs (27) 
Both subjects were high error subjects but there 
seems to be little improvement over time. The increase 
in the DB version for P.C. can be accounted for by the 
greater concentration of the subject in an attempt to 
improve on previous efforts \.'Ji thout any great 
improvement in errors. After the completion of this 
trial Subject P.C.,conscious of his difficulties asked 
if he could be given some help. It was then that he was 
added to the training programme and his first trial in 
the training programme was actually his fourth trial on 
the MPFB with results consistent with his "practice 
eml y" attempts. 
Each subject given training is commented on 
individually. 
Subject P.C. In doing the second trial,after training, 
the subject elected to use a pen to trace what he was 
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doing and so it was possible to obse~ve his actions. 
Really concent~ating he took a piece, found it o~ 
c~ossed out the answe~. On occasions he would b~ing new 
pieces to an answer in which he had found the p~evious 
piece, at othe~ times he would go ~ight th~ough with the 
chosen piece to all alte~natives and then repeat with 
the next piece on those he had al~eady c~ossed out. 
This made his ope~ating t~uly exhaustive, and p~obably 
acounts fo~ the d~amatic inc~ease in time. 
Table 8:5 
Subject P.C. with t~aining int~oduced between t~ials. 
T~ial 
Fi~st 
Second 
Thi~d 
Time (secs) 
998 
2716 
1715 
E~~o~s 
29 
20 
1 1 
In his p~actice t~ials Subject P.C. had an ave~age 
time on the er~o~s which was half that of the co~~ect 
answe~s but with the int~oduction of an attempt to use a 
consistent strategy the position is ~eve~sed and time on 
e~~o~s average twice that on co~rect answe~s. This may 
be inte~p~eted as suggesting that instead of just 
guessing when conf~onted by a p~oblem he wasn't able to 
do the subject now tries to wo~k it out. Whe~e the~e 
was a ~epeat of the first attempt e~~o~ the time in all 
cases inc~eased d~amatically (f~om 9.3 secs ave~age to 
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53.6 seconds). The third trial is still much longer 
than the last practice trial but the error rate has 
dropped markedly and by this trial the time for the 
number of pieces and number of different piece problems 
is showing the expected increase seen in piece by piece 
strategies whereas in the practice trials there was 
little difference in time between three and five piece 
problems. 
Subject J.M. began to lose interest in the experiment 
and although the overall results don"t show any increase 
in accuracy the major improvement is in the four and 
five different piece problems suggesting that despite 
the errors a more consistent strategy is taking over 
where previously the subject panicked when confronted 
with a difficult problem. 
Table 8:6 
Subject J.M. with training introduced between trials. 
Second (Problems 1-64) 
Third (Problems 1-64) 
--------------------------------------------------------
Subject S.L. was able~ with the training~ to tackle the 
harder problems which appear beyond Problem 32 and was 
showing improving performance as regard to time. This 
subject brought a seemingly typical Asian desire to 
please, a determination to learn and an intense 
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concent.ration determined to get the right answer. 
Taking these factors into consideration the results 
suggest t.hat speed has been increased by the training. 
Table 8:7 
Subject S.L. with training introduced between trials. 
First (Problems 1-32) 
Second (Problems 1-48) 
Third (Problems 1-48) 
979 
851 
784 
(I 
..,. 
~, 
2 
The results are biased in the use of very weak 
subjects and by the small sample. HOIo'Jever therf~ is 
evidence that a weaker subject is more likely to be 
amenable to training compared with the more skilled in 
the group results. The improvements in the weaker 
pst-formers is an indication that the lack of 
organization of the approach and the development of a 
strategy are major factors contribut.ing to error and 
also to a speedy performance based on guessing. Wher-e a 
strategy is int.roduced errors remain fairly constant but 
the time drops because the subject gains 
confidence in making a choice or the errors drop because 
the subject becomes iilore sel f -consc i Ot.IS of his 
processing but it takes longer. 
It should be stressed that these results are little 
more than case studies with t.he aim of indicating what 
might be expected in fw··ther research and the 
difficulties which may be encountered. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION. 
The purpose of this study has been two fold. The 
first objective has been the investigation of the 
processes involved in the solution of MPFB problems and 
their integration into strategies. This has involved an 
analysis of the way in which individual subjects "see" 
themselves operating, the way in which subjects tackle a 
single choice problem based on MPFB type problems and 
the approaches adopted by a number of subjects to the 
actual MPFB test. Second, the study has sought to show 
that without an understanding of the processing strategy 
being used and the way in which such a strategy may vary 
with the needs of the problems and the skill of the 
individual, it is inappropriate to use a test such as 
the MPFB to evaluate spatial performance. The validit"y 
of the test and its predictive powers depend upon the 
diagnostic possibilities which it provides. 
A number of major findings have emerged from these 
anal ",'ses: 
(a) The analysis of a fairly homogeneous group of 
subjects presented in Chapter 7 indicates that the same 
performance can be produced by different subjects using 
different strategie!:; and processing routes. The 
differences between high and low performers may lie in 
the speed and accuracy of a single strategy but it 
appears more likely that they reflect the use of 
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different strategies. Ability to change strategy within 
test performance is a reflection of skill. The choice 
of a particular strategy seems to flow from the nature 
of the encoding, especially if that encoding includes 
information on the relationships between the particular 
items from which structuring and construction of the 
stimulus is possible. The operation of the strategy 
will be dependent upon the demands of the problem, the 
knowledge brought to the problem by the subject, the 
skill of the subject in processing particular 
information and the interaction of these factors. 
(b) A change in strategy can occur between items due to 
the identification of various cues from within the 
problem or because of particular skills already held in 
memory by an individual subject. This skilled 
performance embraces such abilities as differentiation 
between 
control 
similarity 
of images, 
and identity,the formation and 
verbal labelling based on past 
experIence, the skill in construction or synthesis of a 
stimulus on the one hand and the analysis of individual 
items on the other, and the ability to work with a 
maximum number of stimulus items at the one time. A 
change of strategy can also occur during performance on 
one particular 
strategy in 
item if the subject finds that the 
use is not working to a particular 
confidence level. 
(c) To be satisfactory a heuristic model must permit the 
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consideration of all the processes which might be 
brought to bear upon a problem and the crucial influence 
of varying strategy usage. Any model which cannot 
explain the inclusion or omission of processes and 
requires that all subjects operate in a fixed method 
inadequately reflects the diversity of individual 
performance. While agreeing with some of the 
conclusions of recent article by Pellegrino 
(Pellegrino, 1985) his emphasis on information-processing 
models providing "the basis for estimating how quickly 
and how -accurately people execute the various spatial 
processes and for analysing individual differences in 
spatial-visualization ability" continues to imply that 
the individuals differ only on the ability to perform 
certain set processes. Strategy investigations suggest 
that processes do not necessarily operate sequentially 
or exhaustively nor according to fixed routes but are 
"under- strategi c control". Particular processes may 
operate in certain combinations thereby rende~ing 
unnecessary other expected processes. The recognition 
of relationship between particular stimuli, for example, 
renders expected rotation unnecessary. 
The model proposed is based on the possibility of 
two basic types of strategy: global or· wholistic 
strategies and part strategies. The two strategies may 
be used in combination with the former preceding the 
latter. Each of the strategies may operate either 
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exhaustively or in a self-terminating manner. 
Cd} The aptitude of a particular subject does not depend 
solely upon quantitative factors such as the speed and 
accuracy of using a particular strategy but also upon 
qualitative skill in changing strategy when it can no 
longer meet the demands of a problem. Understanding of 
a particular subject's performance may depend upon 
realization that a particular strategy option is not 
available because the conditions for use cannot be met. 
This may occur, f oj'"" e>: l-:tmp Ie, when a !:;Llbject 
difficulty in disct-iminating between similar and 
identical items, in synthesising information or cannot 
contr-ol or compare a total figure or individual pieces 
\fJi th conf i dence. 
(e) The variations in the difficulty of identifying 
"same ll and IIdifferent" item!:; and in the demands posed by 
slna 11 numbey-s of st i mul i (f our or less) compared with 
I ay-qer arrays (five and more) appears to suggest that 
different processing is involved. With some subjects 
this may be so, but with others the processing appears 
to be the same. Ability to use different strategies 
depending on the demands of the problem seems to be the 
determinant of individual skill. 
ef) Difficulties which subjects encounter leading to 
errors appear to differ from those difficulties which 
lead to an increase in reaction time. Accuracy and 
speed seem to subtend their own particular sets of 
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processes with accuracy related to the effective use of 
a strategy and speed related to the capacity of the 
individual to vary the strategy in certain situations, 
to terminate processing at a certain level of confidence 
or to constraints imposed by operating processes. 
(g) In protocol analysis the inability to articulate 
performance appears to be more indicative of a lack of 
co-ordinated planning than curtailed, chunked or 
unattended activity_ Highly successful performers are 
able to recall their processing and to provide a logical 
and consistent path analysis. 
(h) Individual processing differences can manifest 
themselves at various points in the solution process. 
While the basic processes of encoding, comparison and 
decision making are necessary their actual performance 
is controlled by the subject. Because of this 
proposition, the usual analysis of individual scores in 
relation to normed data and the correlation of scores on 
the MPFB with other tests fail to give an adequate 
explanation of individual differences. The process 
analysis offered gives insight into the diversity 
underlying similar scores and offers a rich tapestry of 
explanation for high and low performance. Any use of 
the MPFB without this understanding is out of touch with 
the diagnostic capabilities of the test and is unlikely 
to aid our appreciation of the psychological concepts 
involved in performance on the test. Interestingly, 
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Pellegrino arrives at the same conclusion (Pellegrino, 
1985) in \o'Jriting that "tests based on 
information-processing theory could be used to diagnose 
rather than predict performance. They could pinpoint a 
person"s weak areas of cognitive functioning and provide 
some basis for designing individualized instruction and 
training to improve cognitive s~dlls". With the proviso 
that "skills" include processing routes and their 
variation, Pellegrino"s conclusion is acceptable. 
(i) For diagnostic and predictive purposes, the MPFB,as 
it stands, has a number of structural flaws and should 
be improved by increasing the generality of its training 
e>:ampl es, Y-emovi ng bias in answer placement, and 
"evening up" the numbey- of alternative answers which can 
be readily eliminated. These changes would enhance its 
ability to distinguish strategy usage and illuminate 
overall individual performance. 
Each of these conclusions will now be considered in 
terms of its generalizability and future possibilities. 
The basic difficulty in mastering a problem lies in 
the perception of the initial stimulus, in understanding 
and organizing it and in ~ecoming oriented to it. Under 
the same conditions and operating with the same 
problems,individual sLlbjects acquire different 
information derived from data believed to be maximally 
useful for the solution of the problem. 
For some subjects this datum consists of isolated 
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elements, some of which will be essential,some 
superf I LIOUS. Other subjects acquire data in the form of 
relationships between the various elements rather than 
the elements themselves. Like a developing photograph, 
some subjects are able to work with the initial blurred 
relationships while others prefer to wait for the 
clarity which an individual piece displays in the fully 
developed photograph. As Pomerantz (1981) suggests, 
wholes are percei~ed by their emergent features which 
are not the parts themselves but rather stem from the 
interactions of these parts. He goes on to postulate 
"the seclled channel in !;oJhich "the very 
process of recognizing wholes necessitates discarding 
(or at least attenuating) information about component 
parts such as the position, orientation and length of 
compcment l:i. ne segments". 
Some subjects tend to work with distinctive 
structures which encapsulate the entire span of the data 
and lack analysis of individual characteristics except 
as these appear in general outline. Others, in 
contrast, depend on more individual and concrete units. 
The former have a skeleton, an emerging framework. The 
latter accept the limits of individual item perceptions 
and appreciate that to move beyond this opens the risk 
of losing the perception since it consists of 
unconnected data in concrete imagery form. 
While either form of processing can be quite 
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effective for the performance of certain problems the 
generalisation to more demanding situations, such as in 
mathematics, leads to one approach becoming more 
effective than the other (Krutetski, 1976). As he 
notes, capable pupils, when perceiving a problem, "see 
its "skeleton" at once, purged of all concrete values 
and as if visible through the specific data" which he 
goes on to call "a kind of analytic-synthetic: "vision" 
of the structure". Such an approach has correspondence 
with the way in which the proposed model allows for' 
strategies ~Jhi ch reduce processing r-equi rements. 
Krutetski also finds that able mathematics students 
display a flexibility of mental processing marked by 
varyin<;:J methods of' operating, reconstructing 
knowledge,skills and systems to conform to changed 
conditions and ease of 
operation to another. 
also mark the able 
switching from one method of 
Such flexibility characteristics 
subject c:cmfronted with 
spatial-visualization problems. 
Krutetski also finds that able students differ from 
poor students in mathematics in their skill in using 
search attempts to correct their processing and to stop 
before a conclusion is reached when on the wrong track. 
This might explain why more highly skilled performers on 
the MPFB are slower with positives than negatives 
(correcting false starts) 
re\/erse. 
and poorer performers the 
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In the case of spatial problems, and particularly 
with MPFB problems, processing becomes most effective 
when there is some form of combination between the two 
aRproaches - the identification of individual pieces AND 
the structural relations which unite them. This enables 
discrimination not only to distinguish the items but to 
create the beginning of insight into the method of 
operation. The way in which this analytic-synthetic 
vision operates opens the way for a variety of strategy 
operations which then fall within the repertoire of the 
individual subject for future performance. The choice 
of whether or not the entire repertoire is called into 
operation depends upon the memory structure of the 
individual and involves both past experience and 
knowledge. 
In such a paradigm the quality of encoding, as the 
initiator of strategy activity, is dependent upon the 
efficiency of feature analysis, figure decomposition and 
synthesis, on verbal labelling and image representation 
and on the way in which prior knowledge is used to 
lessen overall processing load. Verbal labelling and 
image representation may be different factors in 
encoding with the former using generalized images for 
comparison and the latter being more amenable to 
constructed short-term images. Although they may lead 
to the same performance they tend to place emphasis on 
prior knowledge or skill respectively. 
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Lohman and Kyllonen (1983) note the role of encoding 
in problem solving is to make the "unfamiliar familiar, 
the meaningless meaningful". The way in which thi s is 
done by different individuals may already determine 
their choice of future modes of operation. 
The role of familiarity is explained by Snow and 
Lohman (1984) when they argue that as experience with a 
task accumulates "subjects assemble a strategy suited to 
their particular strengths and weaknesses" but remain 
limited in this choice by the possibilities which are 
open to them. This "choi ce" stem!:; from some form of 
"contr'oll er" which determines whether a parti cuI ,,';\r 
strategy can be sustained, given the nature of the 
information available, and regulates performance on the 
basis of feedback from current performance as the test 
or task proceeds. The "control I er" is al so i.o\ware of the 
operating space necessary and available and will seek to 
maintain a balance by allocating attention, managing 
memory and controlling assembly functions in the light 
of task demands. How well this is achieved (.oJi 11 
determine how effective the performance will be and how 
flexible the processing needs to be. 
Snow and Lohman (1984) see an "inner envi r'onment" 
constantly shifting to meet the demands of the "outer 
en'li ronment II as it is presented by the sequence 01: i te/lis 
on a test. Thei r- description is of "individual 
cognitive systems which ar-e ver-y large banks of 
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cognitive processing skills and chunks of knowledge from 
which samples are drawn according to the demands of 
particular cognitive tasks". The way in which these 
samples are drawn may be dependent on the processes 
whi ch are goi ng to be used bLlt more 1 i kel y "because 
individuals differ in the way they encode and represent 
visual patterns in memory the selection of strategies 
may result in part from differences in the nature of the 
memory representations on which the comparison 
strategi es:, must operate" (Cooper 1982). In this wayan 
analytic strategy t--Ji 11 be based upon a memory 
representation of sub-units,parts or features while a 
holistic strategy wi 11 be based on a memol'-y 
representation of all the low level information in the 
pattern so that information is examined globally. The 
memory representation required for a combination of 
these two strategies is therefore necessarily both part 
and whole with either available as it is required or a 
sequential switching from the totality to the part and 
possibly back again for final checking. 
In this way both encoding and strategy are item 
;appropr i ate at ;any elne time as seen by tl-',e "c:cmtroll el'",11 
which becomes a repository of skill 
experience and innovative trialling. 
born of past 
Shifts in strategy are prompted by knowledge of past 
experience and awareness of present task demands within 
a causation framework including clarity, simplicity~ 
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elegance and, above all, flexibility or innovativeness. 
Familiarity allows the omission of certain sequences of 
operations. Krutetskii ( 1976) calls this curtailment 
while Snow and Lohman use the term "skipping of 
intermediate steps" • More importantly, familiarity 
permits the development of new sequences of operations. 
Flexibility is, however, always dependent upon two 
crucial factors if confusion is to be avoided. There 
must be ( 1 ) an underlying logical and well founded 
reasoning process which can be returned to at any time, 
and (2) an ability to reconstruct knowledge, skills and 
systems to enable their application to changed 
conditions. The "controll er" mai ntt:li ns the 1 inks 
"invisibly present" (Krutetski). 
Questions which must always be considered in an 
analysis of this type, if we are to understand 
variability in processing techniques, i ncl Llde the 
contents of the strategy repertoire of an individual, 
how strategies differ qualitatively, what their range 
and strength possibilities are and what determines their 
use. Much of this has already been covered but 
something needs to be said about the generalisability of 
the two broad areas of strategy which have been 
postulated. 
The argument has been that each individuc.'1.1 
theoretically has the option of two broad strategies - a 
global strategy and a part or analytic strategy. These 
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should be viewed as the ideal types which occupy the end 
points of a continuum. In practice the activity of any 
individual can be situated at a point on the continuum. 
Similar strategy types have been identified by a number 
of researchers. They are most clearly set out in the 
work of Cooper and her associates (Cooper, 1980, 
Cunningham, Cooper and Reaves, 
Type I and Type II sUbjects. 
1982) who distinguish 
Type I subjects are 
described as holistic processors who compare visual 
memory representations in parallel and whose reaction 
time is unaffected by the degree of dissimilarity 
between the items being compared. Type II subjects are 
analytic processors who LIse both analytic 
feature-by-feature comparison and the holistic matching 
of the first type. For the latter, reaction times 
decrease as the dissimilarity of a pair of stimuli 
increases. For Type I subjects "different" responses 
are made by default while for Type II subjects in their 
analytic phase the detection of a differing feature 
means a "different" response. 
The difference between these strategies may be 
ei ther "har-dware" based or dependent upon the "software" 
available to the controller. The difficulties which 
global strategies can run into if they are used to 
achieve more than a discrimination has been noted. 
Global strategies except in a few simple cases, can do 
no more than sift, eliminate and set up the data. The 
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point at which a global strategy cuts out as a viable 
strategy differs between individuals and here it is 
essential that the controller uses past experience in 
deciding when to signal the need for a change. The 
theoretical work of Palmer (1975) gives some explanation 
why global information when used for more than the 
assembling of basic hypotheses, i . e. eliminating 
impossibles, can run into confusion and yet how, when 
used appropriately, this approach can be a very 
supportive process to subsequent analytic processing. 
Palmer argues that strategy follows from what happens 
first - does the subject interpret the whole or the 
parts''? As he says "global informat.ion can be used to 
generate higher level hypotheses rapidly on the basis of 
ICHfJ resolution informc\tion" and these hypotheses direct 
further processing on a bottom-up part to whole basis. 
The only situation in which a global strategy can 
carry processing to a conclusion occurs when subjects 
r-efer to the ans~\jer "jumpi ng out". In this case the 
subject has such confidence in the chosen answer that no 
furthel'O hypothesis testing is necessary. This 
characteristic of subjects may be due simply to a very 
rapid processing whereby the "curtailment" of processes 
is so rC:idical 
"on the spot". 
that the answer appears to be available 
Krutetskii (1976) 
capable mathematics students. 
found this in very 
On the other hand a 
number of writers have described it in alternative ways, 
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as "controlled hallucination" arising from a deliberate 
inactivity of the comparator stage (Allport, 1977), an 
early perceptual organization which so protects the 
target from interference that it "jumps out" 
search (Banks and Prinzmetal, 1976) , 
in visual 
where the 
background elements are homogeneous "reaction time is 
often independent of the number of background elements 
suggesting that the target pops out as a figure on 
ground" (Pomerantz,1981), or that the subject in some 
w.ay does not "!:;,ee" non-cr i ti cal items, "sees onl y a bl Llr 
until the target jumps out" (l\Ieisser, 1963). 
The drawbacks to the global strategy are primarily 
in the quality of the construction and the difficulty of 
"holding" this construction for any length of time 
before it begins to blur comparisons between similar and 
identical items thus increasing errors on 
false-positives. The factors which are integral to both 
construction and holding are individual skill in 
generalization whereby the essence of a problem is 
identified and the general features of the structure are 
grasped; the skill in abbreviating processes to the 
point where they are no longer conscious; f I e:-: i b iIi t Y 
including 
e:·:pedi ent, 
the skill in varying operations where 
reconstructing knowledge and systems to 
conform with changed conditions and ease of switching; 
reversibility of the direction of reconstruction and, 
finally, the ability to vary the approach even while the 
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trial is continuing so that it is not processed to its 
end before a change is made. When these factors are 
present within the processing repertoire of an 
individual then the global strategy is a great aid to 
efficient and speedy operation. If they are missing, 
the global approach is headed for difficulty. 
Santa (1977) also proposes a two stage model in 
which the holistic response is viewed "as a set of 
criteria on a familiarity count. 
matched they increment a counter. 
As features are 
Identity comparison 
is based on the counter quickly reaching the criterion 
for· holistic same response". On the other hand if the 
familiarity count remains below the criterion then a 
fast 'different" response ensues. In the middle range 
stimuli are subjected to a thorough element by element 
comparison. While accepting this model in principle it 
is argued that in a test such as the MPFB only on a few 
occasions will the familiarity counter exceed the level 
required for identity but it will be a valuable tool for 
the elimination o·f items which obviously are not 
reaching that level. 
The global approach is dependent upon the skill of 
the subject in reducing the noise elements in the array_ 
It seems that some subjects can operate on numbers of 
items \o'Ji thout undue hardsrli p, while others are 
immediately hampered when they progress beyond the 
simplest item. Hoffman (1975) argues for a two stage 
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process also but generally accepts Neisser's model 
(1967) of a parallel comparison which generates a 
similarity measure for each comparison item. Items are 
then transferred serially,by a process of selective 
attention, in order of decreasing similarity, to a 
serial exhaustive process. The results and model 
reported suggest that this is too cumbersome and that 
the initial similarity measure aids a terminating 
search. 
The generality of this process or strategy in human 
proces!:;:L ng suggests that it is available to many 
subjects but its contribution and limitations are not 
wholly understood so that some subjects use it without 
care while others have rejected global operating as an 
opti em. 
The question of strategy is related to the issue of 
sex-related differences which is not touched on in this 
study but has stimulated much discussion. The mater- i al 
has been reviewed by Fairweather (1976) and Newcombe 
(1983) • Caplan, MacPherson and Tobin ( 1985) point to 
the serious problems which exist in the area especially 
the lack of consistency in definition of "spatial 
abilities" and questions of methodology and conclude 
that the hypothesis that males are superior is 
unwarranted. 
If the brain-Iateralization and genetic theories are 
correct then the corollary must be that spatial tasks 
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reflect predetermined patterns of processing. Both the 
results suggested in Chapter 8 and studies from Barratt 
(1953) to Pellegrino (1985) suggest a malleability in 
spatial ablities. Such malleability is best accounted 
for in terms of variation in strategy or by the ability 
of subjects to quickly learn strategy usage. Caplan et 
al. (1985) conclude that "if an individual chooses to 
hold a mental picture of a design, perhaps that 
activates the right hemisphere, whereas if the 
individual tells herself or himself that an item looks 
like a house, perhaps that activates the left 
hemisphere. If this is true, then researchers who are 
attempting to measure degree of brain laterization have 
c:onfclLmded resul ts beCi::ILISe of strategy choi ce". 
Another issue to which strategy is relevant is that 
of learning disabled children who are characterized as 
strategy deficient. BaLler ( 1982) asserts that the 
assessment of strategy LIse may aid in the identification 
of learning disabled children. If this is so then the 
work reported here may also be seen as generalizable to 
the identification and remediation of learning disabled. 
As Shepherd, Gelzheiser and Solar (1985) asser"t "one way 
to substantiate the educational importance of a 
production deficiency in learning disabled students 
would be to use school tasks to assess spontaneous 
strategy use and the effect of strategy instruction ••• 
evidence does suggest that decisions about strategy 
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instruction should be made for individual children in 
relation to specific tasks". The work of Reuven 
Feuerstein and his colleagues in JerL\sal em on 
Instrumental Enrichment as a form of strategy 
instruction may be seen as the prototype of this type of 
work. (Feuerstein & Rand 1979, Rand,Tannenbaum and 
Feuerstein 1979~ and Feuerstein et al.1979). 
These two issues have been mentioned because it may 
be that strategy investigation will shed light on the 
difficulties involved and offer possibilities for 
further research and remediation. 
Conclusion (e) referred to the issue of 
"!5ame-di fferent" proces;si ng \o'Jr.i ch has been di s;cussed by 
psychologists over the past two decades. Are the same 
processes used in each case or has the processing of 
items resulting in differing conclusions to be explained 
in different ways? The experiments reported here help 
to shed some light on this question. 
The difference between reaction times for "same" and 
"di f ferent" r-esponses is a concern because it has been 
experiments in this form which have been used in 
identifying processes within tasks. Bambel~ 
suggested that we have different procedures 
a serial oper-ati ng in the comparison of stimuli 
self-terminating processor which initiates a "differ-ent" 
response as soon as a difference is detected and an 
identity reporter which is relatively fast and initiates 
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a "same" response when the stimuli are identical. The 
defining of "relatively fast" leaves the model able to 
predict just about any type of relationship. In a later 
article Bamber (1975) defines the identity reporter as 
"always faster than the serial processor". 
Reed (1973) proposes that subjects always first 
attempt an identity match based on a parallel comparison 
of features. If the decision is uncertain "they test 
each feature sequentially and respond ·different· as 
soon as a difference is detected and 'same" if no 
di fferences ar-e detected". As Reed suggests such a 
model would predict that sequential testing usually 
follows whenever two patterns are different and does not 
follow whenever the two patterns are identical. In 
conditions of simultaneous presentation Reed reports 
that the "sLlper-ior-ity of the identity match depended 
upon the use of familiar stimuli, whereas the detection 
of differences was independent of familiarity". 
The results reported in Chapters 4 and 5 suggest a 
complicated situation. Looking at the group data for 
the Wholistic condition shows that the comparison of 
stimulus figure and a dissimilar figure (N2) is faster 
for 'same' in five problems out of twelve and with the 
comparison of stimulus and a similar figure (N3) only 
three problems are faster for "same" and these are at 
the complex end of the problem scale. In all other 
cases it is quicker to respond • di fferent· • In tho!:;e 
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conditions where the comparison requires some 
transformation the "same" response is always slower. 
When individual performance is considered, high ability 
subjects are faster at responding "different" than 
"same" while the reverse is true for low ability 
subjects in the wholistic comparison. This was 
explained at the time as a difference in mismatch 
detection where low ability subjects were prone to 
recycle processes ·tp reach a confidenc. level" and also 
lacked the processing speed of high ability sUbjects. 
Similarly in the error structure those who make the 
majority of their errors in identifying "same" took 
longer to process "same" items, while those failing to 
pick 'different' in similar but non-identical stimuli 
took longer in the negative processing condition. It 
was concluded that this reflected an individual 
difference in that some subjects are quicker and more 
accurate at rejecting a mismatch but have difficulty 
with identifying 'same' while others are more accurate 
and faster at identifying 'same' than "different". It 
was further contended that the same-different problem 
arises from individual differences rather than from some 
general processing feature. Individual difference, 
also, may flow from the nature of the selective 
attention which the individual places on the specific 
details required at times to the detriment of what is 
defined as unimportant. This definition of what is 
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attended to may reflect the degree of familiarity of the 
item for the subject. 
This result may be further explained in the light of 
a suggestion by Printz (Printz and Ataian,1973, and 
Printz, 1975) that the search process is in fact two 
pl~ocesses a target controlled search and a context 
controlled search. In context controlled search, the 
search is under the control of recognizers sensitive to 
large portions of the display. If the target is present 
it is" detected in the same Io'Jay one detects a flash e)f 
light, as an event which does not fit into the subject"s 
model of his present environment". If the search finds 
context only then that item can be eliminated. If theY-e 
is doubt then it is held for target controlled search. 
Target controlled search provides identification of what 
has just been detecte·d as "a hurdle in pt-ogress". 
Target controlled search as a check either identifies 
the target or can discard the item as close but not 
identical. While the context controlled search may be 
pre-attentive the target controlled search requires 
focal attention. 
Applying this model to our data suggests that some 
subjects are able to combine target and context 
controlled search in a scan <eliminate) and check 
<establish target) program. Others are able to 
eliminate under context control but either neglect or 
are careless with a subsequent target controlled search. 
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A third group of subjects appear to operate entirely on 
a target controlled search basis sometimes being faster 
when they come across the target ('same') and sometimes 
slower if they fail to find the target ('different'). 
Such an explanation fits well with our own model. Which 
control strategy is introduced is contingent on the task 
demands, the degree of familiarity and the degree of 
complexity. It would be expected that many for whom the 
MPFB type problem is unfamiliar will operate target 
controlled search since context controlled search is 
likely to produce error and/or confusion. Familiarity 
will lead to increased speed by adding context 
controlled search thereby reducing the effect of target 
set size. 
This explanation allows us to identify the 
psychological factors operating in the model. Scan 
takes place under context control as a 'once-off' run 
and what is not eliminated is actually detected as a 
critical location and then subjected to target 
controlled search. 
then draws in focal 
possible. 
The scan elicits attention which 
attention to make identification 
A final point is raised by an interesting article by 
Vurpillot (1968) which needs development. She sees the 
'same-different' issue as a developmental one believing 
that scanning is an adult ability which arises from the 
development of a spatial frame of reference and thereby 
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allows the scanning to be systematic across the whole 
stimulus and not limited to the same field as target 
identification encompasses. This raises the possibility 
that many of our weaker subjects on the MPFB are 
suffering from processing defects which are 
developmental or learned. 
In summary it is contended that effective solution 
of 'same-different' tasks demands developed scanning 
under context control to detect 'different' and target 
controlled checking of identified locations to determine 
, same:' • Attention requirements are different. 
It was also shown in Chapter 5 that there seems to 
be a significant variation in reaction time taking place 
around four to five pieces in the stimulus array_ In 
the process analysis experiments a sharp increase from 
four to five pieces was found after moderate increases 
between two and four pieces. The same pattern is 
apparent in the relationship between mean performance 
time and number of pieces on the total MPFB test. The 
actual nature of this change is unclear but it is 
hypothesised that it is related to the ability of the 
subject to control an image representation and to 
perform various processes while it is controlled. It is 
a hundred years since Galton wrote about what happens 
vJhen i ndi vi dual s lose contY"ol of memory imagery: lithe')" 
find a difficulty in shifting their mental 
object and examining it at pleasure in different 
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positions.. If they see an object equally often in many 
positions the memories combine and confuse one another, 
forming a "composite' blur which they cannot dissect 
into its components. (Galton, 1883 quoted in Richardson, 
1972). When this loss of clarity takes place a new 
approach is introduced which works with subitized 
elements or chunking of the elements into manageable 
units or an approach based more on reasoning. Such 
spatial reasoning is totally analytic and of necessity 
target controlled. It is this change which makes the 
MPFB five piece problems more closely related to general 
intelligence while the earlier and simpler problems are 
concerned with spatial relations especially where there 
are no transformations required. Problems in between 
are probably purer measures of spatial visualization. 
A number of questions have been raised in this study 
regarding the validity of the MPFB in its current form. 
The Manual (Revised 1981) makes two assertions~ the test 
is a valid measure of spatial visualization ability and 
to a smaller extent of general intellectual ability. 
The previous Manual (ACER, 1963) argued that in samples 
representing a wide range of ability, about fifty 
percent of the variance in test scores can be attributed 
to a general ability factor. Spatial visualization, 
general intellectual ability and general ability are not 
defined in psychological terms. The revised Manual 
admits that among restricted samples the MPFB shows only 
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moderate correlations with scores on intelligence tests. 
That the authors of the Manuals have avoided defining 
spatial ability is not surprizing considering the 
difficulty which psychologists have 
especially in their factor analytic studies. 
e)':peri enced 
Lips,Myers 
definition. ~< Col wi 11 ( 1978) offer the foIl ovJi ng 
"Spatial abilities are those that enable a person to 
locate an object in space, mentally rearrange objects, 
recognize shapes, AND SO ON". (my italics). The phrase 
"and so on" add!:. nothing in the vJay of clarification but 
points to the difficulty experienced in defining the 
concept.. 
"spatial 
ability, 
Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) repc)rt t.hat 
ability, even more than verbal or quantitative 
i!5 difficult. to de~fine". MacFarlcme-Smi t.h 
(1964) wrote that there is no psychometric definition of 
"spatial visuF.dization" that is generally accepted. 
Such apparent certainty on the part of the test 
distributors and uncertainty from t.he researcher's 
creates apprehension in the user. How then is the test 
to be considered in the light of this investigation and 
in what ways might it be improved? 
(a) The Struct.ure of the Test. 
An analysis of the test points to a number of 
structural problems. Firstly,the Practice Examples do 
not prepare the subject for the broad range of problems 
to be encount.ered and may bias subject expectations and 
pre-condition the method of operation. 
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There is, also, the issue of bias in the placement 
of the correct answer in the five alternatives which are 
offered. In the 64 problems the correct answer occupies 
the first position 13 times, the second 14, the third 
11, the fourth 12 and the fifth 14. It has been 
established that the highest percentage of subjects to 
complete the test is about 30 and in some groups is as 
10vl as 9. In the case of low performers (i.e. those 
completing about half the test) it is found that the 
cot-Orect ans~\jer occurs in the first 32 problems 
12,6,5,5,4 times in the first to fifth positions. If 
the subject is biased to the first answer initially this 
may cause a bias towards Strategy 1. 
A third cause of concern is the number of near-l y 
correct answers given among the five alternative 
solutions. Some problems have only two possible 
solutions while others have all five solutions at least 
near enough to be given serious consideration. 
(b) The Psychological Concepts 
This test is advertised in the ACER Catalogue (1985) 
under the heading "1'°lanual-1'1echan i cal-Spat i al " • The 
implication is that the MPFB is a valid, evaluation 
instrument for these concepts. The concepts themselves 
are not defined and it is not explained how the test is 
suitable for "selection of applicants for- training in 
certain skilled trades, and as an aid in the vocational 
counselling of clients who may be contemplating such 
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training" <Revised Manual, 1981>. The question of what 
this test measures is unanswered and unless the results 
of the type of investigation offered here are taken into 
consideration there can be little understanding of the 
influence of psychological concepts and strategies. 
(c) Method of processing in test achievement. 
Unless it is implicit that the same score can be 
achieved by following different routes and strategies, 
it must be assumed that the test designers believed that 
the test could only be solved by one processing method. 
Since it has been shown that this is not so suggests 
that the test taps a malleable processing aspect 
dependent upon individual reaction to test demands 
rather than a firm and immutable characteristic of human 
performance. Only if the latter is true can scores be 
validly compared and claims concerning relative ability 
be made. 
(d) Predictive ability 
Correlations with other tests and with academic 
are disappointinq and neither serve to 
distinguish the characteristic being measured by the 
test from other test aptitudes nor to predict future 
performance in areas assumed to require certain skills. 
The limitations of correlation analysis are evident in 
the analysis which shows that subjects achieving similar 
scores on the MPFB and also on other tests can be 
operating in quite distinct ways. 
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(e) Speed-accuracy trade-off. 
As already noted the numbers completing the test in 
the specified time can vary between groups and certainly 
between individuals. Despite this, the test is claimed 
to be a test of power (Pellegrino and Kail, 1981) rather 
than speed. It seems hard to evaluate a test which can 
vary between one in three and one in ten completing the 
test. In individual administration it was found that 
some subjects required 35 miDutes to complete the test 
while others completed within 10 minutes. 
are usually reported as a single figure without the 
benefit of knowing the number completed makes it 
difficult to distinguish the fast and accurate, the fast 
and inaccurate and the slow and accurate. It would seem 
valid to believe that a subject doing 64 problems in 20 
minutes and getting 40 correct is operating differently 
from the subject who completes 40 problems and gets them 
all correct. If visualization is defined as a power 
factor and then the subject is not given time to 
complete the test then the test is forced into the same 
cat(?qoF"y as the "speeded II spat i al reI at ions factor .. 
It is contended that the continued use of the MPFB 
in its present form does not contribute to our 
understanding of human spatial performance. On the 
other hand should the criticisms raised above be 
accepted and the test used as a diagnostic instrument 
vJith cdl subjects taking all problems then it will be 
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possible to affi~m the following: 
(a) Noting the accu~acy and speed with which the ~ange 
of p~oblems can be completed by a subject will give 
insight into the skill of p~ocessing and the natu~e of 
p~ocessing. 
(b) The solution of diffe~ent p~oblems in diffe~ent ways 
will show the flexibility of the subject. 
(c) The method of ope~ation will fo~m a mo~e ~eliable 
p~edicto~ of pe~fo~mance on othe~ tasks than the usual 
co~relation methods. 
Using an approach simila~ to that outlined in this 
pape~ it is possible to explo~e questions of learning, 
the teaching approach needed to subject 
pe~formance and the p~ocessing deficiencies which 
unde~lie previous failure and 
deficiency correctio~. 
the techniques of 
The diagnostic use of the MPFB as outlined offe~s a 
t.oe)! for explo~ing the aptitude of ea~h individual in 
spatial activities insofa~ as such abilit.y is an amalgam 
of backg~ound knowledge, a ~eference system, a method of 
ope~ation, a definition of complexity and a level of 
operating abstract.ion. The p~esent study has been a 
first attempt at such use offed.ng pS'y'chol ogi cal 
definition of performance and aptitude. 
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PA~ fOLDING TEST - VZ-2 
In this test you are to imagine the rolding and unfolding of pieces of 
paper. In each problem in the test there are some figures drawn at.t~e left 
or a vertical line and there are others drawn at the right of the line. The 
rigures at the left represent a square piece of paper being rolded, and the 
last or these rigures has one or two small circles drawn on it to show where 
the paper has been punched. Each hole is punched throu'gh all the thicknesses 
or paper at that point. One of the riverigures at the right of the vertical 
line shows where the holes will be when the paper is completely unfolded. You 
are to decide which one of these rigures is correct and draw an X through that 
risure .' 
Now try the sample problem below. (In this problem only one hole was 
punched in the folded paper.) 
r------.. 
: I 
D 
r------"'" 
I ' , I 
tJ __ J 
8 r-- ----., i : I , , , , , , 
_______ J 
~------ ~ 
r-------, 
~ I 1o. ______ J 
r---~--
: 0 
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, L _____ _ 
o ' ~ ______ 1 
A B c D E 
DLJDDD 
A B c· D E 
DLJDOD 
DDDDD 
DDDDD 
DDDDD 
DDDOD 
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SURFACE DEVELOPMENT TEST -- VZ-3 
In this test you are to try to imagine or visualize how a piece of 
paper can be folded to form some kind of object. Look at the two drawings 
below. The drawing on the left is of a piece of paper which can be folded 
on the dotted lines to form the object drawn at the 'right. You are to 
imagine the folding and are to figure out which of the lettered edges on 
the object are the same as the numbered edges on the piece of paper at the 
left. Write the letters of the answers in the numbered spaces at the far 
right. 
Naw try the practice problem below. Numbers 1 and 4 are already 
correctly marked for you. 
t. If 
2 4 
2.: 
3: 
H ~: C 
x 5 5: 
..... ---~-...... - ----i--~ 
:; 
NDTE: The side of the flat piece marked with the X will always 
be the same as the side of the object marked with the X. There-
fore, the paper must always be folded so that the X will be on 
the outside of the object. 
I 
----.'--r.--...... 
2 
4 
I: 
2: 
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Appendix B: Further material from Experiment 7:1. 
A number of other subjects did the tests in the 
format described in Chapter 7 The analysis of these 
subjects together with flow charts are added for the 
sake of completeness. 
Subject S.C. (Figure B: 1) 
This subject is a 21 year old of Chinese background 
doing year 12 applied sciencE. He is very competent in 
mathematics and computer science having already reached 
tertiary level in China. 
His approach to the problem depends upon the answer 
to the question "Are any parti cuI ar reI c\ti onshi ps 
appar-ent on looking c:tt the pr-oblem?" The f I Ol,'J chart 
shows the emergence of two strategies directly dependent 
upon the answer to this question: a piece by piece check 
or a total comparison which,if positive, is followed by 
a piece compay- i son II as soon as possi b Ie" so to th is 
extent the answer is fully processed while the subject 
has it under control. This variation may be necessary 
because he experienced difficulty in identifying pieces 
after encoding in the search experiment or because he 
runs the mismatch and then the match strategies very 
quickly and as a whole. 
Subject S.W. (FigUl~e B:2) 
Figure B:1 
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Su~ject ~C modelled on heuristic flow chart. 
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This subject is a 19 year old doing Year 12 Applied 
Science. Like subject S.C. this subject bases his 
approach on a question: "Does the probl em rfave a 
particLtlar characteristic?" From answering this question 
the subject forms a total image with which he proceeds 
to a very rapid identification of an answer. This rapid 
identification appears to break down in the middle range 
of problems suggesting that the subject fails to see 
when to change strategy. 
Although the protocol does not clearly indicate a 
more piece by piece comparison there is some suggestion 
that a strategy of this type may operate in the more 
compl e:-: problems. The clue comes from the encode and 
identify part of the experiment. Those problems solved 
identification also match with problems where 
the identifying time is quicker than the encoding time 
but the reverse is true where the strategy is reversed 
and the problems are more complex. The si gnal -f or- this 
subject to change stri:."'ttegi es is difficulty in 
identifying the or the part i cuI at-
characteristic with which the strategy started. The 
strategy change in this case is not so much a change in 
strategy but a change in the size of the item being used 
for comparison. Just because a protocol so-peaks of 
working with a related structure or a combined figure 
does not necessarily identify a global strategy. 
Figure B:2 
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Subject SW modelled on heuristic flow chart. 
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Subject 1'1. (Figur-e B:3) 
This subject also follows the r-apid match then 
slower- piece match which we have just seen. 
Year- 12 student doing Gener-al Studies aged 18. 
She is a 
Subject M begins by looking at the shapes and seeing 
if ther-e is anything "special about them (e.g.all the 
same,all tr- i angul ar-) " • Thi s speci al char-acter-istic 
allows easy matching according to the subject and is 
pur-sued as a fir-st step. (Shown in pink on flowchart). 
If matching on this basis is not possible, she pr-oceeds 
to choose one shape and m,'ltch If 
successful she chooses another shape and matches it to 
the same .'lnSlo'ler-. If still successful she checks if the 
total shape is "OK" then chooses it. The pr-oces;s is 
repeated on the next answer- if a match is unsuccessful 
at. any point. 
The subject changes str-ategy or- fails to det.ect a 
special relat.ion when the figures are not easily r-elated 
2\rJd contt-oll ed. These three subject.s are included 
because they ar-e examples of articulate students who 
ei-:pl ain thei t- activity in Io'Jh i ch be 
incor-por-ated into the pr-oposed model al though it is;. 
appar-ent that when the rapid strategy is used t.o match 
r-ather- t.han mismatch ther-e are difficulties unless a 
check is built into the pr-ocessing. The model suggests 
that t.he use of this str-ategy using a whole figur-e to 
match Io'Ji 11 exper-ience difficulty because the i mc:'1ge 
Figure B:3 
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Subject M modelled on heuristic flow chart. 
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constr-uc:ted is not pr-ecise enough to allow accur-ate 
matching. The use of this constr-ucted image is to 
eliminate those alter-natives which ar-e clear-Iy wr-ong. 
Subject Anna. (Figur-e B:4) 
Just to show that not all subjects can explain what 
they ar-e doing, our final example is of a Year 12 
Gener-al Studies subjec:t aged 18 who dr-ew the attached 
flow char-t her-self. This subject makes the most er-r-or-s 
(10 out of 16) while still taking above aver-age time on 
the individually administered pr-oblems. The number- of 
pieces, number- of differ-ent pieces, and complexity seem 
to have no influence on solution time. What is 
j-",appeni ng? 
Her- description of what she is doing goes "shapes 
var-ied, looked at the pictur-e, looked bac:k at thE~ 
shapes, looked to see whelre they belonged ". Fr-om the 
flow char-t the impr-ession is of a uniting of the piec:es 
and immediate comparison, thereby wor-king a wholistic 
appr-oach uninfluenced by the context and yet she takes a 
comparatively long time. Her descr-iption of tackling a 
five piE:"!ce pf"{::lblt2m W2\5 "looked at thE! mi;'~t2d up shape!:;, 
didn't know ~'Jher-e I ~""Jas going, chose anyone". If she 
is oper-ating sOIn(e type of she is 
compl etel y "thrown" by the pr-ob I em wh i ch has no answer-
"shapes, ver-y differ-ent - looked confusedly, looked at 
shapes, looked at picture, still chDse 
Figure B:4 Flow chart of processing drawn 
by Anna. 
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NO 
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any of tht? al ternati ves". It is almost as if the 
subject is lost when there is no answer to "see". This 
is one of the dangers of entirely wholistic approaches. 
The subject must possess the ability to "see" what does 
and doesn't look right and there must be an answer which 
may trigger a response. 
One of the points made previously related to the 
emer-gence of "jwnp out" str-ategy and this section 
seeks to explore this mor-e car-efully by taking the 
pr-otocols of two women in their ear-Iy 40s who completed 
the test and spoke of this "jump out" or- "instinctive" 
met.hod. Both were taken thr-ough a number- of problems 
and their- descr-iptions wer-e taped. 
made wer-e the following. 
The mcljor- points 
Subject O.t1. (FigLwe B:5) 
"I began by looking at all the shapes and tr-ied to 
put them together- in my mind. I then looked at the 
answer-s as a whole until MY EYES PICKED UP AN ANSWER (my 
emphasis)" The subject went on to descr-ibe ar-r-iving at 
Figure B:5 
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Subject OM modelled on heuristic model. 
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an anSvJer "wi thout seei ng the others (answers) they are 
rejected" . 
When explaining activity on Problem 19 (Figure B:6) 
"while looking it was immediately jumping out that L is 
the right one". To explain this she had to resort to a 
sequential e>: pI anati on. After some thought "take the 
problem images, look at answers - when I see images that 
match up in my mind I cotton on to that particular 
vJhol e. If I make a combined image and that one (answer) 
isn't the one e>:pected, then it isn't recognized." 
Comment.ing on Problem 26 (Figure B~6) "tal ki n(;) 
(about what I'm doing) hinders - burn the shapes into my 
mind and then look for a whole. Verbalising cuts across 
i mag(~. In this problem it is difficult 
because all pieces are different - lose spontaneity 
have to work it out with individual pieces. I f I lose 
my imagi'2 I am confused". In pr"obl em 40 "no immediate 
picture, 1'1 looks as if it is t-ight. M put together 
looks like all those pieces (in the problem). vJoul d 
need to chec: k - others ob--",i ousl y wrong". 
The accompanying flow chart (Fi(;)ure B:5) SLU;)gests 
how this approach can be fitted into the proposed model. 
It assumes that either there is not only very fast 
elimination but the image holds long enough to allow a 
matching process or that these two processes act in 
parallel. The combination of both processes may create 
the "jump out" phenomenon. It is also interesting t.el 
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find here support for a "holding basket". Either there 
are different levels of confidence in the elimination or 
Figun? B:6 
the difficulty of being certain of a match may result in 
a single answer being held for exploration by the 
piece-match approach just as when two answers are held. 
The difficulties for this subject came in those problems 
"I-'Jhere thert2 I-'Jas nothi ng to focus on" and comp I e:{ i t y was 
seen in manY-S:oided ir-regular- shapes, "shapes which did 
not of i t. in wi tl"°l a concept. I al roeady had" or "those whi c:h 
coul d easi 1 y be c:onf used I-'Ji th cOl si mi I atO- shape"" 
Subject !VI.L. (Figure B:/). 
This subject is an instructor in architectural 
drafting and offered to participate because it was her 
students who were involved in the experiment reported in 
Chi:\ptero 7. 
While doing the MPFB the subject verbally describes 
the pi E:!CE~S to het-sel f ("::\nd then looks cIt the anSI-'Jers "to 
Figure B:7 
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Subj e'ct ML modelled on heuristic model. 
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see if a solution comes". When this happens she refers 
to it as her "instinctive method". Difficulties arise 
when she can't deal with the problem pieces in verbally 
descriptive terms. 
seen by the following 
protocol: 
Her strategy is to eliminate as is 
comments taken from her taped 
In Probl em 48 (Fi gLlre B: 8): "The answer must be E 
because the others are disqualified". This follows a 
comment about the "instinctive method whereby I look at 
the whole lot (of the answers) and the answer will jump 
out" • 
The strategy appears to break down in problems such 
as Probl em 40 (Fi gure B: 8) t-Jhere the protocol goes "five 
oddies. I have to look for specific shapes. I chose 
the large bottom left shape and try to place it 
(silence) no •• the proportions look all wrong to 
me we have two (counting) hell, I hate this one 
(silence) it's not N, not 0, not P, I reckon it"s 
M". 
Later the subject was asked what went wrong in 
Probl em 40 to t-Jhi ch she repl i ed: "the shapes are all 
similar and I couldn"t describe them (no known technical 
terms) and although I would narrow the answers to two or 
three I then had to look for a distinctive shape". 
Unlike Subject O.M. this subject found it easy to 
talk while working and while working she is continually 
talking to herself and moving her fingers around. 
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Subject ML is engaged in a rapid process of elimination 
and if this doesn"t give the answer immediately then the 
remainder ha~e to be checked systematically. Although 
both subjects fit the proposed model they work in 
different ways. For Subject OM it is a visual strategy 
dependent upon a clear and long lasting image creation, 
for Subject ML the pieces are all given names and the 
problems are solved (i.e. eliminated and matched) by 
logic based on proportions and structures. This is seen 
in the following two comments: 
Fi gur-e B: 8 
3~?'\l i rl\l V 
I ]\JIW 
---u;-r--------[Kl [If 
-------1-------
YI Z 
wiD'J 
Commenting on Problem 19 (FigLlF'!-? B:6): "I elimini:lte 
the ones which it definitely is not - not M, not N. I 
like the proportions of L - that looks kind of right 
I'll make a guess on it". Later- she commented "that \rJa~; 
a s\rJ:ine~ I couldn't get a di!5tinctive sl-'Iape" '::Ind al,:;Ji:l:i n 
on F'r-oblem 37 (Figur-e B:8) she said: "one rectangle, one 
trapesium, triangle - not V because it is a rectangle 
and two triangles, W could be but I'm not satisfied with 
the proportions of the triangle - X looks about right 
360. 
I'll check the other two if I was in a hurry I 
wouldn't bother to check and I'd then be wrong 
it's definitely not Y - it must be Z". 
in fact 
Where names or labels cannot be given to the pieces 
or the problem is what ML calls "optically deceiving", 
the subject resorts to piece matching. She also 
suggests a reason why individually administered single 
problems can be done more quickly then in the normal 
administration by saying "to see a whole page of 
problems can be ver~confusing and it takes time to get 
ori ented". 
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Appendix C. Complete Protocols of Subjects taking part 
in Experiment 7:1. 
The subjects reported on a number of the problems 
in the "four-in-a-row" format but they can be 
generalized to reports on Problems 3 and 15, the former 
consisting of three equal pieces which need only be put 
together and the latter consisting of four unequal and 
dissimilar pieces. 
SUBJECT M.S. 
Problem 3. 1. Look at shapes. 
2. Look at alternate finished shapes. 
3. Look back at the sizes of each shape. 
4. Determine the larger sizes. 
5. Rotate the shapes to a shape similar to the four 
ell ternat i ves. 
6. Elect your answer. 
Problem 15. 1. Look at shapes. 
2. Pick out largest shape. 
3. Choose, out of the four alternative answers 
possible, answers with the largest shape. 
4. Look at smaller shapes. 
5. See which of the chosen in Step 3 have similar 
small ey" shapes. 
6. Elect your answer. 
All other four and five piece problems included an 
additional step to the process outlined for Problem 15. 
This step was inserted following step 2. Step 3: Rotate 
and join the largest shape to similar shapes in the four 
al ter-nat i ves. 
SLJBJECT vJ. M. 
Problem 3. 1. Look at the jumbled sections. 
2. Go through the assembled shapes. 
3. Pick one of the jumbled sections and try and 
match it to the choice of the assembled shapes. 
4. Do the same with each of the separate jumbled 
secti c<ns. 
5. Pick that answer has all the sections in it. 
6. Match the assembled shape with each section as 
a check. 
Same method used each time. 
Problem 16 was the most difficult for me because the 
shapes were a lot alike and in trying to match the 
individual sections they looked the same and were harder 
t(:) match. 
SUBJECT S.A. 
Problem 3. 1. Look at the problem. 
2. Look at the answers. 
3. Shuffle the pieces around in your mind to suit 
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each answe~. 
4. Then check to see if each piece in the answe~ 
is the same size and shape as in the question. 
5. Do this to each answe~ until you find the one 
that fits. 
P~oblem 20 
(Ve~bal) 
1. Look at question. 
2. Look at A (fi~st answe~). 
3. Take biggest piece. Find in A. Not in A. 
4. Take biggest piece. Look in C. Fits. 
5. Take t~iangle (top ~ight). Fits in C. 
6. Take t~iangle (bottom left). Fits in C. 
7. Take ~ectangle (Bottom ~ight) . Fit C. No. 
Doesn't 
8. Go back to biggest piece. Doesn't fit D. 
fit B. 
9. Checked all pieces into C. Out. 
10. Must be A. 
SUBJECT G.H. 
P~oblem 3. 1. Look at p~oblem. 
2. Count the numbe~ of shapes in the fi~st 
diag~am on the LHS of the page. 
3. Study these shapes, thei~ size and shape. 
4. Look at the shapes to the ~ight of this fi~st 
diag~am labelled D, B, A, E ~espectively. 
5. Go back to the fi~st diag~am. 
6. Ask you~self questions. Fo~ example: a~e these 
shapes the same size? A~e they the same shape? 
7. If these shapes a~e the same size, look at the 
shapes to the ~ight of the first diag~am and pick out 
the one made up of shapes all the same size. Answe~ D. 
8. To check your answe~, study the other shapes, 
that is B, A, and E and look fo~ simila~ qualities. 
This will ce~tify you~ decision. 
Problem 15. 1. Look at the problem. 
2. Study the shapes in the squa~e on the LHS. 
3. Rea~~ange these shapes in you~ mind while 
looking at the squa~es J, G, F, and H, still refe~ring 
back to the fi~st diag~am. 
4. Look at the size and shape of the pieces. 
5. Look fo~ these shapes in each of the squares. 
6. The squa~e with all of these shapes in it is 
co~~ect. 
SUBJECT I.H. 
P~oblem 3. 1. Look at the shapes 
2. Does D fit? 
, 
~. Does B fit? No. Shapes a~n't the same. 
4. Does A fit? No. Not all shapes a~e same. 
~ Does E fit? No. All th~ee shapes are ~. 
diffe~ent. 
6. D must fit. All shapes in problem are same. 
All three shapes in D a~e the same. 
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Problem 15. 1. Look at the shapes. 
2. How many triangles? One. Can't be F. 
3. How many identical shapes? None. Can't be F or 
G. 
4. Check sizes of various pieces. Are they the 
same dimensions? No. One piece of J doesn't match that 
of pr-oblem. 
5. H must be right because F, G, J don't fit. 
Problem 12. 1. Look at shapes. 
2. Compare one piece with the same corresponding 
shape in all the boxes. 
3. Box U has small triangle, one side curved, two 
sides equal. Should be one side curved, two sides not 
equal. Box R too big. Box Q not curved enough. T must 
be right. 
SUBJECT J.A. 
Problem 3 1. I looked at the shapes. 
2. The I quickly look at the shapes with the 
letters beside them (the answers). 
3. I looked at the first shapes again. 
4. I looked at each answer in turn. 
5. I looked then at the first shape and tried 
putting it together to make one of the shapes. 
6. D 160ked like the shapes put together. 
Probl em 15. 1. Looked at the shapes. 
2. I looked for a shape - the biggest. 
3. I tried to see if that shape was on one of the 
other shapes (the answers). 
4. When I found one I checked if the other shapes 
"'Jere the same. 
lettered 
shapes. 
If the'y' are 
shape Lmti I 
not the same I check another 
I find one that matched all the 
Problem 12. 1. Looked at the shapes. 
2. I tried to put the circle onto the other shape 
(in the problem). 
3. Then I looked at the lettered shapes. 
4. I picked the shape (answer) that looked like 
the shape I had put together. 
5. When I found one I then looked at the first 
shape (problem) and then tried to fit the small shapes 
in. 
6. If they fitted that was answer, if they didn't 
fit I went on to another shape (answer) until they did. 
The si mp I est shapes wer-e "the shapes that I kne\o'J ~'Jere 
m(::lst commc'n or' easy to remember' II. 
SUBJECT T.P. 
Problem 3. 1. Look at shapes. 
2. Are they the same size? 
same? 
etc? 
How do they fit together? 
Are they all the 
Do they form a circle 
3. They form a circle~etc. If they are the same 
size then the answer must be a circle divided into so 
many equal parts. 
4. The answer is D. 
Problem 15. 1. Look at shapes. 
2. Look at choices for answers. 
3. Take apart each answer in your head and look 
to see which parts are the same as the question. 
4. Are they all the same? No: go to next answer. 
5. Yes: accept that answer. 
Simplicity equals "basic line work~ common shapes which 
are dealt with daily". Compleldty consists of 
"irregLllar shape and trouble .fitting together". 
SUBJECT A.R. 
Probl t~m 3. 1. 
shapes. 
Investigate the left hand column and 
2. Investigate each diagram in right hand column. 
3. Then I made up the shapes in the l~ft hand 
column and decided they were corresponding with a 
picture on the right hand column. 
Problem 15. 1. Investigate the shapes in the left hand 
column. 
2. Decided what shapes they were. 
3. Then I glanced across the four diagrams on the 
right hand side and broke up each one into the separate 
shapes. 
4. Then I went back to the left hand column and~ 
keeping in mind the four diagrams on the right, tried to 
put the separate pieces togther. 
5. Then I glanced back at the four pictures and 
decided which picture it corresponded to. 
Problems 9,11 and 12 were done like 3, the others like 
15. 
The most difficult pr-oblem was "number 16 because it 
failed to provide any regular, common shape which I 
tended to look for in all the other-s". 
SUBJECT P.B. 
Problem 3. 1. I looked at the shapes given on the left. 
2. I noticed that the shapes given were all one 
third of a circle. 
3. I then looked at the made up shapes on the 
ri !;)ht hand si cle. 
4. I looked for a circle that was evenly divided 
i nto thn~e. 
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Problem 15 1. I looked at the shapes given on the left. 
2. I fitted the shapes together to form a picture 
in my mind. 
3. I looked to the right hand side and glanced at 
the four given made up shapes. 
4. I then eliminated the given shapes J,G, and F 
because the shapes given to make up these three shapes 
were different from those given on the left hand side. 
5. I checked out shape H and chose. 
Problem 20. 1. I looked at the shapes given on the left. 
2. I looked at the four solutions. 
3. After closely looking at the four shapes I 
realised there was no correct answer. 
Question 16 "I found to be the most compl e>( because the 
shapes were all alike and roughly the same size, and the 
four solutions were all alike. Question 16 took a 
little longer than the rest to complete". 
SUBJECT C.P. 
Pr-obl em 3. 1. Look at the shapes in the left hand 
col UflHl. 
2. Decide when the shapes are put together which 
one it is. 
3. Imagine the overall shape. 
4. Decide which answer matched the imagined 
shape. 
Check through others to confirm your answer. 
Problem 15. 
column. 
1. Look at the shapes in the left hand 
2. Compar-e sizes of shapes in left hand col Limn to 
right hand column. 
-=: 
'-' . Decide natuY-e of problem if put tog€~ther • 
4. Imagine the overall shapE~. 
C" 
,,J • Decide which C:'InSI-Jer matched the imagined 
shape. 
6. Check to make sure you're right. 
Problem 16. 
column. 
1. Look at the shapes in the left hand 
2. Compare sizes of shapes problem and answers. 
3. Put the shapes together. 
4. Go through all the shapes individually. 
5. Decide which answer matched. 
6. Check through to tonfirm your answer. 
7. Think about your answer. 
The hardest problem "wc:'Is number 15 because the shapes 
were all differ'ent sizes and different shapes". 
SUBJECT T.B. 
F'r- ab 1 err, 3. 1. Determine the proportions of the shapes 
given. 
2. Realization of equality! 
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3. Look for circle with equal segments. 
4. D is only correct answer. 
Problem 15. 1. Look for unique shape amongst those 
given. 
2. Scan from left to right finding figure with 
unique shape. 
3. If more than one figure has shape, choose 
another (piece). 
4. When you think you have found figure chec,k all 
segments with those givena 
Problem 16 was done the same as 15 except that in step 2 
"try to choose regular shape so as not to lose its 
identity". 
Problem 15 I.tJas the hardest "because of the assymmetric 
nature of the shapes involved". 
SUBJECT G.K. 
The same process is followed for all problems as 
follovJs: 
1. Take a good look at the shapes. 
2. Define the characteristics. 
3. Keep the most outstanding characteristics in 
mind. 
4. Look at each of the following four masses. 
5. Eliminate the masses which don't match. 
6. Keep in mind those which you did not 
eliminate. 
7. Do the same procedure as in step 5 again. 
8. Keep following step five until you end up with 
one mass. 
9. Keep the remaining mass in mind. 
10. Check each of the others allover again to 
separate those which may match. 
11. If any could match check with your original 
answer and the shapes in mind. 
12. Judging by sizes, curves or angles eliminate 
those again which surely don"t match. 
13. When sure of your answer, choose. 
In relation to Problem 20, go through steps 1 to 9. If 
you then find that it doesn't match go through steps 1 
to 9 again. If it still doesn't match write "none". 
SUBJECT J.B. 
Frobl em 3. 1. 
mind. 
Look at particle shapes, picture in your 
2. Then look at the circles. 
3. From looking at them they appear evenly sized. 
4. D is the only one with equally sized parts. 
Frobl em 15. 1. Look at particle shapes, picture in 
your mind. 
2. Look at the squares 
367. 
3. From step 1 it is possible to eliminate J and 
F immediately. 
4. Look at the proportion of the shapes. 
5. H particles appear to suit the shapes given. H 
is correct. 
Problem 16. 
mind. 
1. Look at particles, 
2. Look at octagons 
3. Look at proportion of shapes. 
4. Eliminate a and N. 
5. Conclude L is correct. 
picture in your 
Problem 20. From looking at the triangular shapes it is 
obvious that none match the shapes given. 
The most difficult shapes are usually the smallest with 
the most sides (Problem 16). The simplest are large 
with very few irregularities. 
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Appendix D. Mean latencies and regressions as a 
function of trial type, item type and number of stimulus 
elements for each individual sUbject in Experiment 5:1. 
Trail type consists of positives (array and answer identical), 
Negative 2 (array and answer significantly different), and 
Negative 3 (array and answer similar but not identical). 
Item type consists of Wholistic (W). Separated (S), 
Displaced (D), Rotated (R), Rotated and Displaced (RD), and 
the original MPFBproblem (FB). (For examples see Figure 
5:2). 
Number of Stimulus Elements equals the number of pieces 
in the array. 
Tim~ ~c. 
Time Sec. 
T1me Sec. 
Subject JS. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
6 POSITIVES 
5 ~A 
4 ~ 0 
3 A:==-== =- -:::::: <> ~ . ~::: --2 .~ 
: '~t-----------+----------~----------~ 2 4 5 
No of Pieces 
6 
NEGATIVES 2 
5 
4 
2 3 4 5 
No of PiE'cE's 
7 NEGATIVES 3 
~. // 
/-/ ... ,.., 
./ /" ~ ___ A 0 
3 _-- _---~ ji!_ : 
• ..........- -" -r=i! -.. ~
2 ,~-fj___ --<> i;::::: --> ____ ..........
A--"""- --'0 
: O+I ______________ ~--------------~----------____ ~ 
6 
5 
4 
2 4 5 
No of Pieces 
.- \7'1 
0- Sl 
.- D1 
0- Rl 
... RDl 
/:r FB1 
.• - 'vI2 
·0- S2 
. •• D2 
-tJ. R2 
..... RD2 
-l!r FB2 
.- \d3 
0- S3 
.- D3 
0- R3 
... RD3 
/:r FB3 
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Subject JS. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
5 POSITIVES 
4 
.• - Wl 
-0- Sl 
Time Sec. 
..- 01 
-Q- Rl 
..to- RDl 
• -l!r FBl 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
5 
NEGATIVES 2 
4 
.- W2 
3 0- S2 
Time- Seo. 
.- 02 
2 D-R2 
..... RD2 
-6- FB2 
0 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
6 NEGATIVES 3 
5 
------/ 
• 
4 
-.- W3 ~ 
• 
·0- S3 
Time Sec. 3 t 0 
-.- 03 
I • -0- R3 26. 
• .. R03 I II 
:I -l!r FB3 
2 5 
No ofPie~s 
j'1l • Subject AR. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
a 
POSITIVES 
7 
6 
5 .- "6'1 
<>- S1 
T 1m€' S€'c. 4 II- 01 c 
2 3 4 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 2 
• • 
Tim~ S~C. 
0.5 
0.0 4--------+--------+-------..... 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
4 NEGATIVES 3 
Tim€' S~C. 
2 3 4 
• 
5 
5 
[]- R1 
.. RDt 
-&- FBt 
.• - 'vI2 
.<>- S2 
..- 02 
·c- R2 
..... RD2 
-l!r FB2 
.- 'vI3 
<>-$3 
.- 03 
c- R3 
.. R03 
-&- FB3 
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Subject AR. Regression latency as-a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
6 POSITIVES 
5 
4 
Timeo ~c. 3 
2 
2 
No of Pieces 
4 NEGATIVES 2 
3 
Time Sec. 
2 
No of Pieces 
4 
NEGATIVES 3 
Time Sec. 2 
2 
No of Pit>ces: 
" •
5 
• 
5 
• l!. 
0 
+ 
5 
+- ..,.1 
0- Sl 
.- 01 
C- R1 
.. RD1 
& FB1 
0- S2 
.- 02 
c- R2 
.. RD2 
& FB2 
+- 'vI3 
0- S3 
.- 03 
c- R3 
.. RD3 
& FB3 
Tim~ S~C. 
Tlr~ Sec. 
TimE' S~. 
Subject W.Mc. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
14 POSITIVES 
2 3 
7 NEGATIVES 2 
6 
5 
4 
3 
NEGATIVES 3 
2 3 
4 
No of Pi~ces 
4 5 
No of Pl~ces 
4 5 
No of Pieces 
5 
.•• 'vIl 
-0- Sl 
. •• Dl 
.[]. Rl 
..... RDl 
.lJ,. FBl 
.- 'vI3 
0- 83 
.- D3 
c- R3 
.... RD3 
& FB3 
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Subject WM. Regression latency as a function of trial 
type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
12 POSITIVES 
• 
5 
No of Pieces 
7 NEGATIVES 2 
6 
5 
4 
TimeS~. 
3 
~ 
• 2- .;-~-----
: 1 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
7 NEGATIVES 3 
6 
5 ~t 
Time~c. 
2 5 
.- 'w'1 
0- S1 
.. D1 
c- R1 
... RD1 
-lJr. FB1 
.- \12 
0- S2 
.. 02 
c- R2 
... RD2 
-lr FB2 
.• - 'vt3 
.0- 53 
... 03 
.(J. R3 
.... R03 
-l!r FB3 
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Subject DK. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
16 Positives 
14 
12 
10 
Time Sec. 8 
.- 'Wt 
0- S1 
.- 01 
[]- R1 
.... RD1 
~ FBt 
Ti~Sec. 
2 3 
7 
Negative 2 
6 
5 
4 
4 
No of Pieces 
5 
[] 
.- 'y ... 1 
0-S2 
.- 02 
3 2". -==~~7~ , ~~ 
2 ~:.?~~=======. QI~~---------- .... R02 
:1 +__________ ~--------------~--------------~ ~~ __ F_B_2~ 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
6 Negative 3. 
5 
4 
Time Sec. 3 
.•• 'W3 
·0· S3 
.•• 03 
.i:J. R3 
..... R03 
-lJr FB3 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
376. 
Subject DK. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
Time Sec. 
14 
POSITIVES 
12 
10 
s 
6 .- D1 
~~~ ______ ------~-----------=-.:====::::: ~R1 
4 g:~::~=~~========_~ ___ -----------------+ ... RD1 ~~ 
2 • .l!,- FBt 
o .f--I ------------I 
2 5 
No of Pieet>S 
6 
NEGATIVES 2 
5 
4 
• 
2 5 
No ofPi~t's 
6 
NEGATIVES 3 
5 
o+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
2 5 
No of Pieet>S 
.- D2 
c- R2 
... RD2 
I:!r I:'r.~ 
.• - Y/3 
·0- S3 
.. - D3 
·c- R3 
.... RD3 
-iJrFB3 
TimE'S~. 
TimeS~. 
Time Sec. 
Subject HM. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
25 POSITIVES 
2 3 
t4 
NEGATIVES 2 
12 
2 3 
16 NEG AT \VES 3 
14 
12 
10 
4 
NoofP~s 
o 
4 
No of Pieces 
.- ,\\,,1 
0- S1 
.- D1 
C- Rl 
... RDt 
& FBt 
0- 52 
.- D2 
0- R2 
... RD2 
& FB2 
.. - 'W3 
~ .j ·0- S3 :g~ -:: 
4 f:.~ ~_ ~~~;7""---~-_____ • -.l- RD3 
i / --~ -l!r FB3 
2 *..:::---
o~I--------~------~--------~ 
2 3 4 
No ()fPi~es 
378. 
Subject HM. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
:l 
.t.--
16 t 
14 
12 1 
Timt> St>c. 
6 
4 
2 
0 
2 
14 
12 
10 
8 
Timt> St>c. 
6 
2 
14 
12 
10 
8 
Timt> Sec. 
6 
: I 
2 
POSITIVES 
No of Pit>ct>s 
NEGATIYES 2 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 3 
No of Pit>ct>s 
C 
5 
o 
+- 'vI1 
0- S1 
.- D1 
[J- Rt 
...... RD1 
.lJr.. FB1 
+- \'12 
0- S2 
.- 02 
c- R2 
...... R02 
+ ..0.- FB2 
5 
.+- 'w'3 
.0- S3 
..- D3 
·c- R3 
+ 
.. RD3 
-l!r FB3 
5 
Time Seoc. 
Time- Se-c. 
Time Sec. 
379. 
trial type, 
Subject TT. Mean latency as a function of 
item type and number of-stimulus elements. 
16 POSITIVES 
14 
12 
10 
8 
...... 
12 
NEGATIVES 2 
10 
8 
No of Pieoces 
... ..,.1 
.(). Sl 
-II- 01 
.[]. R1 
..... RDt 
.lJr Fe1 
0- S2 
.- D2 
I _,......,..-.-:::.:::=~~~ c- R2 4·- .---------------.---------------. I ~~ 
~ ~~ 
:O+I ______________ +-____________ ~~------------_i 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
14 
NEGATIVES 3 
12 
10 
8 ~. 6~ ~.?c----___ :s;;:A,-==----r----r;,......~ 
'f .-__ 11. ------. 
4., ----v 
I 
1.--
:I~--------------+_------------~--------------~ 2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
.- 'y/3 
0- S3 
.- 03 
c- R3 
~ RD3 
~ FB3 
380. 
Subject TT. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
Time Sec. 
Time Sec. 
Time Sec. 
14 
POSITIVES 
12 
10 
8 
2 
No of Pieces 
12 
NEGATIVES 2 
10 
8 
2 
No of Pieces 
14 
NEGATIVES 3 
12 
10 
8 
o 
A 
• 
• 
0 
-.... 
----
5 
... 'vI1 
-0. S1 
... 01 
-0- R1 
.. RD1 
-l!r FB1 
.•• 'vI2 
-0- S2 
. •. 02 
__ -------.-o-R2 
5 
/. 
// 
/" 
-------. 
.. RD2 
-l!r FB2 
.- \il3 
0- S3 
.- 03 ~ 0 6~~~====~~~~~~~~~~::::::~~~~;:~A O-R3 
..... R03 
-6- FB3 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
381 • Subject HS. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
9 
- 8 
7 
6 
5 
Time SEc. 
POSITIVES 
4 ~ ::~_=--_-------
3 ~~==========-----.-
• 
:1 -
2 3 4 
No ofPie~s 
NEGATIVES 2 
T;me Sec. 
2 3 4 
No of Pieces 
12 
NEGATIVES 3 
10 
8 
Time &!c. 6~"~ 
4b2~~ 
.. + 0-2~== o~ 
01 
2 3 4 
No of Pieces 
5 
5 
/ 
• 0 
• 
5 
....... 1 
-0- Sl 
. ... D1 
.[].. R1 
* RDl 
-l:r FBl 
+'yf2 
·0- S2 
.• - D2 
.[].. R2 
*RD2 
-l:r FB2 
.+- W3 
·0- S3 
..- D3 
.[]- R3 
.. RD3 
-l:r FB3 
.382. 
Subject HS. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
T~SEoc. 
Time Sec. 
TimeS~. 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
5 
9 
8 
7 
5 
2 
POSITIVES 
No of Pieces 
NEGATICES 2 
5 
g 
.. - 'w'1 
.()- Sl 
. .. 01 
.[]- R1 
... RDl 
-lJr FB1 
·.- 'vt2 
-0- S2 
_.......----------. ..- 02 
__ -------- ,0- R2 
----~~~-- *~2 
2 
No ofPi~~es 
NEGATIVES 3 
2 
No of Pieces 
-lJr FB2 
5 
. .....---....., o 
.• - 'vt3 
-0- 53 
..- 03 
-------:::=:~ ·0- R3 
... R03 
-lJr FB3 
5 
40 
30 
Subject 3M. Mean latency as a function ofJ8J • 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
POSITIVES 
Time Sec. 20 
... 'All 
-0- Sl 
... D1 
01--------10L~ 
~
0~1----------~--------~--------~ 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
14 NEGATIVES 2 c 
12 
10 
8 
Time Sec. 
6 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
14 NEGATIVES 3 
Time Sec. 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
.[]. Rl 
... R01 
-l!r FBl 
.- 'vI2 
0- S2 
.- 02 
c- R2 
.. R02 
&FB2 
.- 'vI3 
0- S3 
.- 03 
C- R3 
.. R03 
&FB3 
384. 
Subject JM. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and nwnber of stimulus elements. 
20 POSITIVES 
18 
16 
14 
... "'1 
12 
-0- Sl 
Time Sec. 10 
... D1 
8 
.......A .[J.. Rt 60 I .. RDt 
4*-
-l!r FBt 
:i 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
12 NEGATIVES 2 
10 
8 
.- 'v/2 
Time Sec. • 
0- S2 
6 ~ 
.- D2 
[J-R2 
:1 
.... FB2 
.iJr RD2 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
12 
NEGATIVES 3 
10 
8 
.- "'3 
0-53 
TimeS~. 6 
.- D3 ... 
I 0 0- R3 I 4. 
A .... RD3 
I 
• lr rB3 
:I 
2 5 
No ofPi~s 
385. 
Subject MS. Mean latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
20 
POSITIVES 
18 c 
16 
14 
12 
.• - 'w'1 
-<>- Sl 
Time- Sec. 10 0. 
81 
-II- D1 
6 t -C- R1 
.... RDl 
4R .....-
: i : -6- FB1 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
12 
NEGATIVES 2 
10 ~ / ~ B .- 'w'2 0- S2 
Time Sec. 6 • ~ -- D2 c- R2 ... RD2 ~ 
--- . ~------- -l!r FB2 
----
") 3 4 5 .... 
No of Pieces 
12 NEGATIVES 3 
c 
10 / 
B 
.- 'w'3 
Time Sec. 6 
.- D3 
c- R3 
... RD3 
.~ lr FB3 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
386. 
Subject MS. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
16 POSITIVES 
14 
12 
10 
Time Sec. 
2 
No of Pieces 
9 NEGATIVES 2 
8 
7 
6 
5 
Time Sec. :e: 
:I 
2 
No of Pieces 
10 NEGATIVES 3 
9 
8 
7 
Time Sec. 
4 
2 
r-to of Pieces 
[] 
5 
~~ 
• ~ 
5 
[] 
• 
A 
5 
... 'w'1 
0- S1 
-- D1 
[]- R1 
..... RD1 
0- FB1 
.•• "112 
-0- S2 
. •• D2 
-0. R2 
.. RD2 
-l!r FB2 
.•• "113 
.0- S3 
. •• 03 
.[]o R3 
•• RD3 
-l!r FB3 
387. 
Subject BA. Mean latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
12 
POS IT IYES • 
10 
0 
8 .... W'1 
.()- S1 
Timf. St>c. 6 
-II- D1 :~~ .[J- R1 * RDt -lJr. FBt 
o I 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
5 NEGATIVES 2 
4 
~~ ~. ~e 
_- 7. .- W'2 
3 lJ.----- ~/:-.-- 0- 32 
Time Sec. 
.- D2 
2~ c- R2 
.... R02 
:1 · -l:rFB2 
2 3 4 5 
~lo of Pieces 
9 NEGATIVES 3 
8 • 
7 /0 6 .•• \1i3 
5 .¢. 33 
Time St>c. 
4 W '·-03 
3 . ·c· R3 
A 
..... R03 I 
2~~~ _. 
1&'"" -lJr. FB3 
o I 
2 3 4 5 
~lo of Pieces 
388. 
Subject BA. Regression latency as-a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
10 POSITIVES 
9 
8 
7 
6 
Time Sec. S 
4 
31 
I 
2C 
1 + 
• 01 
2 S 
No of Pieces 
5 NEGATIVES 2 
_--A 
4 -------
_____ __c 
.___------- .__---------_A 
T~~. : 
I ~ 
: c+I ____________________________________________ ~ 
,.., 5 ~ 
No ofPie(;~ 
7 NEGATIVES 3 ./. 
6 ~ 
5 ~ __ 0 
4 ~B 
Time Sec. 
3 
2~ + 
• 
: 1 
2 S 
No of Piecl?s 
~ 'vI1 
0- 51 
II- 01 
c- Rt 
..... RD1 
&- FB1 
· ... "tI2 
'¢-52 
.•• D2 
·c· R2 
... RD2 
-lr FB2 
.+. 'v/3 
.0- S3 
. •• D3 
-c· R3 
..... RD3 
-lr FB3 
Subject Mea. Mean latency as-a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
Time Sec. 
Time Sec. 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
6 
5 
4 
2 
2 
7 
POSITIYES 
3 4 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 2 
3 4 
No of Pieces 
.389. 
• 
5 
.... 'w'1 
-<>- S1 
-II- 01 
.JJ- R1 
.... RDt 
-lJr FB1 
.• - 'vt2 
o -0- S2 
..- 02 
• -0- R2 
..... R02 
-lJr. FB2 
5 
NEGATIVES 3 ~ 6 
.,/" 5 
u .- 'vt3 
4 0- 53 
Time Sec. 
.- 03 
3 I [J.. R3 
.... R03 2. 
9~ 
.lJr FB3 
: t 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
390. 
Subject Mea. Regression latency as-a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
s 
Time Sec. 
2 
6 
5 
4 
Time Sec. 3 
2 
7 
Time' Seoc:. 
2 
POSITIVES 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 2 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 3 
No of Pieces 
5 
5 
5 
~ 'w'1 
0- S1 
... D1 
[J- R1 
...... RDt 
-lJr. FBt 
.- 'vI2 
0- S2 
.- D2 
[J-R2 
...... RD2 
-lJr. FB2 
391 • 
Subject HR. Mean latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
6 POSITIVES • 
5 
4 ~ ...... 1 
.()- Sl 
Time Sec. 3 
-II- D1 
2~~ .[]- Rl ... + RD1 
--. .. 
:I -l!r FBl 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
5 NEGATIVES 2 
4 
.- YI2 
3 0- 52 
Time Sec. • 
.- 02 
2 D-R2 
I .... RD2 
0 
-J -tr FB2 
2 3 4 5 
No of PiecE'S 
5 NEGATIVES 3 
4 
3 .- 'vf3 
0- S3 
Time Sec. 
.- 03 
2 0- R3 
.... RD3 
• 
.[r FB3 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
392. 
Subject HR. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
6 POSITIVES 
5 
4 
TVnt-~. 3 
2 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
4 NEGATIVES 2 
3 
TimeS~. 2 
... ~:::. =---....-------------------
011--- ------I 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
4 NEGATIVES 3 
3 • 
Time Sec. 2 
2 5 
No of PiE'cE's 
... 'TIt 
-<>- 51 
.. 01 
-C- R1 
..... RDt 
-lJ,. FBt 
.- Yl2 
<>-52 
.- 02 
c- R2 
.... RD2 
-lJr- FB2 
.,.. Yl3 
-0- S3 
... D3 
.0. R3 
..... R03 
-lJ,.FB3 
Subject AS. Mean latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements 
12 
POSITIVES 
10 
8 
T'irn@ Sec. 6 
4 
, 
!oc=+ 
:1 
2 :3 4 
No of Pieces 
10 NEGATIVES 2 
9 
8 
7 
6 
Time Sec. 5 
4~~ ~c 
3 ~===== --e=~ __ 
:1 
2 3 4 
No of Pieces 
393. 
... \7'1 
.(). S1 
0 
-II- D1 
.[]- R1 
-6- FBl 
5 
.- \7'2 
0-52 
.- D2 
c- R2 
.A- RD2 
&FB2 
5 
As this subject made 32 errors in 
Negative 3 problems (out of a possible 
72) the results were not plotted as means. 
394. 
Subject AS. Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
9 
POSITIVES 
8 
7 
6 
5 
T~Sec. 
4 
: +t------------------------------------------~ 
2 5 
No of Pit"Ceos 
12 NEGATIVES 2 
10 
8 ~ 
• 
T~Seoc. 6 0 
2 5 
No of Pieoces 
12 NEGATIVES 3 
10 
8 
Time St"C. 6 
2 5 
No of Pieoces 
... W'1 
0- Sl 
II- 01 
[]- R1 
.. RD1 
.lJr- FB1 
.- 'W2 
0- 52 
.- 02 
0- R2 
.. R02 
.lJr- FB2 
+\13 
·0- S3 
.• - 03 
·0- R03 
.. R3 
-irFB3 
Subject WHo Mean latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
16 
POSITIVES 
14 
12 
10 
Time Sec. 8 
395. 
:~~ 
:-l~------------~~------------+-------------~ 
2 3 4 5 
8 
NEGATIVES 2 
7 
6 
5 
TimE' Sec. 4 
3~ 
:r 
2 3 4 5 
8 NEGATIVES 3 
7 
0------________ _ 
6 
5 
TimE'SE'c. 4 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
....... 1 
.()- S2 
.. 01 
.[]- R1 
.. RD1 
-l!r FB1 
.[]- R2 
.. RD2 
-it-FB2 
.• - W3 
·0- S3 
..- 03 
.0- R3 
.. R03 
-it- FB3 
.396. 
Subject WHo Regression latency as a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
10 POSITIVES 
9 
8 
7 
6 
Time Sec. 5 
4 
2 5 
No of Piect'S 
e NEGATIVES 2 
7 
6 
5 
Time SE'c. 4 c 
• 
3t ~ 
8--
:1 
2 5 
11.1 ... ... ~n: ......... _ 
:1 NEGATIVES 3 -8 
-------
~. 
~ -
5 c..___ 
4 t 
TimE'Sec. 
• 
2 5 
No of PiE'Ct"S 
.... 'w'1 
-0-52 
... D1 
.[]- R1 
-A- RD1 
-l:r FB1 
·c- 'w'2 
-A- S2 
-l:r 02 
... R2 
-0- R02 
.• - FB2 
.- 'w'3 
0- S3 
• 03 
c- R3 
....... R03 
-iJ.-FB3 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
398. 
Subject GM. Regression latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
9 
• 
8 POSITIVES 
7 
6 
S 
TirMSec. 
2 S 
NoofP~ 
7 
NEGATIVES 2 
6 
S 
4 
Time Sec. 
3 t ~ • 2" 0 5::;:>"" 
I I 
.0 
2 S 
No of Pieces 
10 ~ 9 NEGATIVES 3 8 7 6 
Time Sec. S ~ 
:.. 
4 
3 
I 
2~ _____ 
• ~ 1 
2 S 
No of Pieces 
... ...,1 
<>- Sl 
-- D1 
[J- R1 
..... RD1 
.(j.- FB1 
.• - 'vI2 
·0- S2 
..- D2 
.0- R2 
... RD2 
-l!r FB2 
.- 'vI3 
0- S3 
.- D3 
c- R3 
..... RD3 
.(j.- FB3 
399. 
Subject LG. Mean latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
Time Sec. 
Time Sec. 
Time Sec. 
18 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
14 
12 
10 
S 
6 
4 
2 
-
:1 
2 
16 
14 
12 
10 
S 
2 
POSITIVES 
3 4 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 2 
.~ 
3 4 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 3 • ~D 
~ 
• 
0 
.-
• 
4 5 
No of Pieces 
• 
5 
5 
.- \\11 
0- S1 
.- D1 
[J- Rt 
.... RDt 
.lJr- FBt 
.- \\12 
0- S2 
.- 02 
[J- R2 
.... R02 
.lJr- FB2 
.- \\13 
0- S3 
.- 03 
0- R3 
..... R03 
.lJr- FB3 
400. 
Subject LG. Regression latency as a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
16 
14 
12 
10 
Time SE'c. 
12 
10 
8 
T lmE' SE'c. 6 
14 
12 
10 
8 
Time Sec. 
6 
POSITIVES 
0 
2 5 
No of PiE'CE'S 
NEGATIVES 2 
.. - 'vi1 
.(). Sl 
. •• 01 
.[]- Rl 
..t.- RD1 
-l!r FB1 
+- 'vt2 
0- S2 
l:==::::~~~~~~===-------------~-=~~~=~ ·-02 I D- R2 
~~~~~ __ ~------------------------------. ~R02 
.lJr FB2 
") 5 ~ 
No of PiecE's 
NEGATIVES 3 
+- W3 
0- S3 
.- 03 
D- R3 
+ 
.... RD3 
.lJr FB3 
2 5 
No of Pieces 
401 • 
Subject Meo. Mean latency as-a function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
10 
POSITIVES 
9 
S 
7 
.• - "6"1 
6 
-0- 51 
Time Sec. S 
... D1 
.[J. Rl 
... RD1 
_. 
-l!r FB1 
• 
2 3: 4 S 
~lo of Pieces 
7 NEGATIVES 2 
6 
S 
.• - W2 
4 
-<>- S2 
Time Sec 
.• - D2 
·0- R2 
-0 
... RD2 
• ..tz. FB2 
2 3 4 S 
No of Pieces 
6 NEGATIVES 3 
5 .I'D /// 
4 .• - 'W3 ~2~ • ·0- 83 Time Sec. 3: 
.• - D3 
2 ~ ~--------: .[J. R3 - ... RD3 
..tz. FB3 
2 3: 4 s 
No of Pieces 
402. 
Subject Meo_ Regression latency as-a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
7 POSITIVES 
6 
5 
4 
Time Sec. 
No of Pieces 
6 NEGATIVES 2 
5 
4 
Time Sec. 3 
2 
No of Pieces 
5 NEGATIVES 3 
4 
3 
Time Sec. 
2 
No of Pieces 
0 
.... 
5 
5 
5 
.+- 'w'1 
-0. 51 
"-01 
·c- R1 
... RD1 
~ FB1 
.- 'v12 
0- 52 
.- 02 
[J.. R2 
.. R02 
-& FB2 
.•• 'vI3 
.<>. 53 
. •• D3 
·c· R3 
... FB3 
~ RD3 
403. 
Subject Meg. Mean latency asa function of trial 
type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
12 
POSITIVES 
10 
8 
... \'11 
-<>- S1 
Time Sec. 6 
... DI 
4 .[J. Rt 
• I • .... RD1 
-6- FB1 
o I 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
8 NEGATIVES 2 ~ 7 
6 ~ 5 ... \'12 
....-IJ .<)- S2 
Time Sec. :p~ .•• D2 • ·IJ· R2 2~'l .... RD2 
...... 
-6-FB2 
: t 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
8 NEGATIVES 3 
7 £~::::====---< 6 
5 .•• \'13 g 
.<)- 53 
Time Sec. 4 
.•• D3 
• ·IJ· R3 
.... RD3 
-6- FB3 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
404. 
Subject Meg. Regression latency as-a function of 
trial type, item type, and number of stimulus elements. 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
Time Sec. 
4 
2 
7 
6 
5 
Time Sec. 
2 
8 
7 
6 
5 
Time Seo. 
2 
POSITIVES 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 2 
No of Pieces 
NEGATIVES 3 
No of Pieces 
... "vI1 
-0. S1 
() .. D1 
5 
5 
5 
.[]. R1 
... ROl 
-ir FBl 
.- "vI2 
0- S2 
.- D2 
c- R2 
.... RD2 
-l!r-FB2 
.*- "vI3 
.<)- 53 
. •• D3 
.0- R3 
... RD3 
-irFB3 
Time Sec. 
Time Sec. 
Subject LB. Mean latency as a function of 
trial type, item type and number of stimulus elements. 
50 POSITIVES 
• 
40 
30 
20~6 
10 P <<>-~~;~c ~~--.. 
0~1------~--------~------~ 
2 4 5 
Nn nf P;"I'!P< 
25 NEGATIVES 2 
No of PiE'Ct's 
30 NEGATIVES 3 
25 
20 
~ \y'1 
0- S1 
-- 01 
c- Rt 
..t.- RD1 
-lJr. FBt 
... Yl2 
-0- S2 
. •• 02 
-c. R2 
.... R02 
-iJr FB2 
Time SE'(). 15 
... 'w'3 
.0- 53 
.•• 03 
-c. R3 
.... RD3 
-iJrFB3 
10 
2 3 4 5 
No of Pieces 
405. 
406. 
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